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Patrick Gleesom "Planetary Navigator," by Len Lyons. Synthesizer whiz Gleeson Is
breaking new ground with his bold innovations and arrangements. His latest
record is nothing less than an attempt to commit the COsMOS to vinyl.

15

Hubert Laws: "Pied Piper Of Houston," by Chuck Berg. The foremost

flutist of

jazzdom is living proot that nothing happens overnight. Practical advice, with
emphasis on the classical side.
18

Ian Underwood: "Free Lance Energizer," by Lee Underwood. This Multiinstrumentalist made his name as amember of Frank
ppa's merry Mothers. NOW

21

Elvin Jones: "No Concession Man," by Herb Nolan. Call Elvin a diehard if you want.

23

Record Reviews: Weather Report; Flora Purim; Dave Brubeck; Lenny White: Ron
Carter; Keith Jarrell; Isao Tomita; Muddy Waters; Carmen McRae/Kirniko Kasai

he's decided to take things at his own pace.
But he has absolutely no intention of amping up and funking out.

Scre nonas at.2 deed . ..and you
have to push
response.

trombone

-'e In your hands

Clifford Thornton'Jazz Composer's Orchestra; David Bowie; Charles Dodge;

vibrates

yawn you par/ . ..you can feel the
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and Mal Waldron ,lielen Merrill and Teddy Wilson; Don Cherry; Lucian() Berkili

harder for the right

•

That

.its eve.

David Friesen: Frank Zappa; Philip Glass; Ross Tompkins.
37

Blindfold Test: Billy Cobham, by Mary Hohman.
Profile: Art Lande, by Bob Ness. Sadao Watanabe, by Leonard Feather. BObbY
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Paunetto. by Michael Rozek.
41

Caught: Milt Jackson, by Chuck Berg; Maono, by David Hollenberg.

48

How To Visualize Keyboard Scal es, by Dr. Willi am L.Fow ler .
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Perspective: "IAI—Paul Bley's Bold Exper i
men t
,"by Le n Lyons.
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PEEKABOO
A

1963-Original Snare Drum
'

1970-First Chrome Set g

zo s
\

1971-Crystalite Shell

1977-Fibes patented fiberglass
filament winding process.

In 1971 we developed the see-through plexiglass complete drum set.
Some of our competitors made fun of our idea—they called our drums Peek-a-Boo.
Actually the plexiglass concept was our second idea. Our first was our fiberglass drum shells,
and we were the first to produce acomplete fiberglass set. Why fiberglass?—well suppose
you Peek inside our drums and find out. Nobody will yell Boo to frighten you and you might
just scare afew people with The Fibes Fiberglass Sound
Flbes is Fiberglass (Life-time Warranted Shells)
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is the time

BERKLEE
is

the place
for

Charles Subcr

T

\

his INNUS: seek!, in good part, to esplain
the art and craft of three master synthesizer
studio Oases and composers: Paul Bley, Dr.
Patrick GIceson and Ian Underwood. Not MIeluded in this issue. but acknowledged further
.•n in this column, is the promising work of
Master Geottics Keeler. sis-year-old synthe-

JAll
• harmony
• ensembles
• arranging
• improvisation
• private instruction
• guided listening & analysis
• career counseling
and in-depth involvement
with today's music with the
internationally recognized
Eerklee College of Music
faculty
Special programs for
beginning, intermediate and
advanced students
•

7 week program
begins June 23, 1977
or

week program
begins June 2, 1977
12

•

•:rer studio composer. Ver> much in this issue
.J.: Bills Cobham. Eh in Jones and Hubert
La. , Uil, , offer their current perspectises on
td rrl',Illa1011. C1rCel ‘Ttion5 and the
world ,1music in which they perform.
'Ps,: similarity of purpose among Bley,
„•• ,•. .,nd Underwood is striking. Each of
...:.
-... hasicalls self-taught synthesizer
se t;solsed their own distinc, ., •.1.onal techniques as session play-; s'.1,. -ri-the.•job training with the
:,...: r,: ..:•••.1.,... ;. ,mposing backgrounds of
sz ,..:i.l........ ,..:. \..rcsc and Jean-Claude Eloy.)
P.,,... ii., '•• iltcrprctation of the history of
Illte•1•: L:F.t.:LI ill, his belief that electric follows
acoustic. as it has done in folk and classical
id:-ms. He points out, too, the historical conscn.. ,leztric groups es entually integrate
..,...:.•..,.. As areand producer and afounder1owner of the Improsising Artists Inc. HAI)
label. Elley talks in some detail of the importance of po•periy promoting anartist's record.
Dr. Patrick Gleeson also mak es po i
nte d re ! marks about most record companies' lack of
promotion. He does point out. how-incr, the
positise ads antages uttered by the companies'
I ins estments. The companies supply the money
1 and equipment without which the artist could
t nia adsance the state of his art. Glecson be.
liss es that the record companies arc, in effect.
1 subsidizing the players' deselopment of new
skills.
Glecuin's analysis of an arti st -pioducer i
s
in sharp contrast to Hilly Cobham's belief that
the artist should hase contro lofall ph ases o f
a record's production. Gleeson reminds us of

zn on curriculum.
r. "-•'..on. fees. etc. write

accc,
toca, •-..

Berklee College

of Musk

Copt. OS
aeitsten Strut
act”:.^. Mass. 02215

ti

AND ...FOR
MUSIC EDUCATORS ONLY
Nine sPec
2-creclit SWMER
r••••a ,..s ng it Jazz
Harmony, Auc
p‘e_vdr,g. Th e Jazz
Tradition, Synthesizers Material:, Jazz
Pedagogy, Guitar. Pere. ,
..s•- CA. and JazzRock Performance
These concentrated 1-week work. shops offer compreht:ns‘de group instruction, individual cce.•.-ultalitn with
Berk lee faculty, and exposure tri relevant teaching methods and tethradues
Full use of all Berk lee educational and
professional faCilitieS included
Two credits for each worktr, ,,-,,
for intorrrudeon vane is
Musk Educators Sumner Workshops
Berklee College of Music
Dept. Os. 1140 1101,1410n fol 01000.. 144 tuniS

6 171 down beat

5V1ARE PS.
The innovative SYNARETM Pe rCUSsio n
Synthesizer puts crashing
ocean
waves, sirens, cocoanuts, chimes,
brake drums ...under your sticks.
Designed for use with or svithout a
drum set, the Synare P. S. is played
with sticks hike a drum, has bounce,
and requires only a conventional
Sound system. Suggested retail $795.00
Write for information and
nearest dealer.

STAR INSTRUMENTS INC.
Dept. D. P.O. Box 71
St

6

68i4n-9454'2C1T 0607
Tel. (203) P

Othello's ueakness: "The artist is a person
*v.lii has user known himself but little.' Ian Underwood not onl ygises good advice
to would-be studio players, hut he spea ks w i
th
assurance about the future «,f electronic music.
He is certain that because id continuously adsansing technology, highly sophisticated electronic instruments v. ill become so inexpensive
as to he as ailable to sinually anyone. lie infers that this wider bass iit electronic instrumentalists will advance the music beyond our
,present comprehension. Which brings us to
¡Master KeeZer.
Young Geoffrey has been creating wellconstructed musical compositions on an ARP
25.ritt since he was live. (Picture if you will,
this tot sitting on the living ri,,,,,, floor with
his milk and cookies, drawing accurate sawtooth curves in crayon while monitoring his
latest tape overdubs.) his parents. both music
educators in Lau Claire. Wisconsin. are naturally proud of their child\ precocity hut
their awe—and mine—lies in the realization
It.al the child can hear and recreate sounds
unit nOWn tap us.
Wc can only hope that Getillrey and his
peers will. like Itoward Fast's Children 01 1.,,,,,, IOW, be tolerant of their well.nicaning but
back ward elders and not shut us 'ill front their
lltaVe tieW world of organired sound.
d•
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If you're not completely satisfied with
your current mouthpiece, talk to your Bach
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Praise For Sonny & Chuck
A thank si•a tot Trkrt.: .•.__ •.•.;••• •:,
mien ins iM Skinny Rollins Chuck Iktg
&Imes praise tor asking intelligent
questions and knowing Rollins well enough t
o
keep thc intense. mining along at an
interesting pace It eoscred both the personal
side and thc annuli; side ot Senn R.•11ins
better than any artie lc Ihase seen
this
&smut( artist
John Ziegler
Duluth. Minn

Madison Lives
Iwould like to comment on arather crude
statement made by Charles Sober dunng the
Eau Claire "Jazz - Festnal. Eau Clain:.
Y. isconsin At the Saturtiay night
pert•irrnan,e. Sfr Subcr said that thc only ja:z
that ..••rnes tmin the city of !kladison,
V. ise••nsin
treb trorn Madison Memorial
ILgn
F.,
.Sfr Sube" is rot aware et a
r•
arned Jmmy Oteaum This Irdr1 is one
•f ;7"
capable. and
•
•in•tan.!..ng
educators I'se had the
.t ...; n.-.ecting Anyone who has sat-in
out.", ascss•••n with the Black Music En.
;he 1.:-.isersity of V. is:eosin will
S.

-

thts man d.rect the Jazz
L.kk •Pers,..r..illy. I'm getting a
.7these well-rehearsed s..lo I'm
• :7 el Y. need ja.rz pc...plc in these

F
' ••V.:

Suter. Jazz is happening in

•.%

•

Mentello. %Nis.

Mutilation And Gold
The incredible disparity between the Otis
Rush and Blackb,srds articles (April 7f turned
ins stomach. I'ittinishot itiNi ,lesS is sure to
turn gold. thus enabling the Howard Horatio
Alger,; to buy the latest Eldorado or
Mercedes, maybe esen more than one. just
like their Byrdman mentor.
Meanwhile, Otis fidgets with his rotten
plumbing, trying to scrape up the bread for a
better broken-down amp.
Music. just like anything else in life, is full
of injustic.: and the peculiarities of fate.
Maybe les not csactly appropriate to compare
Otis to Van Gogh. But one thing is sure.
listening to the Blackbyrds is enough to make
aman chop off an car.
Thaddeus Horton
Brooklyn, NA'.

It All Relates ...
. Ifind that you has I: atendency to
downgrade lam.: of the newer. more
commercial ClfsliS of some of our great jazz
artists ala Herbie Hancock, Freddie
Hubbard, L••nnie Liston Smith.... Here at
jazz station KADX-FAL Denver. we have
found that the,;: fusion efforts ... whether
the% be incorporating the sound of rock.
disco, funk. soul... help to initiate the
unfamiliar to the jazz world.... Iguess the
way to approach presenting jazz is to remain
as eclectic as possible, remembering that
there arc Traire freaks. and those who have no
idea of who
what he stood for, hut could
tell sou the entire discography. of Freddie
Hubbard for the last three years,

Ii all relates
In one breath the audience
cries for Benson's Breezin'and in the next for
Braxton's ertutive Orchestra Music '76.
John W. Sutton
Denver, Col.
ICADX -I'M

Down With The Negative
is the point of attacking bad music by
des siting loads of space to it? After reading
the letters and record reviews in the March 10
db, Iam patently aware and gladdened that
ou and certain readers hate disco, funk, etc.
But why cram your publication full of negative notice after negative notice? For every
Turrcntine. Ayers, Mann, etc. that you waste
space on, there are dozens of other people
contributing honest and valid works that desen.e mention. Any careful record buyer will
not purchase product by the abovenamed
clowns, and do not need the aesthetic "protection" which you lavish upon them. The people
that do L'us the records have aesthetics which
are beyond your powers to correct. In h
recordAny
uactoimp.aitn'sieyso.ur
notice. evenhype
the most
against
negative,
tha tIoftthies
is the
wrong approach to dealing with worthless
rnusi
Ignore it completely. and devote yourselves to finding and promoting the worthiseitwill appear as though you
while. Ot hdefensive.
erwise
arc un th h
.e
Thc creators of nonsense are interested in
nmocy. not your reactions. Idon't want to
have to learn German just to be able to read
about good musk.... But Imay have to.
William Tandy Young
Crozet, Va.

Ludwig's front runners
for the Drummer's Revolution.

Now. Ludwig pliers three

w

;, / ,

get ahead with your foot
choice of three of the fine.>t drum
pedals on the market. Speed Vinrj
the time-tested, fast action pedal
preferred by professionals The

eftertie../.:, quick-response Ghost
pedal. And the adjustable giant for
'rien the biggest bass drums,
the Caroline.

Gel your feet into gear in the
Drummer's Re iolution. Step if110 our

front-running pedals al your local
Ludwig Dealer.

fefica MO le

e

The Ludwig Revolution rocks on!

Ludwig Industries •1728 North Damon Avenue •Chicago, Ill. 60647
8
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Roy Eldridge is slated to be a NYJRC honoree at Newport '77
NEW YORK—The Newport
Jazz Festival will present its
sixth annual bash in this city from
June 24 through July 4. In those
11 days the music ringing from
the concert halls, the streets and
the Staten Island Ferry will include the likes of vocalists
Sarah Vaughan. the Pointer Sisters, Betty Carter, Mel Torme,
Mabel Mercer, Joe Williams and
Big Joe Turner, the big bands of
Woody Herman, Thad Jones &
Mel Lewis, Horace Henderson
conducting the New York Jazz
Repertory Company, Maynard
Ferguson, Stan Kenton, Count
Basie, the NYJRC (in atribute to
Earl 'Fatha' Hines and Roy Eldridge) and Sy Oliver.
Special concerts will be held
at New York University under the
aegis of Jack Kleinsinger, and
three separate events will be
held at Waterloo Village, the
New Jersey restoration site of
last year's runaway successes.
The Kleinsinger NYU shows will
include a NYJRC concert, a film
festival produced by David
Chertok and a children's concert. The Waterloo events include a Dave Brubeck concert
with Jimmy Giuffre, another jazz
picnic and a concluding blues
picnic. The lineup runs to many
paragraphs, so contact the NJF
office in N.Y. for details.
The ferry ride up the Hudson
River will star Wallace Davenport and his All Star New Orleans Band plus the Dukes of
Dixieland. There will be Latin
music in the streets as Jazzmo-

bile presents "Salsa en la Calle"
under the sponsorship of Schlitz
Brewing.
Diversity is the key to this
year's test. In addition to Eubie
Blake. we will be able to hear the
Revolutionary Ehsemble and
Double Image from the lofts. An
unusual solo concert will feature
cappella appearances of Art
Blakey, Gary Burton, John Lewis, Charles Mingus, Joe Pass,
Steve Swallow and Joe Venuti.
Producer George Wein is
dedicating the entire festival to
the memory of Erroll Garner.
"With this in mind, we have
scheduled concerts by various
pianists. Among them are Oscar
Peterson, George Shearing,
Teddy Wilson, along with Hines
and Lewis," Wein stated.
In all, there will be some three
dozen performances, for which
about $500,000 has been
budgeted. This does not currently allow for the popular 52nd
Street Fair begun in '76, "but
don't count us out of that yet,"
Wein said.
Others to be featured in the
festival performances include
Clark Terry with Sassy; the L.A.
4 with Herman; Dizzy Gillespie;
Hank and Elvin Jones with Thad
& Mel; Phil Woods (on the Ferguson program); McCoy Tyner (in a
program of his own): George
Duke; Sonny Stitt (on the Kenton
program); Gato Barbieri; a drum
show featuring Max Roach, Roy
Haynes and Blakey; Omette
Coleman (in his own show); and a
closing dance at Roseland.

Gotham Update
NEW YORK—A couple of piece jazz-rock band, plays at
clubs hero have changed their the Lorelei. Don Pinto conducts.
policies as well as ownership.
The loft known as The Brook
The Lorelei, which inaugu- has been taken over by Charles
rated a band policy some time Tyler, Frank Farrucci and Harry
ago, has brought a couple of Streep. Presenting a variety of
bands back to the place. On music including jazz and classiMonday nights, Tono Kwas and cal, the club is diversifying into
his Jazz Mission, a 19-piece unit. theatre, poetry and educational
regularly performs. On Tues- programs. The loft-club also has
days, Brownie's Revenge, a 31- rehearsal space available.

elm Releases
Recent Columbia adds include Go For Your Guns, the
isley Brothers; Fundamental
Roll, Walter Egan; Unmistakably
Lou, Lou Rawls; What The World
Is Coming To, Dexter Wansel;
Say No More, Les Dudek; Stage
Pass, the Michael Stanley Band;
and In A Different Climate. Mallard.

Warner Brothers newies include Time Loves A Hero, Little
Feat; Front Money. David Newman; 2nd Honeymoon/Don't Stop
The Music. Deaf School; A Period Of Transition, Van Morrison;
Brothers, Taj Mahal; Love You.
the Beach Boys; and Now Do U
Wanna Dance, Graham Central
Station.

•
•
RCA has issued A Painting,
Neal Fox; The Best Of Brian
Auger's Oblivion Express; The
The latest from CT1 includes
Best Of Lou Reed; The Greatest Crawl Space, Art Farmer; TowOf The Guess Who; and Your ering Toccata, Lalo Schifrin; and
Place Or Mine, Gary Stewart.
Four. Bob James.
db

Tango Reborn
BUENOS AIRES—The tango is
undergoing a renaissance in Argentina. Visiting aficionados and
local fans, (called magaldistas)
crowd nightly into El Almacen de
Rivero and Cano 14 in downtown
Buenos Aires.
Tango clubs are thriving all
over Argentina, and special
events have been scheduled in

memory of the great Argentine
tango singer Agustin Magaidi.
who died in 1938.
The tango fad is not limited to
Argentina. In Colombia, an anhuai Tango Festival is held in
a\
Medellin each June in honor of now
Carlos Gardel, another tango Mr E
singing great, who died there in
an accident.

Jazz In Arizona
PHOENIX—The Southwest
jazz scene is getting a boost
from a new organization called
Jazz In Arizona, Inc. The nonprofit club is led by longtime
Phoenix disc jockey Herb "Mr. J"
Johnson (President). and Don
Miller (VP), Pat McElfresh (Secretary) and John Eck (Treasurer). Other board members include Bob Miller, Charles Lewis,
Louie Enriquez, Dan Haerle, Bob
Ray, Michael Duffy Johnson and
many others who are prominent
in various aspects of Arizona
jazz.
Jazz in Az will concentrate,
says Johnson, on promoting live
jazz in local auditoriums and
clubs, and also on furthering jazz

education and musical awareness in the schools. Within
weeks Of the organization s
founding, the second annual
Herb Johnson Jazz Scholarship
Benefit made a substantial contribution to the music coffers of
Arizona State University by presenting a festival of area jazz
groups. Jazz in Az also played a
part in bringing the Bill Evans
Trio to town, and will present
Young Sounds, an all-star high
school big band, in concert May
22. Johnson has expressed
hopes for aligning with Monk
Montgomery's Las Vegas Jazz
Society so that small jazz tours
might be booked in the PhoenixTucson-Vegas circuit.

Nimmons Wins Juno
TORONTO—Canada's answer
to the Grammy Awards, the Juno
Awards, introduced anew category for 1976 into their rockc&w-f olk dominated competitions—Best Jazz Recording. The
first winner, announced on
March 17, was Phil Nimmons'
The Atlantic Suite, released on
the Sackville label. Other nominees were the Boss Brass' The
Jazz Album (Attic); Moe Koffman's Jungle Man (GRT); Oscar
Peterson's Travelin' On (Phono disc); and Joel Shulman's Nowhere But Here (Attic). Sponsored by the Canadian Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences
(CARAS), the Junos waived their
usual criterion—sales figures—

in favor of the proverbial jury of
experts: writers Jack Batten,
David Farrell and Peter Goddard, and broadcasters Lee Major (CBC) and Ted O'Reilly
(CJRT).
Canadian record companies
note: to have any Canadian jazz
LP considered for the award requires that the record company
send five copies to CARAS in
Toronto. However, since the
category was new for 1976 and
publicized only as a fait accompli in early 1977, not every eligible record was considered. PM
Records, for one, the leading
producer of Canadian jazz recordings in 1976, did not submit
its catalogue.
May 19 11 9
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•
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ATLANTA JAZZ DAY
ATLANTA
Surely. May
22nd. the Jazz Forum of Atlanta
is sponsoring Jazz Day n the
Park As part of Atlanta's arr.uat
Arts Festival in Piedmont Park.
this 12 hour free concert will
feature local talent. Participants
include Life Force, featuring Joe
Jennings and Howard Nicholson,
Skip Lane and Blues. Ojeda
Penn, the Osborne Middle
School Band. and Ted Howe r.
Blue Gas Orchestra
Susan Rostnarin, director of
the newly formed Jazz Freese, a
non-proftt Organization dedicated to educating Atlantans to
the joys of jazz. told db she
10 f down beat

hopes to make the day-long concert a yearly event. Instead of
booking established acts, Ms.
Rosmarin wants to spotlight local musicians in the hope of cultivating Atlanta's jazz audience.
Hot GO the heels of the "Kentorsan." a high school and college band workshop/competition hosted by Stan Kenton and
Cs orchestra, Jazz Day is expected to provide trie boost necessary to solidify the Atlanta
jazz community
For further information, contact the Jazz Forum of Atlanta.
P.O. Box 54848, Atlanta, Georgia 30308 or call 404-938,9244.

Herman Injured In Crash
MANHATTAN, KAN. —Bandleader Woody Herman was recently injured when his car was
involved in a head-on collision.
Herman was en route to a seminar and concert at Kansas State
University in Manhattan.
The accident occurred during
the daylight hours near Fort Riley,
Kansas, directly in front of
Erwin Hospital (where Woody
was immediately taken for treatment). He was later moved to St.
Mary's in Manhattan.
A spokesman for Herman told
db that Woody's condition was

"not critical," although he was in
intensive care at this writing.
"He suffered a fracture 01 the
thigh and calf and multiple face
and head laceratione." the
spokesman said.
The band continued its travels
without him, Frank Tiber' taking
over the helm for the first few
nights. As we go to press, plans
were indefinite' as to the possibility of a "name" leader being
hired.
Those who wish to write
Woody may send letters in care
of Hermie Dressel, New York.

4000 AT NOTRE DAME
SOUTH BEND—The 19th annual Collegiate Jazz Festival at
the University of Notre Dame
(the oldest college jazz event)
pulled a record crowd of over
4000 people.
Chosen as "Outstanding" from
the 16 participating ensembles
were the combos from Fredonia
State U. College (N.Y.) and Wisconsin Conservatory (Milwaukee); and four big bands histeo
alphabetically), including Fredonia, the Medium Rare Big Band
(an "unofficial" group from the
New England Conservatory),
Northwestern U. (Evanston, Ill.),
and the 40 piece Texas Southern
U. Jazz Ensemble (Houston).
The "Outstanding Festival Instrumentalist" award went to
Steve Rodby, bassist from
Northwestern U., who also received acoustic and electric

bass awards. (The judges gave
the other electric bass award to
the three-man TSU bass section.) Another multiple winner
was Emil Palame, the student
leader of the Fredonia ensembles, who also received plagues
anrid
e
cc
brh
asph
es
toer
r. Piano and Arrang The judges—whose jam climaxed the Friday night performances—were Randy Breekeri
trumpet; Bob James, piano; Will
Lee, bass; Bob Moses, drums;
and Dave Sanborn, alto sax.
lBrecker, James, and Sanborn
were award winners in their stu lm C
ce
he
ad
ries Suber, db
d
pe
ub
nthsd
ha
ey
r e
A special award was made to
the festival's "Patron Saint",
George Wiskirchen, C.S.C., who
also heads the U. of ND's jazz
studies department.

FINAL BAR
Herman (Hymie) Shertzer, lead alto sexist for Benny Goodman,
recently died of lung cancer in New York City. He was 67.
Shertzer's alto sax was largely responsible for the smooth way
the Goodman unit sounded during the '30s. Hymie was a naturally
swinging musician and imparted that feeling to the reed section.
Shertzer started on violin at nine and took up sax at 16. He was
playing with Gene Kardos at Roseland in 1934 when he heard that
Goodman was organizing aband to play at Billy Rose's Music Hall.
Goodman hired Hymie to double on both violin and sax, later realizing that he had an alto.
For ten years Shertzer shuttled between the Goodman and Tommy Dorsey bands. For many years he was astaff musician with NBC
and he remained an active studio musician until his death.
He is survived by his wife, two daughters and two grandchildren.
•
Ruby Smith, blues singer, dancer and niece of the late Bessie
Smith, recently died of cancer in Anaheim, California. She was 73.
Ruby was the niece of Bessie by Bessie's marriage to Jack Gee.
Ruby, born Ruby Walker in 1903 in N.Y., changed her name for the
Spirituals To Swing concert produced by John Hammond In 1936 in
Carnegie Hall, since Hammond was grooming her to replace her
aunt. She had traveled with Bessie for 14 years as a dancer in her
troupe. Ruby recorded for Bluebird, Decca and Vocallan during the
late '30s and early '40s, with such musicians as Red Allen and
James P. Johnson accompanying her.
Ruby also performed in many clubs in New York, Including Cale
Society where sho sang with James P.
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We're the other fine response,
high performance eameteg‘
microphone.
The one that costs less!

Nov. there is another fine response. high perce
microphone yoziu can buy at alower cost!Astaties Music
Mike.. Professional aesthetics and acoustic characteristics
for the most demanding performer. Attractive design with
brushed satin chrome finish.
The Music Mike conies in two basic models. One has a
contoured response for the discreet listener. providing
crisp sound that every artist will appreciate. A second
model offers aflat response for the independent entertainer
who prefers natural sound_ Both cardioid mikes come with
high and low impedence versions. each complete with
switch and easy-on swivel stand adaptor. Packaging
includes amodern plastic carrying case.
Astatici Music Mike. Why buy any other
niatophur when quality and style
are available now at a
Icivier cost

High impedance models 950HS (Contoured response)
052HS (Flat response)
List Price S110.00
Low impedance models 950LS (Contoured response)
952LS (Fla) response)
List Price $100.00

Imagination in communications

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030 (216) 593-1111
IN CANAI)A:
!no i.14-norr.• ii ,.i

()Meg, Mill:MS.1416) 41146384

PATRICK
GLEES«

Planetary
Navigator
by len lyons

N

ow that I'm 40 years old and have been
critical of myself all these years, Ithink 1have
the right to say that I'm happy with what I'm
doing." The speaker is lanky, affable, voluble
and would appear boyish but for a graying,
modish hairstyle. He is Dr. Patrick Gleeson,
formerly an assistant professor of English literature at San Francisco State, now adouble.
threat in the music industry. What Gleeson is
doing has two sides to it: musician and producer. For him, they do not seem separable.
Gleeson dropped out of academia and into
recording studios in '68, after three years of
experimenting with -primitive and uninformed" electronic music. He used aMoog at
first, but by the time he had joined Herbie
Hancock's Sextant and Crossings group, he
had switched to the ARP 2600. He has since
played on, arranged or produced two dozen
albums spanning the jazz, Latin, rock and
crossover genres. Ironically, the only album
under his own name, released last year by
Mercury, was marketed under the classical
rubric. Beyond The Sun: An Electronic Portrait
Of Hoist's The Planets was played on an Eu
polyphonic synthesizer, which Gleeson considers a more programmable model than
ARP's. As the following interview progressed,
a telephone altercation took place between
Gleeson and Mercury Records over the distribution of that album, leaving it uncertain
who will distribute the jazz synthesizer album
he is currently working on.
Gleeson, however, also produces for Mercury and took pains to emphasize that he was
entirely happy with the company in that role.
The work is usually done at Different Fur, his
own studio (also his home), athree-story, redwood finished warehouse in the Old Mission
district of San Francisco. Though Different
Fur opened in 1970, it was recently upgraded
with a24-track recorder and fully automated
console which Gleason claims Is "beyond the
state of the art." With an expertise in music
and electronics, Gleason has adual perspective on the music industry. He secs nt least one
serious "sickness" in the present inundation of
jazz albums into the marketplace, but some
encouraging trends, too. As asynthesizist he
has clearly defined his various functions.
• • •
Gleeson: At present Ihave three roles as
player. For people who want to work at my

own studio and with whom Ienjoy working,
I'm still doing sessions. I'm not asession player for synthesizer overdubs in Ventura City,
but I'll play for asteep price in my own studio.
I'm charging $1000 per day because Idon't
want to work unless the project is worthwhile.
Besides, if someone puts up that kind of
money Iknow they'll respect me as aplayer
and they won't suddenly tell me, "Hey, Iwant
you to sound like so-and-so on this record
four years ago."
Idon't claim to be agreat keyboard player,
although I'm improving. A lot of guys can kill
me on piano. But Ido understand the synthesizer better than most other players. What
I contribute on synthesizer isn't chops but
programming—conceiving of new uses of the
synthesizer in jazz. On Crossings for example.
at the end of Water Torture, Irepeat eight
notes every quarter-note, arpeggiating up and
down, which describes achord. It sounds halfway between a wind chime and a harp. On
Bennie Maupin's new album Iuse the same
sound slowed down on the very first cut. I
think the synthesizer can do some things better than anatural instrument, but Ithink Ican
get the synthesizer to mimic natural instruments better than anyone else, except for
Walter Carlos.

mine, plus two songs from Bitches Brew. That
side will be just synthesizer. The second side
will be synthesizer in relation to other instruments. At the moment, I'm writing it as if I'll
have afull orchestra, but the suite (18 minutes
long) will ultimately be orchestrated for the
synthesizer. I'm not ready to conceptualize it
directly onto the synthesizer. After it's composed I'll decide which parts belong to the
synthesizer and which to the other instruments. Consequently, Idon't know yet what
the other instruments will be.
Lyons: Were you satisfied with Beyond The
Sun musically! And what exactly happened in
the marketing of it?
Gleeson: There's no question that musically
and orchestrally the music was really happening. I'm convinced of that. But at the same
time my album came out. (laso) Tomita came
out with The Planets on RCA. His went to
number one on the classical charts and number 93 on the pop charts. If it had been Walter
Carlos, Iwould have said, "Okay, there's the
cat Icopped from." But Ifeel musically superior to Tomita. There's no doubt in my
mind. Ifelt Mercury was totally responsible. I
never saw athing in print. Iwalked into several record stores out here and either they
didn't have it or they were out of stock.

On the album I'm writing now, which will
be jazz, I'm going to describe certain rhythms
which, if they were played by real players,
would be incomprehensible. With the extreme
regularity that can be imposed on a track by
use of asequencer, 1can actually make it possible to hear, rhythmically, music in 13/8. Not
that this is so unique itself, because that's just
seven and six, both of which are well understood. But if you project 13/8 from a real
band, the rhythmic outlines have to be extremely clear or they won't be comprehensible to the players. They'll have trouble with it.
Sometimes it's all too comprehensible and
would swing better if you could write hipper
rhythms. But with real players I'd have to
keep the 13/8 time really straight. Also, Ican
project 21 over the 13/8 by making the whole
thing turn around every 273 beats (21 x 13).
Real players aren't going to do that. With the
(digital) sequencer Ican make that musically
accessible and interesting. Don Ellis has done
some interesting things with time signatures
but he always had to write so it would be manageable for the players. I'm not bound by that.
One side of the album is going to be ideas of

They've done agood job selling a lot of al
bums I've produced for them, and we have an
excellent company-producer relationship. But
next time, I'm not going to sell four and ahalf
months of work for 25,000 copies sold when I
know other albums of lesser interest are selling 150,000 copies. I'll need some guarantees
regarding promotion before 1let them handle
the next one.
Some companies are into building an artist,
and others arc right there on top of it if the action is happening. There arc two different approaches to selling albums and Mercury's
method is called "giving it ashot" in the industry. You go drop the record off the end of a
dock, and if it floats, you go get it. If not ...
next!
They've got to go all the way on promotion
because I'm not touring. No one else has made
asynthesizer jazz album and Ithink this could
be areally stunning album. It should reach the
bottom of the pop charts if the promotion is
right. My goal is number 175.
Lyons: Would you perform it? Could you
perform it?
Gleeson: The question is totally financial. I
May 19 CI 13

assembled and manipulated. It's areal example of bringing computer (binary) technology
into analogue synthesizer instruments.
Lyons:Host are the 16 voices controlled?
Gleason: It's done digitalis. The keyboard
is being scanned at a%cry rap
.id rate. It looks
at the output of each key and notices, no matter how precisely you play, which key is
pressed down first. If you were as precise as
Chick Corea and played a major triad, it
could still tell you which key you hit first. It
would assign acertain timbre to that position
(the first key pressed) and remember that assignment.
Lyons: That enables you to predict the
timbre by the order in which you depress the
keys. But couldn't that become aproblem? On
the next chord. you may not want the "assigned" sound on the first key you're going to
hit.
Giresun: As aproducer. Ihave myself as a
Gleason: Yes, that's right. But it's not a
kcsboard resource, which is a very. different
problem any more than the fact that awind inrole from the sessionman thing. As asessionstrument changes timbre as you blow. it. It's a
roan. Itry to tunction musically in an original
problem if you ignore it: if you relate to it as
was, like harp attacks that turn into organ
part of your process and use it. then it's to
sounds, or I've used tuned kettle drum sounds.
your advantage. That's what music is about:
When lproduce. Isee my playing as away of
contrast and dynamic change. What you have
taking care of the orchestration difficulties of
to do is develop families of timbres that are
albums, beefing up tracks a la Phil Spector.
compatible. Even if you get into an unpredicthut Itry not to intrude. Idon't want people to
able situation, you shouldn't have to get into
listen to the album and say, "Wow! Pat
problems of voice-crossing where you don't
Gices,,nwas really incredtble On that album...
want it, say in a traditional composition.
This has %,:nething to do with my point of
(Gleeson's jazz synthesizer album will he review on producing. When a producer has a corded with the
Eu.)
"sound. - Ithink it could be the end of the
Lyons: Who is playing good, creative synroad. There are Phil Spector albums. Richard
thesizer now, in your opinion?
Perry li 'l:...-7.5..hatcter. It means that the arGleason: About live people in the country
tist is "t•rite..: t:v the limitation of that proright now. There's Roger Powell, who plays
ducer's v
What Ihope Ido is function in
with Todd Rundgren's group. Utopia. He's
away
tr.r.gs out the artist completely. I very innovative and knows the instrument
r.eed a
.
,..thority to do that, which is a
more than just as a keyboardist. There's
pr.,b:cm Iro r-nning into with agreat many
Walter Carlos. Also. an English cat who did
cr,grevsise artists.
the latest Elton John album, David Henschel.
Lyons: fief,re we get to that problem, let's
And aguy in Hollywood named Ian Undersvr.thesizers. Why did you switch from
wood. I'd have to classify everyone else as inthc ARP.2rtiti to the Eu'!
teresting, but primitive. Including Joe
Glersow Thc only reason Iever used the
Zawinul. He doesn't know. what he's doing, alaas tczay.se it was an adequate stage inthough it doesn't matter because he has great
strurr.cr.t. Irocvcr felt it was adequate in the
ideas. The instrument is very forgiving if
studio I17,4 used aMoog (single-voice) Ill in
you've got guts. You might put up the slider. If
the vtual.,• i:ezause it was more flexible and
you don't really know what's happening, it's
larger th.‘r. :hc Ze.ti.t, although not as reliable
going to limit you, but it's still happening.
and rr(u..r. (7.".re cumbersome to travel with
Actually. I can divide players into three
and patch The Zefirt has through-patches so
groups. There are players who really know
can .u.sc pre-sets which could still be overtheir instrument and why it's behaving as it
ridden. if nr.,:evvar: . by inserting a patch
does. Either they do their own design work or
cord.
can talk intelligently with designers about
Lyons.: And hat drieS the Eu have over the
what they need. They can be innovative be260(P
cause of what they know. Then there's awhole
Gleason: It's adesign of the 70s. as opposed
variety of players who don't know shit.
to the '60s. There's been all this new developThey're afraid of the instrument and because
ment in integrated circuitry and digital techthey're afraid of it. all they can develop are
nology It an integrated circuit instrument
clichés. Then there are few in between, like
rasher than a discrete transiuor-oriented inZawinul, who don't know agreat deal about
strument, which means you can pack a lot
the instrument, but they've got ears.
more control material its a given amount of
Lyons: In fairness to Zawinul, Ican tell you
space Because it's digital. it has a memory:
that he places himself in that category, too.
material can be stored and called up for re-use
He told me that he deals only with sound, not
later. That's how I did large parts of The
with electronics.
Planets storing pitch and timing information
Gleason: Right. But it is a limitation. At
and then calling it hack as data, while Iwas
least people like Joe and Stevie Wonder, who
playing the panel in "real" time. It simply alalso belongs in that category, are doing interlows you to do better work. It's asmarter inesting things with the instrument. 1guess I
strument.
tend to take afairly autocratic attitude about
My new keyboard fan Eu 16-voice). which I all of this. It's my opinion, it can appear in
just recently tried out for the first time, has a print, and if anybody doesn't like it, tough
micro-processor (In effect, asmall computer)
shit.
Lyons: That sounds like apretty good defibuilt into the keyboard. It stores incredible
nition of "autocratic." Now let's get back to
amounts of data and allows it to be edited, recan du it. provided Ihave an adequate sound
system. See, aguy can stand up with aguitar
with a sound system that makes him sound
like afuzzy clarinet, but eseryone can we he's
playing a guitar. so it works It's almost a
visual illusion. But when you've got synthesiren. there's no illusion Either the music's
happening and you can hear exactly what it's
supposed to sound like, or there's nothing.
Ialso need stunning sisuals, precisely because there's nothing to look at. I'd use projections bs Bruce Conner l‘e done three
sound tracks for his films. which are collages
or aasemblies. He takes stock footage—he did
one film of an atomic bomb blast from
enernment footage—and then reassembles it.
This may not sound like much. but the way he
docs it is fantastic
trots: What's your third rule as a keyIsoardist?
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that problem of authority in dealing with new
artists. Exactly what is the problem?
Gleason: The artist conies to apoint where
he's ready to do asolo album because he can
sell it, although artistically he's not ready.
You know, in the old days, an artist was really
produced. The tunes were selected for the artist: the concept was decided by the producer—a producer like Arif Mardin at Atlantic.
Lyons: The old style "a&r man."
Gleason: Right. Now we have the young,
progressive artist who decided on the music,
plus who else will be on the album, who will
arrange it and even who's going to produce it.
This will work fine if he's astrong, mature artist. But then you'll have someone who makes
his reputation as a sideman in a popular
group. His career demands asolo album, but
he's not ready. He hasn't the vaguest idea of
the details, the structure, how you get sounds
in the studio. The engineer, in effect, becomes
the producer. He takes orders from the artist
and translates them into sensible studio commands. If the artist hires an independent produet. he also becomes the artist's employee.
This is a dangerous situation and the music
business is suffering from it.
Lyons: What do you think happens when
the engineer becomes the virtual producer?
Gleason: The engineer/producer can only
deal with tracks as he hears them over the
speakers. Like he can tell you that it sounds
too busy. So what? What do you do about it?
He can't function creatively if he can't tell
you, for instance, that the tune is monotonous
rhythmically, so let's go to 6/8 in the bridge or
double time it on this chorus and so on.
I'll give you an example. A guitarist overdubs behind a horn solo. He's low on the
chord structure, playing thirds, fifths, sixths,
roots. Now somebody comes in with asynthesizer, and he's told the arrangement is empty
on the bottom, so he's going to play something
below the guitar accompaniment. This guy
plays sevenths, ninths, and 13ths—high on the
chord structure even though he's below the
guitar. That's got to be unsettling. The music
is upside down. This is just apsycho-acoustic
fact, not a matter of taste or style. Our harmonics arc built on the overtone series. If you
want to see how consonant or dissonant anote
is, you just have to see where it lies on the
overtone system. If it's high on the series, it's
dissonant. Like a flatted fifth doesn't appear
on the series until way past the 16th overtone.
Therefore, you know it's going to be the
devil's interval and you can't play it under a
guitar that's an octave above you playing
thirds and fifths. It just won't work. The engineer/producer doesn't have this type of knowledge and he's being asked not to intervene.
Lyons: Arc you suggesting that the producer
has to be amusician/engineer?
Gleeson: Idon't know if he really needs to
be an engineer. Certainly not the engineer. But
he has to be able to give the engineer intelligible instructions. You know, there arc probably more producers functioning well in MOR
and Top 40 rock than in the jazz field. The
young jazz artist doesn't want a producer in
the old sense. My perception of it is that the
new artist in some cases has a producer because the record company wants him to have 1,
one and because he's got to have someone taking care of business inside the booth while a
he's taking care of business out in the studio.
lhe artist can't he both places at once, butas'E
soon as he gets into the control booth, he'll 8
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by Chuck Berg

he flute, in jazz, has only recently attained
equal billing with such stalwart voices as the
saxophone and trumpet. An early indication
of its improvisational potential came during
the '30s when Wayman Carver waxed the first
jazz flute solos as amember of Chick Webb's
Little Chicks. Up to the early '50s, however,
the flute was mainly regarded as anovelty instrument. Then, in the mid-'50s, a group of
saxophonists—Sam Most, Herbie Mann,
James Moody, Frank Wcss and Frank
Foster—started awave which swept the flute
to unprecedented levels of popularity in jazz,
rock and pop. That wave, which has yet to
break, has been ridden at the crest by Hubert
Laws.
The 37-year-old Laws, winner of six consecutive db Readers' Polls and numerous other awards, is recognized by his peers and the
public as among the tops in his field. Along
with fellow practitioners such as Lew Ta back in. Jeremy Steig and Lloyd McNeil, Laws
is helping to shape our concept of the flute's
varied roles in contemporary music. Laws, a
professional's professional, is friendly and
outgoing and speaks his mind with conviction
and candor. Our conversation was recorded at
the offices of Peter Levinson, who is handling
Laws' promotion for Columbia Records. Portions were broadcast earlier this year by
WBAI-FM, New York.
• • •
Berg: The Hubert Laws story starts in Houston, Texas, on November 10, 1939. What musical influences came from your family, the
neighborhood, from Houston?
Laws: Iwas brought up in afamily of four
children. My mother was apianist and played
at the local Baptist church. My father sang a
bit in a male chorus. Isaid there were four
children. Actually, there were four in the beginning that Igrew up with, and then four
more that came later after I left home.
Blanche, the oldest, was a singer. Iwas second. Next was Johnny who played trumpet for
awhile until it was stolen. Then there was
Eloise. She's afine singer who's donc albums
and TV variety shows like Johnny Carson and
Dick Cavctt. So Iwas pretty involved with
people in my family who were musical.
Iwas also exposed to alot of music right in
the neighborhood. We lived across the street
from a beer tavern. So I heard people like
B. D. King, T-Donc Walker, Joe Turner and
some of the old blues singers blaring out of the
juke box. Su those were some of the influences
in the early part of my life.
I also started playing piano. My mother
told me that very early on Ijumped up on the
piano stool and picked out notes, making melodies. Later on in elementary school, about
sixth grade, Iwas introduced to band instruments by Carl Williams, an excellent pianist,

who was astrong influence because he got me
into both classical music and jazz.
In junior high school Istarted playing an
instrument called amellophone, which is similar to the french horn except that it has valves
like a trumpet. That lasted for about a
semester. Then Iheard Tab Smith's beautiful
version of Because Of You. Iwas so deeply influenced by it that Iwent out with money 1
earned with my newspaper route and bought
an alto saxophone. Ireally began to get into
alto and even played some talent shows with
people like Esther Phillips and Johnny Nash.
Shortly after that Iwent to Phyllis Wheatly
High School.
In Houston there was asegregated situation.
There were three black high schools. but
Phyllis Wheatly was the most prestigious as
far as music was concerned. So my mother
struggled to see that Iwent to Phyllis Wheatly. There Imet Sammy Harris, who was the
band director and another significant influence in my musical career. Ialso met agroup
of fellows that today you know as the Crusaders. At that time we called ourselves the
Modern Jazz Sextet. The leader was Stix
Hooper, the drummer—Wilton Felder played
tenor, Wayne Henderson trombone, Joe Sample piano, Henry Wilson bass, with myself on
alto. So we had the sextet during high school,
from about 1953 to 19.5b, and played various
jobs around Houston like proms and social
clubs. We were also fairly well-known around
Houston as ajazz ensemble.
Berg: Who were the musical influences at
this time?

Laws: The early bebop players were important but so was the "cool school," people like
Lee Konitz and Stan Getz. Those were about
the only people we were exposed to in Houston. At first Iheard little of Bird, but latér he
became an important influence. Also, in high
school, Istarted listening more closely to European music which took me along adifferent
direction.
Berg: When and how did flute become part
of your woodwind arsenal?
Laws: The high school band was going to
play the William Tell Overture for aconcert as
part of the graduation exercises. 'There was a
flute part but no flute players. Most of us, in
fact, hardly knew what a flute was. We
thought it was an alien kind of instrument. But

afriend of mine had aflute in his attic somewhere and happened to give it to me at that
time. So 1volunteered to play the flute part. 1
struggled acouple of days to just get asound
from it. Somehow, Ifinally played that solo.
slaughtered the piece, but that was my introduction to the flute. Since then, it's been the
instrument for me. The saxophone had to take
second scat.
There's something very mystical and
mysterious about the flute. Other musicians I
know have had similar experiences. Even
though they played other instruments, when
they started playing flute they suddenly became intrigued. Even well-known saxophone
players who pick it up have had really strong
desires to get more deeply involved with it.
Berg: What special qualities does the flute
have that makes it so attractive to so many
saxophonists and other musicians?
Laws: The initial attraction was the fact
that Ididn't have to worry about reeds. With
saxophone, you know, you always have to worry
about getting a good reed before a performance. Not having to deal with the reed
problem, then, was the first attraction. Later
on—this is really hard to verbalize—there was
something about the flute, like Isaid, something very mystical. Flute players, in fact,
seem to have asimilar kind of temperament, a
kind of kookiness.
Berg: What kind of kookiness?
LIMN: Ifirst noticed it when Iwent to Juilliard. There was a peculiar sensitivity about
things that to me were insignificant. For inMay 19 0 15

stance, putting the flute together. Or has ins
someone else play your flute—there seemed to
be a fear that if someone plased your instrument then your own sound would be destroyed.
Irecently did arecording session with Harold Bennett who's played with the Met for
years. He's teaching now and we got to talking
about instruments. This is another example of
the kind of peculiarities that flute plasers
have. They always want to talk about the instrument, the instrument makers, the metals of
the instrument, and so on. For insult-.Ilike to
think more in terms of music. The instrument
is just ameans to an end. But with most flute
plasers, the first question seems to be. "What
kind of instrument arc sou playing" Bair Well. Iwanted to ask that question
for all the "kooks" flute players like myself
who want to know if it's aHawes or aPo;sell,
aclosed or open hole. aCor B boot, and so
forth
Laws:That's what l'in talking about. Itry to
shy away trom those kinds of incidentals because there arc so many other things 1feel are
much more important—the ideas, the musical
statements that you can make when you 1mpros ¡sc. the interpretation of the music, things
like that.
&or Iundersund. Going back tu Houston.
what t..nr-al flute training did you hase?
Laws: Igraduated from high school in 1956
and then went on to Texas Southern University f.. r
scars. During this time Istudied
with
Baror.e, who was then the pic -

w sfelt that Iwas aself-styled disciplinarian
because it was sen easy for me to practice a
lot with some kind of schedule. But at Jail.
liard the situation was that much more intense. Iwas esposed to orchestral as well as
chamber music and learned much of the
flute's repertory. But I%%as also involved with
professional groups outside of Juilliard.
When Icanse to New York Ihad naively assumed that the scholarship included living expenses. Iu-as wrong. So Ihad to immediately
stint gigging around town, playing clubs, in
order to pay the rent. In turn Ihad to gise up
sonic of the classes that Iwas enrolled in. It
was just too much of a burden to keep insols ed with academics and gigging.
Ireally salued my study with Julius Baker.
He didn't teach th i; operation of the instrument as much as my former teacher. Clement
Barone. Nlostly. Ilearned Irons Baker by (Ibsen ing the way he played and the way he approached the music. He had abeautiful sound.
Berg: What uas the gigging scene like during and after graduation Irons Juilliard?
Laws: I mostly freelanced around town.
Then, one year before graduation in 1963, I
met Mongo Santamaria. Iworked with his
group from '63 on through to '67. In the
meantime Ihad begun to do a lot of studio
work with various people. Mainly jingles, you
know. for TV commercials. It's anonymous
work. In fact, Istill dis alot of that, as much
as possible. Iprefer it in some ways because it
enables me to keep alow profile. Many people don't realize it but there's alot of numey

LUNN: That's right. In fact, every album that
Idid for Atlantic features Chick. We did The
Laws Of Jazz, flute By-Labs, Laws Cause and
then Wild Flours. The last time Isaw Chick
was in Chicago when we did the 1975 do»
beat awards show.
In New York I've played and recorded with
lots of people. I've probably forgotten some of
the naisses. But I've worked with people like
Paul Simon and Paul McCartney. So Iget the
opportunity to play with a variety of people
who play various kinds of music. In fact, in
1969 Iauditioned and began playing with the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra. That lasted
for four years. Then Iwent to the New York
Philharmonic and did some subs there. They
still call me occasionally. Ienjoy doing that
because it really adds variety and excitement
to niy career. And it's achallenge.
Ieven accepted ateaching job in Los Angeles just to see if 1could relate what Ido to others. Ididn't succeed too well because Ireally
didn't program my presentations well enough.
I'm sure my students learned something. But I
could have done abetter job.
Berg: Where did you teach? What courses?
Laws: It was at the California Institute Of
The Arts, Cal Arts. Ihad some private students. And then Ihad one session where all
the flutists would get together and talk about
the techniques involved in improvisation. It
was pretty sporadic. Ireally had no plan, you
know, aweek to week school plan that someone like Don Scbesky has in his orchestration
course which I'm now taking. Ifeel that I

"ln becoming agood player you have to have the talent. The basic ingredient is natural talent.
Then ou hate to begin to develop that talent with hard work.... The oply secret is talent and
hard work."
:h the Houston Symphony. 1
7.rad by the was Barone hand:ext
In high school he helped
as..cist with the Houston Youth
Sy rr.ph ,.r.:, S.; :Ice was really responsible for
me gett.ra•
classical background.
After
years at Texas Southern and lots
6f gigging
th the Crusaders, the band decided to ;ease 1-1 ,;
,
...ston in search of more experience
cxçusure. So in 1958 we left
Houstor. and -ent to Us Angeles. Wilton and
Wayne had
tir.ished high school while
Joe. Suit and had teen out at Texas Southern. So we her: to Los Angeles and struggled
to try to get ,
... ,mething going. At she same
time Ieno.1 1
.ed
Los Angeles State College
as apart-time student. That went on about two
or three years.
r..

Then. Isaw an ad in Oterture. the Local 47
Musicians' Unir.n magazine, for the West
Coast Juilliard Alumni Scholarship contest.
Before that Ihad aspired to go to the Curtis
Institute Of Music in Philadelphia, where Clement Barone had jo.ne. Ihad esen auditioned
for Curtis but didn't make it. With the Juilliard contest, though, 1went right up to the
finals. Iwon over pianists and violinists. Iwas
amazed because those instruments arc very
dramatic. So, that's when Ileft Los Angeles
and the Crusaders and got to New York.
Item What was Juilliard like?
Laws: Istudied with Julius Baker, who is
now playing with the New York Philharmonic. And 1met with agroup of keenly talented
players who arc now placed in some of the
well-known symphony orchestras around the
country. This created a lot of crimpe •an,
which for me was strongly influential because
it made me want to work really hard. I've al16 0 down beat

to be made doing that. It takes very little of
your time so you can do many other things if
you're involsed in that scene. But during the
'60s when Iwas with Mongo Ialso played
with John Lewis and Orchestra U.S.A., which
did some recording. There was also a date
with James Moody. That's the first New York
session that Ican remember ending up as an
actual record album. It was called Great Day
(Cadet S-725) and was arranged by Tommy
Mackintosh, Eventually Ialso worked with
people like Quincy Jones. Lena Horne.
Aretha Franklin and Roberta Flack. There
were ahost of other people.
In fact. Chick Corea and Ihad some memorable times playing gigs at the Skyrider Ballroom in the Theresa Hotel over at 125th St.
and 7th Ave. We used to be there just about
every Saturday. It was my group. Believe it or
not. Iwas playing guitar and singing.
&Iv You were?
Laws: Yeah. Istill own aguitar but Idon't
play it anymore. Iwas using guitar, saxophone
and flute on that job. But playing and talking
to Chick was an experience. Even at that time,
you know, we were students in school together. Isuppose Isort of took him for granted.
Well, Ididn't really take him for granted. I
knew he was supeotalented but Iwas around a
lot of people who were super-talented. Back
then he really excelled in his particular idiom.
And he continued to grow and develop. Today
1just marvel at Chick. Our careers sort of
weave in and (jut of each other. We ineet and
do music together and then he'll leave and I
won't sec him for awhile. But then he'll he
back and we get together.
Rego One of the first albums you did on Atlantic feature; Chick.

should have had aschedule like that, although
the music itself is in a sense pretty sporadic
and unplanned. So because of the nature of
improvisation and the experimental approach
used at Cal Arts, Ithought aspontaneous kind
of program would be perfectly compatible
with the situation. But Ithink Icould have
done much better had I worked something
out, planned aschedule.
Berg: Do you plan on giving teaching another go in the future?
Laws: Idon't see that I'll be able to. Ijust
don't have enough time.
Berg: Herbie Mann and Frank Wets and
Frank Foster in the Basic band were among
the first to gain wide recognition as jazz flutists. It seems, though, that you and Herbie
spearheaded the process of legitimizing the
flute as awidely accepted solo voice. What is
your analysis of the evolution of the flute in
jazz and popular music?
Laws: Ithink the flute probably came into
its own as asolo voice with the advent of the
small group. In big bands, you know, the flute
was completely eclipsed by the sound of the
other instruments. So 1think that shortly after
that, with the appearance of small groups,
more and more people began to see flute as a
speaking voice. That's the only explanation I
have.
The instrument itself, probably because of
its exposure as asolo voice in small groups,
really influenced alot of people to get into it.
The clarinetist on one date that Idid just recently told nie that at amusic camp where he
teaches he had about four or five students
while the flute teachers had well over a
hundred. So there is atremendous amount of
interest in flute.

Berg: That's my impression too. Thc
emergence of the flute as aviable solo voice
was also largely contingent upon the development of good amplification systems.
Lana: Yes, you're right.
Berg: Who were the Ilutists, if any, who influenced you as you were coining up?
Lows: Ididn't really listen to too ninny pet).
plc who were into jazz. Iwas listening more to
people in symphony orchestras. I liked the
sound of flute as played by classical muai.
dans. The guys who played jazz were mostly
doublers. They played other instruments and I
don't think they really got as much sound out
of the flute as they might have.
But if Ihad to name someone that Iheard
play jazz on flute I'd have to say Sam Most.
He was the one who really influenced me. He
did arecord with Herbic Mann in the '50s that
Ibought and listened to over and over again. 1
really liked the way Sam played on that record. James Moody was another good player
from that period, but Ididn't hear him much.
In the south at that time you didn't really
hear as many black artists as you would have
heard up north. Iheard people like Lee Konitz, Paul Desmond and Stan Kenton. The only
exposure Igut to musicians like Charlie Parker was through Sammy Harris, the band director Itold you about. He had Bird's records.
They were not, however. being played on the
airwaves. So those were my influences. Of
those, Ithink Iwas mainly influenced by the
instrument itself as used by classical players
like Julius Baker.
Berg: You play piccolo, flute, alto flute and
bass flute. Each member of the flute family
has aparticular sound, effect and style. Which
of these influence your decision about picking
aparticular instrument at agiven time?
Laws: Ireally don't have any system. Ijust
try different instruments un different things. I
was doing adate with Bob James recently on
his record and just happened to pick up piccolo to play on one piece. He didn't make a
suggestion and Ihad no idea that Iwould do
it. The music was written in concert pitch and
since piccolo is anon-transposing instrument
in C like the flute, Ijust arbitrarily picked it
up and played it. Ihad already run through the
tune on C flute but thought maybe it would
sound better on piccolo. It did. It came out
pretty well.
Berg: Let me ask you about different performance settings. What arc your preferences
in regard to recordings, clubs and concerts?
Laws: If the circumstances are right, tlike
live performances. You've got to have an excellent sound engineer out there. The optimal
sound, though, is best achieved in the studio.
But 1prefer to play for a live audience because of the electricity stimulated by the interplay between performer and audience. There
have been sonic great moments when I've
played live that Iwish had been captured on
record.
Berg: With your busy schedule do you have
much time for practicing? If so what do you
practice? Also, is there tinte for study and experimentation?
Laws: Time is my most important asset. We
all need time. My schedule is so busy these
days that my practice does suffer. Iused to
practice all day when Iwas in school. Now I
have to pick it up between pl
•calls and going here for jingles and there he record dates.
The older Iget the less time there seems to he
to devote to experimentation and practice beeause more and inure happens each day to

began to bid for my services. Ididn't realize
how lucrative it could be with acompany that
had some money.
Creed and Iworked fine together musically.
I think our tastes are very compatible. He
likes good quality. Not only in the music, but
in packaging. Su although the CFI deal had
worked out pretty well, Isaw that at this point
in my career Icould probably get much better
exposure and marketing of the product with a
bigger company. Another factor that played
heavily in my decision to leave CFI was the
lawsuit between Motown and Cll. Ieven testified in behalf of CFI against Motown. Ibegan to see that the lawsuit could drag un and
un and possibly jeopardize my product. So
along with that and other considerations. Idecided it was better to go with Columbia.
Ithought about it for alung time. My contract expired in June, 1975, and it was not until April, 1976 that Isigned with Columbia. I
had also talked to ABC and A&M. If Ihadn't
gone with Columbia, Iprobably would have
signed with A&M. The decision involved alot
of things that Ican't really go into now. But
overall tthought it would be abetter move to
go to Columbia.
Berg: Creed Taylor and Bob James have
been involved in a number of your projects.
SELECTED LAWS
How do you and the producer make decisions
DISCOGRAPHY
about material and its presentation in terms of
as aleader
such details as string backgrounds, voices,
THE LAWS OF JAZZ—Atlantic 1432
rhythmic backdrops, etc.?
FLUTE BY-LAWS—Atlantic 1452
Laws: The selection of material and deciLAWS CAUSE—Atlantic 1509
CRYING SONG—CTI 6000
sions on such things as strings have basically
AFRO-CLASSIC—CTI 6006
been made as collaborative ventures. Creed,
THE RITE OF SPRING—CTI 6012
for example, would call and schedule ameetMORNING STAR—CTI 6022
ing. I'd make suggestions about material and
CARNEGIE HALL—Cil 6025
THE CHICAGO THEME—CTI 6058
we'd talk. Usually there were never any objecIN THE BEGINNING—Cit CDC 3+3
tions. In terms of material. Ipretty much did
THEN THERE WAS LIGHT—VOLUME 1—
whatever Iwanted. The only time a strong
CTI 6065
THEN THERE WAS LIGHT—VOLUME 2—
suggestion was made was on the last album I
Cil 6066
did for Creed. Even then it wasn't that strong.
ROMEO AND JULIET—Colurnbia 34330
He didn't say, -Do it or that's it." He sugTHE SAN FRANCISCO CONCERT—CTI 7071
gested that t listen to a track they had reas aco-leader
corded.
Ultimately it turned out to be Chicago
CALIFORNIA CONCERT—Cil CTX 2+2
Thane. It was a track that Bob James had
GOODBYE (with Milt Jackson) —
Cil 6038
written and arranged. Ilistened and was alittle nonchalant about it. But Bob said, "Hey
man, you won't he sorry." 1remember those
posure and meet the right people.
%surds, just like that. Isaid, "O.K., fine," beBerg: In regard to record companies, you
started with Atlantic and then went to CM I cause Iknew what Creed had in mind. Creed
has foresight as to what has appeal. He felt
understand that the jump to C1'1 involved
this would be abig record.
quite arisk since it meant giving up your chair
Berg: In terms of sales?
in Billy Taylor's band that played the David
Laws: Right. This was at the time when disco
Frost show. How would you assess your inwas just starting out. So Chicago Theme bevolvement with CFI?
came adisco hit in New York. It would have
Laws: In the long run Ithink it worked out
sold much better if the hassle between CFI
quite well. But who knows what would have
and
Motown, who was CTI's distributor,
happened if I'd stayed with David Frost? As it
hadn't
developed. My record suffered as areturned out, the first record Idid for CTI, Crysult of that dissension. And when Isaw that it
ing Time, was really for AS:51 records since
was probably going to continue Idecided it
Creed Taylor was producing for them at that
was time to leave CFI.
time. But Creed subsequently bought the masBerg: Hubert, you've worked with many of
ter from A&M and this became his first rethe great players. It' you had your choice, who
lease on his own record label. Overall. nty
would you take intdthe studio with you?
musical association with Creed was positive.
It wasn't so great monetarily but Ididn't deLaws: Well, there are so ninny great players.
pend too much on record companies for my
At CTI there was astable, astable of players.
basic financial needs. Ididn't realize how luCertain guys had been used over and over
crative recording could be until 1signed with
again—Bob Jantes. Ron Carter, Jack DeJohnColumbia.
ette, Steve Gadd. Eric Gale. certain flute playBerg: How did the switch foam Cil to Coers for section work and certain string players.:
lumbia occur?
In answer to your question, though, it would á
Lass,,: My contract with CFI expired back in
depend on the kind of material to be re- a
1975. When Ihappened to mention it to Orrin
corded. Some people are just all-around playKeepnews at Fantasy, he made me an offer.
ers. Ithink Bob James is one of those. He can §
Then the word got around to other companies.
play in aclassical context, he can play bebop, t
began la feel important. All the companies
senti -rock, rock. It's very difficult to pinpoint 8
take away front these. The bottom line to it
all, however, is practice.
When 1do practice Ipractice scales and
long tones. You can never get away from them
because they're essential to your sound and
technique. You have to keep your muscles and
reflexes in good condition, just as a boxer
does by punching the bag and running. Long
tones condition the muscles. There arc also
certain exercises Igo through. In fact, I'm
thinking of putting together a book not only
for people who arc interested but for myself.
That would help me to remember the exercises I did as a student which helped me
achieve what I've got today. I'm trying to put
that book together with the help of a friend.
Now Ipractice about two hours aday, if that.
Iwish Icould do more. Iused to practice four.
five, six hours aday.
In becoming agood player you have to have
the talent. The basic ingredient is natural
talent. Then you have to begin to develop that
talent with hard work. Some people have
come to me hoping there's some kind of secret
about playing. The only secret is talent and
hard work. Finally, of course, you have to get
out of the practice room. You have to get ex-
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"The synthesizer is not 'impersonal,' not by any means. In any field, not just music, you can
create atool, an impersonal thing, an object. If it doesn't have a 'personality' to begin with
that is only because someone hasn't come along to give it one."

IAN 111111ERWOOD
Free Lance Energizer
by lee underwood
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North Shore of Long Island Sound. His father
was a commuting executive for Republic
Steel.
At the age of rise. young Underwood toddled about in front of the speakers, intoxi•
cated by Arthur S:hnabel and Arthur Rubenstein recordings of Beethos en's piano sonatas.
"I don't know whs." hc said. "but I loved
piano music immediately. We had apiano in
the house, and Istarted taking classical piano
lessons."
When he turned 14. he augmented his musical trick-bag by taking up clarinet, flute, and
the alto and tenor saxophones. He also expanded his musical interests to include Miles
Davis. Charlie Parker, Horace Silver and
Jackie McLean.
After high school he attended Choate Prep
School in Wallingford. Connecticut. "Bassist
Steve Swallow ,has also going to Choate." Underwood smiled. "We'd get up at three o'clock
in the morning and sneak down to the basement of the chapel. He'd play bass and I'd
play alto sax until six in the morning, crawling
back to bed when she sun rose."
Iwanted to play in the
On ascholarship Underwood attended the
•
could do. Itold him
Lennox School of Jazz, where he met and
Yale in 1961 with aB.A.
heard Omette Coleman for the first time.
Ihad just graduated that
"Swallow and I then both went to Yale,
i; Unisersity of California.
Imrks _.
'.Iwsters in Composition: and
where we'd do the same thing we did at
thut 1r:
organ and all of the
Choate: we'd drive down to New York and lis• :.: flute and clarinet.
ten to Omette's trio play in the Village until
•Ite ,
keybz.ard music and had
four in the morning, then drive all the way
r...e
.:
already played keyback to school with no sleep at all. Iwould
6. ,ards ;7.
reading was not one of
say that for the next four years. Omette Colehis -or-.e..
:•.• . ;
read, so the first
man was amajor influence on my thinking, on
thinis 1r:. :
. -,
.eds. then horns, then
the way Iplayed, and on what Iwas interested
e.
: 7:: It w.as perfect timing
in.
lor Frank .: •.
•
combination. I
Academically. Underwood initially atstayed
..:•- •
to 1972. then
tempted to follow his parents' advice. He
played wit:: ... ••
rr.tly.
studied electrical engineering and mathematics. "because those were she areas my father
"That wh,:z
_e :igrrf.sing up for
me." said Und,,r,.i,...
I. :Ir.t record was
was most interested in. But music drew me
w,o, only In It fnr
then all the
back. After Iearned my Masters. Idecided
others, including Hot frs..!! ,ne of my faschool was not for mc any longer, nor was I
vorites, which was
just Frank and
going to mach. Idecided to launch myself
me; Ialso especially lir.cd Mani Wrenie.Sand..
out.
ww-6. Uncle Meat and 2,,O.I.F.trft.
Ile returned to New York City. met Zappa,
"Playing with Frank was my first contact
and began what has become acontinually eswith the real world of music. outside of the
calating musical career.
schools. Musically. it was both demanding
With Zappa, Ian was more of a performer
and fun. Socially, it was anew ensironment."
than a composer. "At first, my full energy
The words "new cntironment" constitute
went into Frank's music. Playing his music my
something of an understatement. Zappa was
way was a tremendous education for me.
the notorious and outlandish rock 'n' roll
Then, gradually, my interests became sepHigh Priest of '60s Grungc. By contrast. Ian
arated from that. Finally, it became more imUnderwood was an educated, soft.sixacen.
portant for me not to be in the hand. In 1972,
Ifollywood-handsonic charmer, horn in New
Iwent into L.A. studio work as asynthesizer
York City. May 22. 1939. and raised in Rye.
player only—no horns. Everything, of course,
New York. on the pushy upper•middi c.d ass
moves in stages, and soon il will be more imhen Iheard Frank Zappa and the Mothsr, Of Insention tor the first time." said key'
, -ardiq composer lan Underwood. "t ins.de.itçk fell in lose
was August
19to Iwas staying atm y
•
ar.':1117-C11si Manhattan. She was goGarrizis Theater in thc Village to
•I sesee listen te the radio, nor was
or rock groups at all. Ididn't
.1i...out Zappa or the Mothers.
.• ":t. what it was, or what thes
I - ment I heard them. howe-ser. I
iI -7.
5
was the closest thing to
:r.zerested !TIC then—that corn.
• Strasinsky. blues. Hindemith.
Omette Coleman, corny jokes
That's exaztls what Iliked:
_ with bizarre hu;nor."
relation to this writer)
ou..p: at the Garrick and talked
I7ra:mbcrs of the band. Two
,.•
the uptown studio where
to reourd We're Onfy In
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ponant for nie to spend less time in the
studios and more time composing and playing
un my own."
As a studio musician specializing in synthesizers, 38-year-old Underwood has recorded with Alphonso Johnson, Norman Connors, Lee Ritcnour, Alphonse Mouzon, the
Brothers Johnson, John Lec and Gerry
Brown, Ambrosia, Willie Tee and numerous
others.
He has played on soundtracks for such films
as Rocky, Marathon ,Man, Three Days Of The
Candor. Outlaw Josie Wales and The Enforcer.
"Movies arc my favorite projects," he said,
"because Iget to play more. And Ioften do
some writing. My best and most personal writing so far, how-ever, has perhaps been in acouple of comparatively small films. Off The
Edge, adocumentary on skiing and hang-gliding in New Zealand, was nominated for an
Academy Award in 1977. I also did some
writing on ashort five-minute unreleased film
called Owen. starring Karen Black."
Before playing with Zappa, Ian Underwood
knew nothing about synthesizers. Today, he
owns afour-voice (soon to be six-voice) Oberhcim Polyphonic with aprogrammer, an ARP
2600, a mini-Moog, and an ARP String Ensemble. With these keyboards he uses an
Echoplez, a Roland Space Echoe, two Marshall Time Modulators and a Mu-Tron Bi'
Phase as effects.
His modified Rhodes 88 Stage Model electric
piano divides the keyboard's output into low,
middle and high, with aswitch that enables him
to play with the normal stereo as well.
When he was performing live, he used a
Marshall Bass Amp. In the studios, however,
he used "just an old Benson tube amp with one
large 15-inch speaker in it for monitoring.
That old Benson serves everything, because
I'm not doing any onstage performing now."
What does adedicated, educated lover and
performer of classical music and acoustic jazz
feel about contemporary electronics in music?
"The instrument is just the instrument,
that's all," said Underwood. "It's what you do
with it that counts. Synthesizers vastly expand
the ranges of available sounds. Sitting in front
of amachine that works right is like sitting in
front of an orchestra.
"For me, the quality of the sound is not an
end in itself. It's just a means to an end. In
fact,
not at all preoccupied with any of the
synthesizers that Ihave, or with any of the
sounds that they can make. The synthesizer is
just another thing to tire tO say what Iwant to
say, to make the MUSiC that% inside my head.
"I don't agree with those who assert that
synthesizer players lose their individuality.

become anonymous or play mechanicalsounding music.
"The synthesizer is not 'impersonal,' not by
any means. In any field, not just music, you
can create atool, an impersonal thing, an object. If it doesn't have a'personality' to begin
with that is only because someone hasn't collie
along to give it one. Nothing 'means' anything
until we make it niean something.
"When you start comparing instruments,
they are all limited one way or another. It is
not fair to say, 'Synthesizers have limitations.'
Sure, they du. But so does anything else. It is
very difficult on synthesizers, for example, to
approach that certain quality of sound that an
acoustic instrument lugs. Therefore, instead of
criticizing the synthesizers for not sounding
like an acoustic instrument, you compare
among acoustic instruments, searching for the
ones you have the most control over.

"Maybe you think it's the violin. With the
violin you have the vibrato, every area of
pitch, the how, etc. You could say. 'Why
doesn't everybody play the violin? Who would
ever want to play apiano, where all you can
do is hit anote? You can't even do aglissando
on api
.Ming kind of instrument is that?'
"Just as there are qualitative differences between acoustic instruments, so there are
qualitative differences between synthesizers.
So it's acircuit, so it's astring, what's the diflCrence? In the end, it's the sound that counts
and what you do with it.
"In a way, involvement in music means
checking out the different sounds that are
available: whatever that sound is, use it. The
synthesizer happens to he a certain kind of
collection of sounds. It's not qualitatively that
much different from hitting automobile brake
drums or dropping abunch of rubbish on the

floor or stumbling through bamboo curtains.
It's what you do with the sound that turns it
into music.
"At the moment, my new favorite is the
Oberheim Polyphonic synthesizer. Its range of
possibilities and the mays of getting at them
are enormous, and it's an easy machine to
work with.
"Sometimes Idon't get to aswitch or abutton on time. but Inever feel lost. As far as I'm
concerned, you do the mechanics often
enough so that you just don't think about
them. The mechanics are just part of what you
have to do in order to get what you want to
get. You just do it, and that's the end of it.
"The easier it is, the better it is. Therefore, I
add pedals and switches so that Ican get what
I want instantly. I modify the machine in
terms of live performance. Idon't want to sit
in the recording studio and say, 1 know how
May 19 0 19

to get that sound. It will take me only three
minutes.' Iwant to get it in halt asecond hy
pushing abutton or apedal. That's it there's
the sound.
"There is no conflict for me between electric and acoustic instruments. Ilose both the
acoustic and the electric pianos. When Irnietice, it's almost always on the acoustic piano. I
keep ms touch un acoustic plant" by making a
persona.Idecision as to how much time I'm go.
ing tu spend on what.
"Sure, people specialize, some by becoming
more and more refined on one instrument or
an one arca of music.
"The other was is to specialize in asort of
thought process. The thought process then re.
alitcs itself in different areas In othrr words.
you're not spreading yourself t
,- •
specializing 3,1.'1r-where. it just
•
• in a
different was. If you're acompos...r. •
... don't
always hase te write for an a:oils::: 71.no.
You can write ter ether things as
"At this time, electronic music is new. In
the tuturc, how cscr. 1think
t‘ectO:IC more accessible to cs.'
_r,.1 I
think its going to be much
Because ot technology. anybody .:
who
wants an electronic musical
,
hase access to one. The
be
sery .set" sophisticated. -.±
''he
Inc‘pens:sc. Techrologt
SO
Litt

at arew pricduct

lime

market. Ian 1..-„rvood' s molution
_• far
been
began as aclas••• •
.nded
ti'
latz. gained
.- perracording experience •.•
i'rank
o tirais himself fr. the -- .:r circle •
..lyvs3x3d New York recording
plar.s vs., it difficult for him t. crack
it zrriear,

-. the

Ztart. "there is alwass atint job.
Mine
Earl Hagen on .te ..d
.
After that. i
Leonard Bernstein's .tfa35 at the
Mark L::.%r F.rurn in L.A. From thin on, it
wasy.ist amatter
answering the telephone. I
made ni. point at all in hustling studio work.
i-rking in the studios also has its cycles.
At first, y• are just arecommended name at
the bott•.nt
the list, They go throuzh everybody else first. then. if they are not asailable.
they might Try yi.e. 'Let's try Ian Undcruood:
they say.
g'. in and do the joh. The nest
time they soy. -V. ho was that gus we had last
time' Ian
'Call him:' Pretty soon.
they say. IA e nee,: Ian Underwood for this
part. Call him. What"- He's already booked
and we hase to zhange the session schedule?
Change it Tim:: goes hy ond you work alot.
Then they start saying. Get mc somebody
who plays like Ian Underwood hut is young.'
Then they say . Vaier.cr happened t.. lar
Underwood , '

"If a young musician comes from Tulsa to
L.A. and he wants to get into studio work, he
should first hase his technique together. He
might then get in touch with other proles.
sional musicians who play the sonic instrument. Then he should take any job he can get
in the studios. Because recomn-iendation% are
essential, he should play es cry place he can-clubs, union rehearsal hands, jam cessions.
etc. And when he dikes get his first fcw studio
sessions, he should be very professional: he's
got to be ow immediately."
Any finest has its demons. Perhaps the most
beguiling and seductive demon of the studio
forest is money. Have Ian's present lucrative
activities in the studios tended to detract from
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SELECTED UNDERWOOD
DISCOGRAPHY
with Frank Zappa

WE RE ONLY IN IT FOR THE MONEY—MGM/Verve
V65045X
HOT RATS—Bizarre RS 6356
CHUNGAS REVENGE—Bizarre MS 2030
UNCLE MEAT—Bizarre r.ms 2024
BURNT WEENIE SANDWICH—Bizarre RS 6370
WEASELS RIPPED MY FLESH—Bizarre MS 2028
JUST ANOTHER BAND FROM t. A.—Warners MS
2075

FILMORE EAST—Warners MS 2042
200 MOTELS—Oniled Artists UAS 9956
OVERNIGHT SENSATION—Disc Reet--MS 2149
ROSEN AND THE JETS—MGM/Verve—VS 5055X
APOSTROPHE—Disc Reet—DS 2175
with Norman Connors
YOU ARE MY STARSHIP--Buddah BDS 5655
ROMANTIC JOURNEY—Buddah BDS 5682
with Alphonse Johnson
,, ,,-...oNgmaDows—Epic PE 34118
YESTERDAY'S DREAMS—Epic PE 34364
with John Lee 8Gerry Brown
STILL CAN'T SAY ENOUGH—Blue Note LA 701G
with the Brothers Johnson
LOOK OUT FOR NUMBER ONE—A8M SP 4567
RIGHT CN TIME—A8AISP 4701

with Alphonse Mouton

THE MAN INCOGNITO—Blue Note LA 584

with Willie Tee
ANTICIPATION—UA LA 655
with Jean-Luc Ponty
KING KONG—Woria Pacific ST 20172
with Ambrosia
SOMEWHERE I'VE NEVER TRAVELLED-201h
Century 7-510

his dreams of becoming is successful cornposer?
"Ves," said Ian, "but Imust immediately
qualify that. 1have not felt ready yet to orient
my time toward what Iwant to do for myself.
What Iant doing now is by choice. It is not a
flatter of having become locked into this
situation. Working in the studios is my second
professional learning experience, the first being with Zappa and the Mothers.
"Playing such awide variety of musics, most
of which Iant not truly interested in, would
become highly annoying to me if Iwere oriented toward spending more and more of my
tinte doing what Ipersonally wanted to do.
However, studio work is good for me at this
time and therefore it is not annoying to me.
"It keeps me in town. Idon't have to go on
the road. Ican be home with my wife Ruth,
who is also amusician, apercussionist, and a
graduate of Julliard. It enables me to see my
10-year-old daughter, Nora, who lives with
my former wife, Phyllis.
"Front the money I've earned, I've bought a
place that has aseparate studio. It has all of
my musical equipment in it, and if Ihave three
hours, five hours, all day, the rest of the house
can be empty or have 10,000 people in
That doesn't mean anything, because I can
work in my studio. That is the logic of studio
work.
"True, many of the studio musicians Iwork
with spend their union breaks dismissing
swimming pools instead of music. That is fine
for them, but not for me. From my perspective, the main thing that interests me is the
music in my own head and my own reaction to
other music that Ihear.
"I'm not emotionally interested in swimming pools. I'm not emotionally interested in
vacations here or there. I'm not emotionally
interested in any extensions of those things at
all. Nor am Imaking any value judgments on
anyone else's relationship to those things. It
just scents to me that you have to decide how
and where to spend your time.
"Every day you have to say, -Okay, what's
going on in my head and my feelings? What
am Igoing to do with the time that Ihave?
What am Igoing to do about that music that is
in there?'
"If Ifeel that Iam doing something about
that, even though Imay go and play some music that to me is not apersonal emotional experience, Ican still sit there and think about
what Iwant to do. Charles Ives was an insurance salesman who went home and wrote music for two bands at once, or whatever else he
wanted. And he wrote great music.
"In other words, it is not necessarily the externals of the situation that dictate what you
arc going to do. If aperson feels he is getting
locked into it, then he shouldn't do it. When I
feel the pressure in mc to make the switch,
when it is more amponant for me to spend less
time in the studio and more time on my own,
then I'll just do it.
"For some people, Zappa for example, the
motivation to compose and record is right out
front and close to the surface. However, that
area is alittle difficult for me to get at. It takes
timc. Idon't want to go in and do an album
just to do it. Iknow what my own pace is, and,
when I'm ready, I'll do it.
e
"Meanwhile, with my mind oriented toward
that one goal, Iplay music—all of which is by
no means worthless or awaste of tinie. Imake
a good living. And Ihave good experiences
with awide variety of excellent musicians:»

e

"One thing is for sure. Iam not about to make any concessions to the profit world; I'm not
about to start playing rock and roll; Iam not going to add on tons of electronics. ... Iam
going to stay acoustic and solid with the music...."

No Concession IV an
W

hen Elvin Jones laughs, it's like the
opening of agreat iron gate at the entrance to
ahuge estate, agató that hasn't been oiled in
half acentury. There's no other laugh like it.
Well, almost no other. Elvin's brother Thad
owns one.
When Elvin's mood blackens, as it does on
occasion, it gets dark grey the way the sky
does before astorm flies from the horizon and
rattles the ocean. Those moods are infrequent,
transient, temporary, but honest corners of the
creative personality. Elvin Jones is acreative
energy, more intense than most; he's the pure
romantic possessed of innocence, dedicated
completely to his art.
Energy. It's tense, tightly drawn like stainless steel wire stretched to its snapping point
and at its controlled best when he is playing,
lost in the center of that circle of rhythmic
pulse that infects every player.
"I can see forms and shapes in my mind
when Isolo, just as a painter can see forms
and shapes when he starts painting. And Ican
see different colors," he once told Whitney
Balliett in the New Yorker.
Elvin is capable of the unexpected, seemingly playing himself into the corner of the
multi-mirrored room of his imagination. He
can always escape. A Houdini of the mystical
mysteries of improvisation, his art is reflected
in the people around him.
"I've never been so comfortable," says
David Williams, who was Elvin's bassist for
more than two years before leaving at the end
of last year.
"It's the energy, he's got it, that's it," states
Pat LaBarbara, tenor saxophonist in the Elvin
Jones group now called the Jazz Machine.
"No one else has got it," says Williams.
"It's the time, the relaxation. It's the pulse:
the energy is there, yet it's relaxed energy."
LaBarbara understands. "Everybody feels it in
the room, and when you come off the bandstand you feel like you've played something.
You feel good. The pulse is just fantastic, it's a
great feeling—I've played with alot of drummers, too. It makes you feel good to be playing on top of what he's playing. Another thing,
the tempos vary, we never play the same tune
the same way; it'll be adifferent tempo every
night; you're not locked in like some bands
which have set tempos and that's it, that tune
as always in the same tempo...."
The big old iron gates open and out squirms
Elvin's oxidized iron laugh. "I wonder what
band he's talking about ..." he says, referring
to LaBarbara's long association with Buddy
Rich. Elvin is kidding.
"No, I'm not talking about Buddy's band
because he varies the tempo, too. Ithink good
drummers always do that. They're looking for
achallenge, so they'll change the tempo, especially if the leader is adrummer and he can
count the tune off. A horn player who is a
leader usually feels comfortable with acertain
tempo and he won't try another; he's got his

EININ
JONES
by herb nolan

things worked out in acertain way and that's
where he feels best. But when adrummer is a
leader, he gets achance to vary it because he's
interested in rhythm and time. Buddy and
Elvin come from the same energy, they just
channel it in different directions. They're high
energy players and Ilike players who hit the
drums."
When guitarist Ryo Kawasaki plays with
Elvin's group he thinks in terms of percussion.
"I want to be apercussion player when 1am

soloing. Instead of playing lines, Iwant to bc
more percussive."
Elvin loves it. "Ryo wants to buy a set of
drums, most of the guys that have been in my
groups all have a set of drums—Gene Perla.
Jan Hammer, Dave Liebman, Steve Grossman
... they all got drums. You can't fool yourself
with aset of drums, man, you got to keep the
time. When that falters not only you know it
but everybody else within hearing distance
knows it. It is achallenging instrument."
"After working with Elvin most drummers
sound nervous, they just sound nervous." says
Williams.
"I think it's hard to play 4/4 or aswinging
type rhythm, that kind of pulse that jazz players play. Most drummers have to switch back
and forth between rock because that's where
the money is ..." LaBarbara ponders Elvin.
"I can be playing with some drummers-1
don't know what it is—but they can be playing
the same tempo—the same thing—but it feels.
..." He wants to describe the difference but a
new idea emerges.
"That's another thing, Elvin always plays
on the tune," Pat says. "Right, Elvin? When
you play on many of those tunes, like the tune
just doesn't come to astop and then there's a
free drum solo, he's always playing on the
song. We play Jazz Boat or Antigua and Ican
actually hear the melody over his drum solo.
He's thinking of the line, Iknow it."
Elvin agrees. Listen to Land Of The Lonely
on McCoy Tyner's Trident (Milestone). You
can hear it there.
"McCoy can play Three Blind Alice and
make asymphony production out of it; he has
that kind of musical mind. Ithink he's one of
the great pianists of today. There's no doubt
about he's one of my favorites and always will
be. Ilove him," Elvin says.
-Some clubs you go to dance and some you
go to to listen, but no matter what the music is
you should be able to dance to it
," observes
David 'Williams.
"Yes, right!" Elvin nods. "You should get
the feeling you should move. That's what is
meant when people say the music moves me. A
lot of groups Ihear—I am sure they are very
popular and they make a lot of money—but
they don't move me. There's something they
arc not doing, there's something lacking. I
think it must be creative, 'cause those that arc
creative arc alive and being alive means
movement—highly emotional, highly
charged."
"Some people have it, some people don't. A
lot of people have the chops—the technique—
that academic thing, but the looseness, some
have and some don't," says Williams. "And
while Ihave the chance—I've always wanted &
to say this—in most interviews, especially 3with younger musicians, when they arc asked
who they have been most influenced by if it's a g
drummer—especially a drummer—they'll g
never call another drummer. They'll say
May 19 Ill 21
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WEATHER REPORT
HEAVY WEATHER—Columbia PC34418: Bird.
land; A Remark You Made; Teen Town; Harlequin;
Rumba Mama; Palladium; The Juggler; Hama.
Personnel: Joe Zawinul, keyboards, melodica,
voice; Wayne Shoncr, tenor and soprano sax; Jaco
Pastorals, bass guitar; Alejandro Acuna, drums;
Malono Badrenas, percussion.
*****
Like a glittering pendant anchoring the
string of pearls of fusion music, Weather Report, at this late date, hardly needs to be
pointed out. Indeed, Zawinul, Shorter and
their slowly but steadily revolving door of
rhythm players have had so enormous an impact on the way many of us listen to music—
on how we hear music—that their atmospherimusical research has become indispensable
(try to conceive modem music without the efforts and effects of this band). Most important, though, is the consistent freshness of
each album, along with the equally consistent
craftsmanship and attention to detail. Their
gleaming, futuristic structures arc not only innovative architecture; the plumbing works, as
well.
1 doubt that Weather Report will ever
duplicate the dramatic success of I
974's Mysterious Traveler (no easy task, since it remains
the finest fusion album of all). Moreover, they
don't have to. The proof of their vision has
been out for years; it's now amatter of re-affirming, in constantly shifting ways, what is
already evident, providing new perspectives
on a music so vital that it actually welcomes
such scrutiny. The sonic neologisms, no less
real, arc more subtle and integrated now. And
Heavy IVeather is certainly Zawinul's finest
achievement since Traveler.
Icredit Zawinul because Weather Report,
at least to the naked car, has really become his
band. On this album he is directly responsible
for the two most salient attributes. First is the
sound. Weather Repon has never employed
the studio-as-instrument as thoroughly or as
well as on Heavy IVeather: The LP literally explodes with the clarity, separation and sheer
variety of timbres, and Zawinul's arsenal of
synthesized tonalities is astounding (he's
listed on the liner as "producer/orchestrator"). Because of the recording quality, you
can hear the smallest details of the intricatelyarranged layers of sound, with the versatile
polyphonic synthesizer creating a vibrant,
velvety richness that makes Getty look like a
welfare case, Play it loud, and Zawinul's insanely happy BinHand, the band's first hit single, will prickle your spine with the illusory
sensation of sound-as-physical-mass. Heavy
Weather is an arrangemental tour-de-force, a
smorgasbord for the ear.
Zawinul also hired bassist Pastorius, and

the band is already veering in the directions
he's charting. Jaco contributes broadly to the
sound: not only does he produce asinging, almost unbearably full tone, but he co-produced
the LP. Already known as asuperb composer,
he has supplied two effective pieces here. But
his main addition is in the playing. The moving
bass lines he draws behind the main action
have added even more depth to Weather Report's music—listen to his background work
on Havana, scooting around like alizard at a
roadrunners' convention. His rhythms, born
"of the rhythms of the Caribbean" (in his own
words), arc uniquely recognizable and blend
impeccably with the fine drumming team of
Acuna and Badrena. And Pastorius adds a
solo voice of authority, perception and expertise to match Zawinul and Shorter, something
that was missing until now.
On balance, this is afive-star disc; there are
two tunes that don't really click for me, but
what is good is so good that it tips the scales.
Zawinul's ballad A Remark You Made, despite
the wrenching emotionalism of the standout
tenor solo, is almost too pat in its undeniable
prettiness; his The Juggler, a gentle, dancing
melody accompanied by a wistfully martial
snare pattern, is uncomfortably reminiscent of
Return To Forcver's mechanistic flair. But the
joyful multiplicity of Bin:Band and Shorter's
Pallad'
,and the particularly lyrical and
flighty bass solo on Ha%vna. are unforgettable.
And Jaco's easily overlooked Teen Tom? (the
other side of the single) has adesperate, manic
feel, astunning bass break and amelody that
bears down like a crazed kidnaper, serious
and parodistic at the same time.
Shorter, though soloing less, still brings the
greatest maturity to the band in his short,
caroming statements (Zawinul, in widely exploring the potential of colors at his disposal,
has perhaps cut back a bit too much on the
solo space). Pastorius, a still-young musical
forcc to be reckoned with, is in the best possible position to bring his brilliant ideas to the
public. Zawinul looks more and more, in retrospect, like fusion music's midwife and unsurpassed wizard.
—tesser

FLORA PURIM
NOTHING WILL BE AS IT WAS.... TOMORROW—Warner Bros. BS 2985: You Love Me Only;
Nothing Will Be As It Was-Nada Sera Antes;
Coming For Your Love; Angels; Corre Nina: Bridges; Fairy
Tale Song; Angels (reprise).
Personnel: Purim, vocals; Josie James, Maxine
Willard Waters. Julia Tillman Waters, Ivory Stone,
Opa, background vocals; Byron Miller. Ringo Thielmann, bass (track 5); George Fatturoso (track 5).
drums; Dawili Conga, electric piano, inini-N1oog;
Patrice Rushen, electric piano, Clarinet. Arp synthesizer; Larry Nash, string ensemble, synthesizer
(tracks I. 3); Fatturoso, electric piano, synthesizer
(track 5); Wagner Tiso, electric piano (track 6); Airto, percussion and voice bag; Ndugu, congas, drums,
bongos, bell tree; Dennis Moody, Eryke McClinton.
Gregory Walker. Melinda. Henry, Larry, Niura.
Josie. handclaps; Reggie Lucas. Al McKay (track 4),
electric guitar; Jay Graydon. guitar, vocals (track 3);
Toninho Horta, electric guitar (track 5); Raul DeSouza, trombone; Fred Jackson, Ernie Watts, reeds;
George Bohanon, Oscar Brashcar, brass; Dorothy
Ashby, harp.
***
There's really nothing critically wrong with
this album, and Flora is sure to be exposed to
awide audience through her Warner association.
Yes, the public will come to Flora; hear in
mind that this is the sanie label which made
Benson asuperstar.
However, the process is two-sided, for
l'urim has made some undeniable concessions

to commerciality. The scat singing and rapid
Brazilian clicks, utterances and sensual gurgling which brought her such initial acclaim
has, save for the captivatingly driving Corre
Nino, been abandoned. The substitute seems
to be anear-rote vocal attack, with little room
for interpretation, delivered, not surprisingly,
in English.
Within this narrow framework of love ballads as opposed to onomatopoeic exercises such
as the comparatively recent Butterfly Dreams,
her artistic goals are quite narrow. Within
these bounds, she does work well. The criminally underrated Patrice Rushen composition,
You Love Me Only, is delivered with irresistible seductiveness, with Patrice's electric piano
lead-in a worthy preface. Other tracks are
similarly addressed by this new Flora, who
(mark these words) will do a week in Las
Vegas by the end of the decade.
With the exception of achunka-chunka Angels, all compositions serve the goal of making
Flora Purim accessible to the public while not
seriously compromising her artistic integrity.
If she can work within these parameters without coming too close to pop or disco, the
mainstream will soon adopt a one-time cult
figure as their own. And her old fans will stay
loyal.
—shaw

DAVE BR UBECK
25TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION—Horizon
SP-714:Sr. Louis Blues; Three To Get Ready And Four
To Go; African Tunes Suite; Salute To Stephen Foster:
Take Five; Doe Worry 'Bout Me.
Personnel: Brubeck, acoustic piano; Paul Desmond, alto sax; Eugene Wright. acoustic bass; Joe
Morello (tracks I-5), Danny Brubeck (track 6),
drums.
****
This 1976 get-together was the first for Brubeck's most renowned quartet since having
disbanded in 1967. What was it like? Said
Brubeck: "What 1sensed out of the reunion
was a great love among four terribly independent individuals. No matter what we put
each other through over the years ... and, believe me, the emotions ran the full gamut ...
there was deep love and regard."
In addition to the mutual admiration
society composed of the quartet's co-equal
members. Brubeck spoke of another important participant: "I think of the audience as a
co-creator, the fifth instrument to our quartet.
How an audience chooses to play its part is
determined anew each time musicians and listeners gather together."
After its nine-year hiatus, the quartet's musical prowess was another obvious question.
Morello said: "Musically, Ifeel that all four
of us have matured tremendously. We all
played well. Our additional years of playing
brought something different and updated to
the pieces." Wright added: "Everyone was up
on his instrument and it was as if we had only
been apart for acouple of months' vacation."
These assessments, culled from Doug Ramscy's comprehensive liner notes. arc the keys
for understanding what makes these performances tick. Recorded live before an appreciative audience at the Interlochen Arts
Academy (except for Don't Worry 'Bout Mc
which was taped at Fort Wayne. Indiana),
there is apalpable camaraderie that speaks directly to our need for shared ritual experience.
In addition, there is a new level of technical
and emotional maturity in the quartet's playing.
St. Louis Mites, cast in a bright medium
groove, frames solos by all hands and demon'
May 19 0 23

strates the quartet's high les el of musical corn.
munication. Brubeek's engaging Then To (;rt
Ready And Four To Go. which alternates two
measures of 34 with two measures ot 44,
spotlights Desmond's Bowing lyrieism and
droll musical humor (note, for instance, his
allusions to Auld Lang Syne. Drum /Leese.
52nd Street Theme and Orean Grimicr Sninet
It also features an effective Brubeck outing
which builds from air> single-note arabesques
to stormy two-fisted chordal blocks. Wright's
African Times Suite places the bassist's accomplished arco and pizzicato work in the
foreground.
Salute To Stephen Foster is Brubeck's Bicentennial gift and atine %chicle for the pianist's
expanded keyboard facility. DCliTIOntl .S Tal.e
Tice has the alteist floating beyond grasity.
Hrubeek inserting orchestrally and Morello
pulsing in poly rhythmic abandon. The concluding D..;rt't IF.. rr '11. to Ile is asong with a
story. The title reprises Joe Morello's last
swres atter being forced from the tour for
cv:urgen,..y surgery to correct his worsening
cy5sight With Danny Brubeck tilling in. the
rieri'orir...ince is 1 poignant expression of the
zoncern for their ailing friend.
The alhum. while technically far from perfect. r.oretheless captures the warmth of asigrafizart musical event
—tyre

LENNY WHITE
BIG C1TA —Ner.per.:r "E 441. B.: C.n. Si.get
Transit:
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Millet. bass duck 31. %statute White, bass ttrack M.
Ales Make. bass (tracks "..1; Slimslas Vitous. pirri.
Cato bass duck Si. Oars King, bass draek SI; Neal
Schon, guitar ttraàs 7. 51. Pat tileeson, synthesizer
itrado
Onaie Allan Gumbs, acoustic piano
itiaek
itrack Si. Jan Ilam.
met lestsoards duck SI. Dasid Earl Johnson, eon.
pi itra:b. SI. Brian Auger. lesboards ttraeks I. M.
Bennie %Lupin. soprano
(tract. SI. Linda Tillery.
socal (track 21. Tower Of l'osier horn section (track
11. Brian Auger's Oblision Espress Brack
***
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In the former -democratic" incarnation of
Return To Foresee, alumni Lenny White and
Al DiMeola seemed miscast as co-equal contributors to the group's repertoire. Chick actis eh encouraged their compositional bents,
whicl, generally speaking, resulted in immaculately realized studio indulgences but
no substantise music. Both, however, are
bright and resilient technicians, and, surprisingly.. their first solo efforts—largely utilizing
the arranging and composing talents of
others—vi ere on apar with the group's best.
Now, ejected from the warmth of Chick's
wing, the boys must fl> on their own or find a
new nest.
For Lenny White. the studio has proven to
be an accurate and compatible medium. capturing his lateral. panascopic approach to the
drums, aconcept as central to his sound as his
choppy rhythmic technique. White likes to
use cymbals as his accent beat, mating awelded tom to the base attack on the off beat and
diffusing the two with broad, colorful Cobham-like sweeps. The effect is a titillating.
restless current. although White hasn't yet
learned how to harness its drive in the slower
tempos. His funkladen exuberance, like
the sharpening of sticks on cymbals. nearly
capsizes the lovely Sneer Dreamer, with Linda

Tillery's husky ballad vocal and Hcrbie Hancock's lilting undertow of chords.
Michael Gibbs, arranger and composer
extraordinaire, dominates the second side of
ing City, imposing his characteristic invaluable perspectives of restraint and balance.
Dreams Come And Go una)', even at full throttle. sports an alluring whisperiness, hanging
on adelicate, looping six note guitar phrase
and abroad, supportive piano bed. The Enchanted Pool Sidle, featuring a reunited Jerry
Goodman and Jan Hammer, aspires to atotality of vision that it never quite attains, stringing together unrelated movements and jams
with string segues and a tumbling bass ostinato. Like the rest of Big City. the suite is fragmented, lacking the consistency of asolitary
artist's viewpoint, the creative mark of assuredness and ambition that sets Corea and
Clarke's work apart from their former colleagues.
But White's got a catchy fever and the
chops to ignite afire, as the fiery And We Meet
Again and Rapid Transit so indelibly display.
He's aball player, not aballerina, and as such
he should find agood team to grow with.
—gilmore

RON CARTER
PASTELS—Milestone M-9072: Woolaphtust; Ballad; Gir Doss Rag: Pastels: 12 Plus 12.
Personnel, Carter, bass, piccolo bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Hugh McCracken, electric and acoustic
guitar, harmonica (track I); Harvey Mason, drums;
anonymous string section.
* * * Va
Pastels is amusical mix that doesn't blend
the way it should. For openers there's Ron
Caner, perhaps everyone's choice as the bass

NEVER BEFORE HAS A KIEUM@LinD,aRTIST
EXPANDED THE BOUNDAEIM CDU. l'UO[ION JAZZ
WITH THE INVENEM71=00

â.ES

with Eric (loss,
Vic lads, Terry Silverlight
and Anthony Jackson

A trip and ahalf.
"SKY TRAIN"
Barry Miles and Co.
Reil
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The triumph of Dexter Gordon:
an American hero comes home at last.
Although he is regarded as perhaps the finest and most influential tenor
player to have emerged in the '40s, Dexter Gordon has made only sporadic visits
to his native country in recent years.
Each visit has been an eagerly anticipated event, and the enthusiasm of
those who have seen Dexter only served to whet the appetite for the next visit.
And in this context, Dexter's return to New York last fall—for the first
time in 7years—stands out as one of the cherished events of 1976. In The New
York Times, Robert Palmer wrote, "Mr. Gordon re-established himself as the living
master of the tenor saxophone...with some of the most accomplished and stirring
improvisations heard here in recent years:'
Fortunately, Dexter's week-long engagement at The Village Vanguard was
recorded and is now available as aspecial two-record set.
In afive star down beat review, Chuck Berg raved," 'Homecoming' will stand
as one of the landmark albums of the '70s.... It stands
2i
n(CORD SE1
as a new plateau in Dex's career and, for us, as an
DEXTER GORDON
opportunity to share in the workings of one of the great
HOMECOMING
Live
At The Village Vanguard
hearts and minds of improvised music!'
inciudgngi
Dexter is returning in the spring for a national
Gingerbread Boyflinle Red's Fantasy
Fen ioln
You Haven't Hen
Mac kst al
tour and "Homecoming" is available now. So don't miss
Dexter this time around. Because you might just be
missing the event of '77.
Ca.

rd

"Homecoming!' The spectacular return of
Dexter Gordon. On Columbia Records and Tapes.

-••••
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player's bass player, playing acoustic

bass

with a strong, rough muscular personality
against a series of string arrangements that at
times ooze like maple syrup.
According to the credits, the album was coproduced and arranged by Caner and Don
Scbcsky. master of the slick production, with
Caner doing all the writing. So there must
hase been a certain level of agreement on
st hat they wanted this to sound like. In the
end, homes cr. what dominates is a production
that in too many instances has moments that
sound more like the film score for something
called Peter Pan Meets The Butterfly Princess
than Carter !sleets Setscsky. This is particularly evident on Ballad. an especially sensitive
piece featuring strings and acoustic bass.

"A significant
addition to the
Ellington bookshelf."

The problem is that Carter's playing doesn't
tit well into the o‘erall musical setting. For

\STERN

example. on Ballad there is a section where
Caner plays unaccompanied bowed bass; his
emphasis is on gutsy textures like weathered
wood. The solo passage is sparse, he uses
pauses—moments of quiet

space—with

dramatic effect. Then, what comes winging
back in the score. but the Maple Syrup/Butter-

DU

fly Princess %johns? It annoys.
The les el of musicianship is high through osa, as is the musical integrity of both Sebesky
and Caner. It's just that it seems as though
the arc working at cross purposes; and although the recording hasn't been grossly overproduced like so many products turning up

A PORTRAIT
OF DUKE ELUNGTON
By Derek Jewell

these class. it has a tendency to plod when it
shouldn't. This is particularly evident on One

Norton

Bass

Rag, a bouncy theme featuring Carter
and Barron si ith strings. When it seems things

--,„—

;should upen up and swing a bit, it feels like
the tune is holding itself back.
It is apparent that the overall intention of
Pastels was to explore subtle colors, but unfortunately all the shadings don't mix well on
this patchwork canvas.

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
WORI? SAND
Records New E-H
Sound Effects

—nolan

KEITH JARRETE
SHADES—ABC Impulse ASD 9322: Shades
Of Jazz; Southern Smiles; Rose Petals; thatribe.
Personnel: Jarrett, piano. wood drums. percussion;
Dewey Redman. tenor sax, maracas, tambourine:
Charlie Haden, bass: Paul Motian. drums, percussion;
Guillicrme Franco, percussion.
* * * *
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This nation has a bad balance of payments
deficit: we are importing more goods than we
:re exporting. In musical terms, such an anal-
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gy would work well in the case of Keith Jarrett. It seems as though just about all his creafunky

tive work of late has been on the European
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ECM Records, while his American label, Impulse. has been treated to formulistic product
full of clockwork solos, bored piano rolls, and
obligatory semi-chaotic three minute Dewey
Redman cadenzas.
Finally though, Keith Jarrett and company
have gotten off their collective posteriors and
done what they know best. The collectively
interwoven unity of Shades is ajoy to behold.
The music is liberated, covering a wide range
r,f idiomatic points of reference.
Ironically, it is Jarrett's colleagues that
steal most of the thunder here. The lively
lead-line plunking of Charlie Haden on
Shat/et Of Jazz is of a tonal thunder not heard
since the Liberation Orchestra days. Motian,
always preoccupied with the bass drum, takes
an uncharacteristically lively pose on this
composition, opting trr join the flurry rather
than assume his characteristic stance of a silent, stalking observer. Jarrett is melodically
rapid and Redman is quite urgent.

26 IIdown beat

The

percussive

potential

of the

quintet

reaches a zenith during Southern Smiles. The
vaguely Latincsque timbres arc underscored
by some peripatetic work by Guilhcrme Franco, who receives valuable assistance from
Redman and Motian.
Despite the unabashed venture into chaos
on the aptly named Diatribe' (with Redman
chasing the ghost of Ayler) the release has a
distinctly melodic feel. Jarrett's gentle tinkling during Rose Petals is, through the overall
tonality plus inclusion of a few sneaked blue
notes, his most tuneful work in years. When
balanced with the more extreme moments, the
overall impression is one of consummation of
collective potential.

—shaw

'SAO TOMITA
HOLST: THE PLANETS—RCA ARL 1-1919.
Personnel: Tomita, synthesizer.
* * * * *
Unlike Patrick Gleeson, who recently recorded a synthesizer version of Hoist's The
Planets for Mercury, Tomita doesn't try to recreate the exact sound of the original orchestral work. In contrast to the mechanized feeling of Gleeson's rendition, Tomita uses his
space age instrument to express avery human
vision.
In his free-form introduction to Holst's
material, for instance, Tomita suggests that
thc listener is strapped aboard a spaceship,
waiting to blast off. After the countdown, he
launches into a version of Mars which, while
imitating some acoustic instruments. recalls
the synthesizer parts of many rock compositions.
The echoing string sounds of Venus also

suggest the pop usage of the

synthesizer. Similarly, the widc-ranging eclecticism of the timbres heard in Mercury transforms this whimsical piece into a highly sophisticated form of
pop imagery.
Tomita often uses the contrast between
purely electronic and instrumental-like
sounds as a source of humor. In Jupiter. for
example, the jousting of these elements creates a carnival atmosphere.
Things begin to get more serious—and more
electronically-oriented—in Saturn, Bringer Of
Old Age. Both here and in Uranus, The Magician, Tomita depicts a journey toward the
fringes of the solar system and outer space: the
unknown.
This is the point at which real philosophical
content merges with Tomita's pop style. And
it is this content, combined in Neptune with
the goofy spacincss that pervades the earlier
cuts, which makes Tomita's concept something more than escapist entertainment.
—terry

MUDDY WATERS
HARD AGAIN—Blue Sky PZ 34449: Mannish
nor Bus Driver; IWant To Be Loved; Jealous Hearted
Man; ICan't De Satisfied; The Blues Had A Baby And
They Named It Rork And Roll WI; Deep Dens In
Florida; Crosseyed Cat; Little Girl,
Personnel: Waters, vocals. guitar; Johnny Winter,
guitar; James Cotton, harmonica; "Pine Top" Perkins, pinao; Bob Margolin, guitar, Charles Calmese,
bass; Willie "Dig Eyes" Smith, drums.
* * * *
Blues fans arc often disappointed by new
waxings from old masters. Common corn.
plaints include over-commercialism, "tiredness," or the simple failure tu evoke the time
and place rif the earlier, definitive recordings.
happily, these problems don't apply to ¡lard
Again.

TICKET

It was
aone-in-a-million concert.

Woody Herman
The New
Thundering Herd
Carnegie Hall
November 20, 1976
The Program
Apple Honey
Penny Arcade
Sweet and Lovely
Crisis
Four Brothers
She's Gone
Brotherhood of Man Blues In The Night
Early Autumn
Blue Serge
Everywhere
Blue Getz Blues
Bijou
Finale: Caldonia
Cousins
Goodnight
Woody's Theme (Blue Flame)
Wrap Your Troubles In Dreams
Fanfare For The Common Man
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W3DDY HERMAN
THE NEW THUNDIEFUNG HERD

Ralph Burns
Al Cohn
Conte Candoli
Pete Candoli
Stan Getz
Jimmy Giuffre
Jake Hanna
Chubby Jackson
and
The Thundering Herd

Don Lomond
Mary Ann McCall
Sam Morowitz
Flip Phillips
Nat Pierce
Jimmy Rowles
Zoot Sims
Phil Wilson
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Here's your
one-in-a-million seat.

Reserved Seating Avalable Nightly Compliments of RCA
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It was one of those concerts
everyone wished had been recorded.

The
Phil Woods Six
Live at
The Showboat
November 1976
The Program
ASleepin' Bee
Rain Danse
Bye Bye Baby
Django's Castle
I'm Late
Superwoman
High Clouds
How's Your Mama

Cheek to Cheek
Lady _I
Little Niles
ALittle Peace
Brazilian Affair
(Intriga Amorosa)
(Phil's Theme)
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It was one of those nights
everything was.
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Bus Driver is a standout. It's taken fairly
slowly, beginning with Muddy's familiar Long
Dist
•CidI slide work. Cotton's fills here
are pure Chicago: vibrato-laden howls and
moans of hornlike power. Margolin and
Winter manage to make personal, original
solo statements without leaving the tightly
prescribed boundaries of the idiom. And Perkins' short solo is apure shot of nostalgia for
Otis Spann freaks.
To my ears. Ronda is the rhythm section's
showcase. Based on a spare yet strong bass
line, the tune lets Calmesc and Smith slap
their axes with uncommon hardness and intensity. Had A Baby is a rocker based on the
I'm Ready harp riff and Cotton seizes the line
with typical energy.
Satisfied, arecreation of an early Waters hit,
is performed faithfully and works well, but
Winter's slide work here lacks the overpowering buzz of Muddy's original. Mannish Boy,
however, is a remake that challenges its
predecessor—the ensemble work is tight and
the flat recording sound allows for ahard, jangling effect. Muddy is in fine voice here, bellowing with an arrogance equal to the tune's
lyrics.
The obvious cnthusiam that went into the
making of this album is infectious and irresistible. It rocks with avengeance, and Muddy's
new lyrics are adelight.
—schneckloth

CARMEN McRAE
Compendium Records
Bernt Ankers gt. 17. Oslo 1 .Norway
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When heeilkIng
about speakers,
Billy «8'6 am,
#1 drummJh1the
annual down beat
Readers Poll, sounds
good on BOSE: he says,
"BOSE speaker systems
represent the ultimate
in sound." And Billy
sounds good on BOSE
when he plays drums,
too, His BOSE 800
speakers let him hear
the same spectacular
performance the audience hears. You'll sound
good on BOSE, too.
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AS TIME GOES BY—Catalyst CAT-7904: As
Time Goes By, ICould Have Told You So; More Than
You Know; ICan't Escape From You; Try A Lude
Tenderness, The Lust lime For Lore; Suppertime; Da
You Know Why', flot Aka For Me: Please Be Kind.
Personnel: McRae, vocals and piano.
****

KIMIKO KASAI &
MAL WALDRON
ONE FOR LADY—Catalyst CAT-7900: Don't
Explain; My Man. ------ (Slier Day; Willow Weep For
Me; Yesterdays; Lover Man; You're My Thrill; Left
Alone
Personnel: Kasai, vocal, Waldron, piano; Yoshio
Suguki, bass: Hiroshi Murakami, drums.
* *

*

*

*

HELEN MERRILL &
TEDDY WILSON
HELEN SINGS, TEDDY SWINGS—Catalyst
CAT-7903: Summertime: Cried For You; Lover Man;
IOnly Hare Eyes For You; ICorer The Waterfront;
East Of The Sun; You Baler Go Nos','; Pennies from
Heaven; IMust Hair That Man: Embraceable You.
Personnel: Merrill, vocal: Larry Ridley._ bass:
Kunimitsu Inaba, bass (tracks 1,5 and 8); Teddy Wilson, piano; Lenny McBrosvne, drums; Takeshi !normats, drums (tracks I, 5and 8).
*** *
No other pairing in popular music can
evoke more intimacy or emotional nakedness
than the classic evanescent marriage of pianist
and vocalist. At its best, the dialogue becomes
an act of aural procreation, each partner of
the diad spurring the other to fertile, denuded
heights, with no room for guileful movements,
only the passion of the moment. The verve
one generates, the other consummates. These
three albums, all featuring noted singers and
pianists and all recorded in Japan, personify
such a congress and embody the essence of
jazz romanticism. The vocalists sing a song
the way it should be sung: from within. What
others may eschew as piteous or sentimental,
they embrace as intrinsic human need. Whatever else their technical strengths may be,
McRae. Merrill and Kasai animate a song's

How do you like your jazz?
We're starting anew series called JAZZ
ALIVE made up of the best contemporary
jazz in performance. We've scheduled
eight JAZZ ALIVE pilots as apreview of
what we'll bring you every week starting
this fall. But we're still tuning up.
So listen to the pilots. And tell us what
you like. Or don't like.

National Public Radio wants to
know what you want to hear.

Week of May 1
The Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra. Host
Paul Anthony.
Week of May 8
The Earl "Fatha" Hines Quartet. Host Yale
Lewis.
Week of May 15
The ECM Festival of Music. Host Tony Batten.
Week of May 22
The Eastman Jazz Ensemble and Eastman
Musica Nova. Host Ed Williams.

I

Week of May 29
Anthony Braxton and Dexter Gordon. Host
Michael Cuscuna.
Week of June 5
Keith Jarrett and his American Quartet. Host
Billy Taylor.
Week of June 12
The Creative Music Studio. Host Stanley
Crouch.
Week of June 19
Nat Adderly and Joe Henderson. Host Leonard
Feather.

Check local listings for broadcast. times. NPR has 201 member stations coast-to-coast. Chances are
there's one in your area.

U

Write us: JAZZ ALIVE, National Public Radio, Washington, D.C. 20036
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lathrsiniise state, patt teularly the iotymotonic
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aresilient. indomitable spirit. As

Gs. By is quintessential Carmen, candid and undiluted.
From the opening moments of One
La.iy's Don't Esrlain — the mournful bass line
clawing at the ghostl% .insinuating socal—me
know we arc witnessing an extraordinary,
emotionally oserpowering talent. Kimiko
Kasai is apparently highly regarded in Japanese jazz circles, and for g Ireason: She is
t,ne ot the most stirring and unatieetedly sellsuut jazz balladeers to surface anyplace in the
last decade. Ole For Luis, with the uniinpcaehabl
sensitise piano work of Mal
waidron—once an accompanist kir Billie
Holiday—and a stockpile of Holiday standards, compellingly invokes the specter tif

Lads Day and can't help but invite comparison;. But any similarities between Kasai and
Holiday are more aproduct of spiritual cmpa

Tito Duerle <nowsi
If Ttlo doesn't, who does',
Around the Salsa scene Tito's king A title that's richly deserved
and well earned With over 80 albums to his credit, Tito Puente
mist always prove he is king
i'
timbales must deliver and his choice, of course, is LP For the
LP timbale to bear his name it must be professional, top to bottom
Do as this leader does. and .

Trust the leader

Kasai doesn't have the bounce of Billie, nor
her protean sense of phrasing and timing.
What Kasai does possess, however, is a
soice rich in sensual desolation, imbued with
the saute proud resignation that marked Holi-

da. One moment she'll coo coyly, sounding
both seductive and frightened, then moan with
all the anguished restraint of Lester Young.
She impressisely transmogrifies the Holiday
catalogue, tempering it with asolemnity that
knows no eontrasts. Consequently, some may
find this Kasai introduction abit dank or morbid, but none could deny its potency. In Lover
Man, her child-like intonation pulls against
Waldron's lacing, funereal arpeggios, creating
ajarring tension.
In spite of occasional English mispronunci ations. Kimiko evinces all the feeling and
technique prerequisite to ajazz sensibility, in cluding asense fur when to pack aline, when
to clip it, punch it or cry for it. She knows
what she's singing because she knows what
she's feeling, and it's feelings such as these
that can help to make our own experiences
more fathomable and sustainable.
The Helen Merrill album unites the singer
with another former Holiday colleague, Teddy Wilson. and is by far the most upbeat album considered herein. Wilson's innate
sprightliness and buoyant precision incite the

rhythm section to administer some fiery backings, although occasionally obscuring Merrill's hypnotic, silken intonations. Helen
shapes her lines and words into seamless,
horn-like envelopes. She sways like a sax,
pops like a trumpet and slides with a trombone's facility.
Merrill displays her horn sonority to best
effect on the skating. twirling I Only Have

Eyes For

You and the breathy, late-night
rendition of /Cover The Waterfront. It's pre cisely her softness and whispery quality that
makes Helen Merrill su irresistible. In You
Better Go NOW, when she begs her lover to
leave, who could help but stay?

LATIN
PERCUSSION
P BOX OM -0EPT" OB•PALISA
PARK Ni J•07650
O

th% than blatant imitation. For one thing.

—gi/more

DON CHERRY

DES

Ip
Send 50c for catalog

DON CHERRY—lionzon SP7I7: &ow, Rice;
alallanuts: ('ites:rt.:4e Drgi-Drgi.
Personnel: Cherry, trumpet, voice, electric and
Yamaha pianos; Charlie Haden, acoustic ham Billy
Higgins. drums: Frank Lame, tenor sax; Ricky cherry. electric piano; Moki, tambours riraek 2); Hamik
Jamil, acoustic bass (track 3); Bunchic Fox. electric
bongos Brack I): Varna Gillis, voice (track I).
* * a * 1/2
Cherry still wears the multi-purpose mantic
he displayed on his early LPs as aleader. As a
trumpeter, he's as accessible as any folk musician, with a warm, inviting tone more concerned with possibilities than pyrotechnics.
As an improvisor. Cherry is inexhaustible. He
has familiar turns, but no cliches. His secret is
that he absorbs beauty from the world around
hint and plays it back, making his own sense
of it. This inspires his sidemen, so he's a valuable leader. too.
The music here is to the East of Omette
Coleman. groan Rice sounds like Kool and
the Gang meeting agamelan orchestra. Who
but Cherry could fuse menacing nth pulses to
chimes playing a simple mode and end up
with amusical object of mystery? His success
is not a matter of faith but his endeavor seems

intuitively right, just as his puff-eheeked solos
on the eccentric pocket trumpet are impulsive
hut always tasteful, giddy up high hut never
lost in the ozone.
Afalkaima is a particular success.
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"This is unquestionably the
best polyphonic keyboard system
avai•lable
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"There are
two schemes
in use today
for producing
'polyphonic'
synthesizers: the first is essentially
ahybrid organ-synthesizer design,
the second is 'pure' synthesis. In
the first scheme, amaster
lator is divided down to the proper
audio frequencies to produce a
tempered scale, and these are individually processed through a
'synthesizer-on-a-chip' for
each key."
The second system design is
used by Oberhelm."So, for advantnges of the Oberheini system, let's

pitch-inflected events. since there
are two WO's that can enter into
the production of each shor,de event
from the ke>hoard. There is no
'master oscillator' with a divider
network; afour-voice Ober-helm
actually has eight VCO's."
'Among the very few genuinely
polyphonic s)-nthesizers on the
market, it is outstanding in design,
in
and in serviceability?'
"With the programmer, the instantancously available range of
sounds that can be obtained front

list the following: 1) Freedom to

the Four-Voice tiberlteint far ex-.

set up four simultaneous voices
each other.
inhert-.ntly

completely unlike

2) Capacity to produce

cceds that of its nearestc•ompetition. 1Itis is unquestionably the
best polyphonic key board system

available today. It is unlikely to be
surpassed, or even equalled, for
some time to come."
These excerpts are taken front a
Field Test on the Oberbeint FourVoice Synthesizer performed by
James Michmerhuizc-n, founder of
the Boston School of Electronic
Music, for the January 21, 1977
edition of "Performanee."
Write us for reprints of the Equipment Field Test as it appeared in
"Perfornumce" and/or acatalogue
of the complete Oberhehn line?'

()bed le1111

Snnie Thing, .re Item, Ileum 011ie,

Oberhettri Electroule,
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!stokes drone is set) richly recorded, and
Don's melodies spurt recklessly oser Higgins'
rhythms that change from Asian to hard 4/4
and back. Haden's bass solo is the one he was
saving for Cherry's appearance on his own
Closeness album.
Comforting as it is to hase one's trusted
sidemen and immediate family On a session.
Cherry can play with ansone. or everyone
(most remarkable is his leadership of several
fine Europeans on Eternal Rhythm—they seem
to follow his ideas naturallyS. Tenorman
Lowe has performed on Cherry's JCOA album
Retails ity Suite and seems like the logical
choice for the sax chair that Gato Barbieri
first sat in. Lowe contributes some vicious
blasts on Rice, and solos on side two, but he
doesn't yet engage with Cherry in give and
take. Or is this arecording problem? There's a
little too much echo, abit too much space between the instruments, for my ears. I'd rather
they were knocking up against each other.
That's half astar, perhaps indulging ataste.
To indulge the other four and ahalf stars Of
taste—you'll like this album. It's romantically
exotic, understandable and real, another good
one from the Horizon series. Stanley Crouch's
notes are informatise (Cherry used to gig as a
pianist, did vou know?), and the graphics are
plenty to look at while you're listening. These
aren't sounds one gets tired of—rather, you try
to grasp them, remembering fragments, eager
to listen again.
And will anyone with information about the
Cherry album on Philadelphia, discographied
in Horizon's selective list, please contact me
through this magazine?
—monde/

into a motoric, polytonal climax. The absolute continuity of these disparate elements
provides the unity in herb's protean concerto.
—terr)'

CLIFFORD THORNTON/

JAZZ COMPOSER'S
ORCHESTRA

THE GARDENS OF HARLEM—JCOA 1008:
Ogun Raro;
!Mayo: Asibadza: amigo Obari: Ain
Satoh: Gospel Ballade: SMITE Oranges; !Rues City.
Personnel: Thornton. composer, cornet, valve
trombone, shenai, percussion; Michael Ridley, Marvin Peterson, Leo Smith. Ted Daniel, trumpets; John
Thompson, Gregory Williams. French horns; Charles
Stevens. Janice Robinson, trombones; Bob Stewart,
tuba: Dewey Redman. Carlos Ward, Roland Alexander. Pat 'Patrick, George Barrow, saxes, woodwinds: Carla Bley, piano: Andy Gonzales. bass; Art
tenis. drums: Kobena Adzenyah, Jerry Gonzales,
Milton Cardona, Gene Gulden, Vincent Jorge,
Asunte Darkwa, Lanni G. Tewari, African percussion; Jack Jeffers. conductor.
** /
2
1
The inspiration for these tracks is traditional West African music and its Caribbean
offspring, so certain works by Miles Davis-Gil
Evans and the Brotherhood of Breath spring
immediately tu mind. These peers of Thornton also offer orchestrations of traditional
material, ponderous music poorly played, but
Evans' Spanish works have the trumpeter's
saving grace and the South African-English
Brotherhood offers a band joie de vivre unrivaled in all the rest ut jazz. In all three
cases sophisticated arrangers and soloists
have taken folk material out of context, inevitably an act that denies aspects of their
own talents and knowledge. Adding layers of
harmony and orchestral movement neither
promises work that stands un its own (thought
LUCIANO BERIO
the Brotherhood has often been successful in
this regard) nor leads listeners to the original
NONES; ALLELUJAH II: CONCERTO FOR
TWO PIANOS—RCA ARL 1.1674.
musics. Thornton alone has simulated tradiPersonnel: Bruno Canino and Antonio Ballista, pi.
tional settings for his scores, an idea reasonasista, BBC Symphony Orchestra (Alletujnh
able in concept. unlucky in execution.
Pierre Boulez and Luciano Bcrio. conductors. Lon.
don Symphony Orchestra, Luciano Berio, conductor.
In fact, much ot this music is to poorly per* * **
formed as to suggest sight-reading. The probNurtured un Webern. Berio has evolved a lem doesn't really begin with integrating the
kind of "humanistic" style front that cont.
ninth with multi-percussion either, though in
poser's highly abstract and organized fornt of
0 go. for example. the drummers do scent
serialism. As the selections on this album
at a loss. Especially an Ogun and Gospel the
show, however, Berio's music went through
band's held notes are amess, and Thornton's
ses eral intermediary stages before he achieved
work is further obscured by she recording
artistic liberation.
quality: trumpets are over-balanced, french
In None (1954). inspired by W. H. Auden's
horns often overpower trombones. and solo
poem of the same name, Berio practiced
voices find themselves competing with orWebern's serial technique with a l3-tone row,
chestra "accompaniment."C;ospel is probably
alarge palette of tonal colors and the first of
the worst example. for after the clarity of the
his "extended" techniques for flute. Unfortuintroductory piano the ensemble collapses.
nately. there isn't enough tension in Nones to
and determining the theme and chords is
largely listener guesswork. Strangely, the
convey the intense emotions of Auden's lines.
Just the opposite is true of Allehtfult
more attractive and seemingly difficult Agwhich dates from 1956-58. Here the spare,
leadza includes excellent ensemble passages,
perhaps to compensate fur the french hornlucid textures of Webern lead logically into
tuba opening theme. Ain Sulah and Blues are
definite climaxes. Rhythmic and dynamic
weak pieces: the former is near-Gil Evans
contrasts arc much wider than in Nones. and
minus both Evans' detailing and, in ThornBerk, draws delicious effects front his large,
ton's weak shenai (musette?), the necessary
varied forces. Yet, despite the composer's adleading soloist. But O Gesayo is a likeable
herence to aserial structure, the work fails to
track, exempt from the accusation of "too
achieve an overall unity.
heavy" that the other tracks deserve.
Conerrio For THY/ Pianos (1972-73) has
Given these circumstances, criticizing the
much in common with the post-serial avant
soloists for the sense of strain that runs like a
garde, yet it is also acontinuation of Berio's
theme
through the date may be unfair. The
earlier styles. While sections of sporadic keynmst interesting moments include 'Hey's Gosboard utterances recall George Crumb, for ex•
pel intro and the barel yaud age soprano sax dec.
ample, the meditative, loosely textured interorations in Win. presumably Patrick. On cor.
play of instruments is pure Berio.
net, Thornton's free rhythm and structural
In the second half of the work, a thickly
orchestrated. dissonant passage gives way to a ttttt lion dance away from the D Omar calypso
trap, while Smith weaves a perilous way
Crumb-like piano duet, which in turn leads

XE

around Chango, generally avoiding getting
snagged. Daniel's Mites solo, in astyle close
to Smith's, is more concentrated, and the sanie
vamp piece has Redman making like an early-'60s Mobley-Coltrane hybrid. These successes suggest that Gardens Of Harlem might
have been a much lighter, happier project
given adequate rehearsal. As is. this LP can
hardly be recommended.
weiler

DAVID BOWIE
LOW—RCA CPU-2030: Speed Of Life; Breaking
Glass; IV/tat ht The World; Sound And Vision; Alutzys
Crashing In The Sallie Car; Br My Wife; ANew Career
in A Nov TOM,: Warszaua; Art Decade; Weeping
nn11; Subterruneans.
Personnel: Bowie, vocals, synthesizers, saxes, guitars, harmonica, piano, vibraphones, xylophones and
tapes; Eno, keyboards, synthesizers, background
vocals; Carlos Alomar, guitars; Ricky Gardner, guitars; George Murray, bass; Roy Young, piano and organ; Dcrims Davis, percussion; Eduard Meyer, cellos
(track 9); Mary Visconti, background vocals (track
4). Iggy Pop, vocals (track 3).
* *** *
David Bowie's persona is so large that it has
often overshadowed his musicality—in fact,
persuaded some critics and non-fans to opine
that Bowie's anon-musical facade, or at best a
pilferer. Certainly Bowie's central appeal
hasn't always been amusical one: It's his image, and he's the first to admit it. But his image is transitive, an illusory smokescreen that
never makes it to the turntable or on the airwaves. For me, an artist's music has to cut it
before their "world view" or personality.
Bowie's has almost always succeeded, and his
chameleon artifice only enhances the listening enjoyment.
Bowie seems to revel in testing his audience
these days, mapping a different terrain with
every album. Low isn't selling well, critical response has been lukewarm at best, the progressive stations are begging off, and Bowie
would he hard pressed to tour behind it. It's
the most calculated effort yet in acareer selfavowedly more dependent on cunning than
music, similar to disco in its advancement of
passive involvement over emotional advoacy. Bowie has emulated the digital rock and
modal classical landscapes of Eno, who is as
much of acreative force here as David. Like
Eno's Another Green World, Lew is largely
composed of fragmented instrumental and
vocal tracks, with lyrics diminished to the
simplest, least intrusive denominator. The five
songs on side one arc polished teasers, some
of the most attractive and mature pop
melodicism Bowie has ever produced.
The second side is devoted wholly to instrumentals (except for afunereal Indian Esperanto chant on Warszatwo, a bold step for one
vs ho's relied so heavily on the theatrics of a
singer's stance. Eno's principle of dynamic
passivity rules here, the process by which music creates itself, unfolding evenly through the
interweaving of dissimilar but compatible
motifs, which require little intervention from
the artist. Subterrancans, with its modulating
descending lines from Pachelbel's Otani In D
Major (one of Eno's favorites) and Bowie's
velvety saxophone, is adefinitive statement of
the genre.
Low is Bowie's most sensible redefinition
yet, not an original statement but aconsonant
one for his didactic pretensions, lit spite of his
tendencies toward the grandiose, Bowie re usants far ahead of the norm, one of the most
significant artists to emerge from the '70s rock
pantheon, and Low is itis Most titirliiitig aibUM
since Ziggy Stardust.
—gihnore

LOW PRICE, HIGH PERFORMANCE.
When you spend good
money on asynthesizer, make
sure you get agood synthesizer. One that delivers all the
sound you play for.
Agood synthesizer like
the ARP Axxe. Play an Axxe
and you'll find that ARP comes
through with the sound and
the musical sense that guarantee 100% retum on your
investment.
The Noce owes its easyto-read panel design and
super sound to synthesizers
like the ARP Odyssey and the
ARP 2600. In fact, the Noce
uses the same sliders and
switches, and has many of the
same functions you find on
these famous ARP models.
And the Noce is supported by
adetailed owner's manual,
a155-page textbook, overlay
sheets, even apatch book
with 50 of the Noce's best
sounds. Plus 10 interface

charts for expansion with other
ARPs, including the
Noce/String Ensemble Polyphonic System.
Some synthesizers cost
less than the Noce. But none
offer you more music power.
Because ARP Instruments
believes you should get out of
asynthesizer what we build
into asynthesizer.
See the ARP Noce at your
ARP dealer. Make sure you get
what you play for.

For more information on the ARP Azore
and the complete ARP synthesizer line,
including afive-minute demonstration
record of the new polyphonic ARP Omni,
send your name and address plus $1.00 to
cover postage and handling to:
Noell •Irwin.,
ARP Instruments, Inc.
reu"
rintrone
320 Needham Street

©Copyright 1977
ARP Insuuments. Inc.
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"operatic dialogue" in me Story Of Cher
Lives—rather than change all the vocal
SYNTHESIZED SPEECH MUSIC IN CELEsounds into abstractions. While the result may
BRATION. SPEECH SONGS. THE STORY OF
not be what one normally thinks of as music.
OUR LIVES—CRI SD 34V.
it heightens the meaning of the spoken word
Personnel Realized on computcrs at Bell Teleto an extraordinary degree.
phone Laboratories. the Columbia University Center
for Computing Activities and thc 'Vey oLatorateries.
In Celebration (1975) enters the mind of a
•*•*•
completely passive person who thinks that
As the album's title indicates, the works on
"nothing is good or bad, not ev en the darkness
it feature speech sounds which have been electhat tills the house while you sit watching it
trunicalls altered and synthesized. By means
happen." In the middle of this work, the
of an analogue-to.digital converter. Dodge
speaker splits into two voices that repeat the
was able to create synthetic voices within an%
same phrases in tandem on separate channels.
desired parameters ot pitch. rhythm or dur The four poetic fragments that form the balion.
sis of Speech Songs are in asomewhat lighter
Interestingly. he chose to maintain the invein. Again, the effect is of a man talking to
telligibility of the original sr.oken tests—
himself: but here, it sounds as if he were makpoems in Spec.* Soncs and In Ce!d'r.:tion. an
ing faces in a mirror at the same time. The

CHARLES DODGE

highpoint occurs in the final "song," where
numbers (signifying the passing days) are recited in ironic counterpoint to the line: "Later
the nights will catch up."
The Story ('Our Lites (1974), with text by
Mark Strand, concerns acouple who are reading that story together on a couch in their
suburban home. Predictably, their cliched
lives are empty and shallow; but unpredictably, the book talks back to them, addressing
their regrets in amachine-like voice that has
taken on human attributes. Underlining this
dichotomy in adifferent way, the "male" and
"female" voices "speak" a 12-tone duct, almost but never quite singing.
Of course, Sprechstimme, the technique of
half-singing. half-talking, is nothing new. Yet,
by adapting Schoenberg's technique to the
electronic medium, Dodge has created avastly more relined language than Sprechstimme.
He has proven that computers can expand the
expressive range of the human voice. —terry

DAVID FRIESEN

demands power and
from his equipment,
nd that's why he chose •
ARU•THE STRONGEST
NEW NAME IN DRUMS.
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MAY. IDAHO FALLS, ID 834011
AVE MONTREAL P.O. H2V 4H5
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Cobham
Power!
Billy Cobham insists on the pure,
natural wood-tip sound of
Pro-Mark Drumsticks.
More power to Billy!

- ADhotslon of Remo. Inc.
24 wood-rip models Including the
New 81Ity Cobham Model 808.
Witold' Fret literature
10210 crwohead Houston. rx. 7/025
34 0 down beat

STAR DANCE—Inner City 1019: Winter's Falk
Duet And Dialogue: Dolphin In The Sky; Star Dance; 1
Rue Brey; Fields OfJoy: ALittle Child's Poem; Clouds;
Children Of Thr Kingdom. Mountain Streams,
Personnel: Friesen, acoustic bass. compositions;
Paul McCandless, oboe. English horn: John Stowell,
electric guitar; Steve Gadd, drums.
*
***
David Friesen is destined to become one of
the premier bassists in contemporary improvised music. Born in Tacoma. Washington in
1942, Friesen has already made significant
contributions to groups led by Stan Getz, Joe
Henderson, Billy Harper, Woody Shaw, Sam
Rivers, Marian McPanland and Ralph Towner. Currently, he is providing the fire from below for Ted Curson's surging septet. Curson,
in fact, has said: "He's agenius. It's not aterm
Ioften use, but that's what he is. Time, sound,
ideas, he's got it all. And he listens. He can fit
in anywhere." If you think that such an assessment is hyperbole, dropping the needle on any
of the tracks of Friesen's debut album should
immediately convince you otherwise.
Friesen's gifts are multiple. At first, he impresses with his awesome technique. Then, as
Curson points out, comes the realization of
the richness of his ideas. In acknowledging his
debt to LaFaro, Friesen says: "A lot of players
seem to think that the main thing to learn
from Scott was to play fast and all over your
instrument. But if you listen to what he actually did, Scott opened up the bass like aguitar
and then went on to tell a story, a beautiful
story." Finally, it is Friesen's ability as an impassioned raconteur—in his improvisations
and compositions—that stamps his work as
exceptional.
While each of the tracks presents adifferent
facet of Friesen's musical persona, there is a
consistency that gives coherence and depth to
the album as a whole. Winter's Fall with its
13/8 meter, Friesen's exuberant arco work
and McCandless's sheets of reedy sound, create adancing set of lines with adash of Eastern European folk mess. Duet And Dialogue is
avirtuosie combination of pizzicato rhythmic
figures played with the right hand and melodic strokes plucked with the left. Dolphin In
The Sky features astrummed bass background
with an overdubbed solo fitted on top. Clouds
is an appropriately lyrical tone poem while
Mountain Stream presents aflowing main current against which arc set richly overlaid
sonic eddies.
In the ensemble selections, Friesen, in addl.

tion to his compelling solo work, provides
perfect support for the explorations of his cohorts. In A Little Child's Poem, for example.
Stowell's graceful arcs arc incisively underpinned by the bassist's finely honed counterpoint. With Fields Of Joy, Friesen engages
both Gadd and McCandless in forceful dinlogues.
In sum, Star Dance is an emphatic declaration by anew talent who promises to push forward the horizons of his instrument. It is also
amature collaboration among aquarte of coequal and uninhibited musical spirits. —berg

FRANK ZAPPA
ZOOT ALLURES—Wamer Brothers BS 2970:
Wind Up ;Varian' In A Gas Station; Black Napkins:
The Torture Never Stops; Ms. Pinky: Find Her Finer;
Friendly Little finger; Wonderful Wino; Toot Allures;
Diteo Boy.
Personnel: Zappa, guitar, bass, vocals, synthesizer:
Terrs Bozzio, drums, vocals; Davey Moore, vocals.
Andre Lewis. organ. vocals: Roy Estrada, bass,
Napoleon Murphy Brock. sax, vocals: Ruth Un-'
der. ood. marimba, synthesizer; Sparkle Parker,
nackground vocals.
Not since the classic 200 Motels has there
been a Zappa platter on which his lyrically
sonzo side and gauche musical perceptions
has e been so keenly balanced. One thinks
hack to a stream of Zappa and Mothers re'caws. in which semi-pornographic overindulgence scented to be the sole raison d'etre; yet
hi, ramming creations have suffered from a
lack of the biting, sarcastic Zappa at his best.
Here, however, the best of two worlds
alesce. Wind Up Workin• In A Gas Station is
atunny yet true account of atypical soul who
is highly educated and therefore squeezed out
il the jolt market. Find Her Finer is acackling,
tounge.in-cheek sex instruction manual, and
Dim, Roy is asatire on that rather sick subculture

mentary about the work of Mark diSuvero;
each piece on the album, therefore, is a kind
atone poem related to aparticular sculpture.
Will North Star make it in a progressive
rock format? A few of the cuts here, especially
Mon Pere, Mott Pere and Are Years What?,
llave adriving force that recalls repeat-to-fade
ruck choruses. And preliminary indications in
the trades point to some acceptance by FM
radio programmers.
As art, however, North Star makes it only
occasionally. Combinations of ostinato patterns. with gradual changes in timbre and
rhythm, can be used to produce some amazing
effects, as in the similar music of Steve Reich.
With works as brief as these, though, Glass
doesn't really have room to build his ideas
into anything substantial.
—terry

ROSS TOMPKINS
SCRIMSHAW—Concord Jazz CI-28: Cheek To
Cheek; Come Rain Or Come Shine; Soon; The Sang
From Moulin Rouge; Like Someone In Love; The Mg/ti
Has A Thousand Eyes; Goodbye; Django; Skylark.
Personnel: Tompkins. piano.
* *
A while back pianist Tompkins headed up
the house rhythm section at the old Half Note,
backing up such mainstreamers as Wes Montgomery, Clark Terry, Zoot Sims and James

Moody; and for almost a decade he's been
found in the ranks of the Tonight Show archestra. It's not surprising, then, that this seasoned
pianist has the requisite technical equipment,
rounded out with a percussive touch and a
sometimes interesting harmonic conception.
What's wrong, then?
The problem lies in Tompkins' lack of acoherent structural conception—that facility at
nurturing a musical thought so it builds to
seemingly self-propelled climaxes, to unexpected twists, turns and resolutions. Tompkins' approach to improvisation, instead, is
tackily prefabricated. A piece like Soon exemplifies what might be called his "wedding
cake" method: aslice of limpid rubato, athin
layer of riff, a section of in-tempo blowing,
another section of rubato, the whole deal covered over with splashes of funky frosting and
gobs of cute curlicues.
Tompkins' uninspired selection of tunes—
mostly ballads and show tunes from the '30s
and '40s—doesn't help much. His arsenal of
high caloric decorations—harp-like arpeggios, diddle-de-do triplets and overworked
runs—overwhelms rather than expands tunes
like Moulin Rouge, Like Someone In Love and
Goodbye. And, alas. John Lewis' Django, the
one piece of really substantial material here.
fares no better.
—balleras
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KARIN KI100
ARCHIE 5: HEPP

Loot Allures' musical sophistication is perhaps the most apparent calling card. Friendly
Lade finger, apparently named after one of
lappa's extremely explorative digitals, finds a
questing, rapid ride around the fretboard;Zoot
Allures takes Zappa and Ruth Underwood to
the outskirts of the atonality they often approach but somehow never reach; and many
the other cuts feature tonal poses characteristically onomatopoetic to the whimsical dialogue. When Frank Zappa reaches that
plateau, virtual perfection is inevitable. Let us
nope he can continually live up to the standard Zoo: Allures has set.
—show

PHILIP GLASS
NORTH STAR—Virgin PZ 34669: Erode Polaire
Vrrtli Star), Victor's LaInelti: River Ran; Mon Pere,
%Ion l',',,'. Are Years What; Lady Day; Ange Des
Orates; Are; lk-Ook; Montage.
Personnel Glass, keyboards& synthesizers; Dickie
I
.andrs .soprano and tenor saxes, flute: Joan LaBarhara and Gens Rickard, voices.
* * *
1he second Glass recording on the rock.
oriented Virgin label is also the first recording of the coniposer's music to be distributed
domestically by a major record company
(Virgin is marketed in the U.S. by Epic).
Based on this fact alone, it would seem that
Glass, aclassical avant gardist, is aiming for a
slice of the pop market.
That impression finds apparent confirmation in the brevity Of the cuts on North Star;
none cut the ten selections included here it
'nor,: than five minutes long. However, this is
not a bid for AM radio play. The music that
comprises North Star was written for a docu-

Personell:
Karin Krog (veg. Archie Shepp (La Charles Greenlee (lb).
Jun BaiSe
Auld Andersen (13). Beaver Harris (dm)
Cameron Brown (b). added on STEAM
Krog/Shepp only on SOLITUDE
Recorded Arno BendiAsen Studio. Oslo. June 23 1976
Engineer Bjorn Lillehagen
Producer Kann Krug. Erode Mourn

Compendium Records
Bernt Ankers gt. 17.
Oslo 1,Norway
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Billy Cobham
by mart, hohman

Although still only in his early 30s, Billy Cobham has substantiated himself as one of the major percussive forces of his generation. Born May 16. 1944 In Panama. Billy moved to New
York City at the age of three. By the time of his Big Apple arrival, he had already begun experimenting rhythmically, working out with childhood zest on timbales. Six years later he began
sitting in with his father (a pianist) at professional Jobs.
Following gigs with the Boy Scouts and an elementary drum corps, Billy entered Brooklyn's
illustrious High School Of Music And Art. After graduation came the Army. where he performed
with another soon-to-be star named Grover Washington, Jr. Serviceman Cobham gigged
around wherever he could, including brief stints with the New York Jazz Sextet and as clinician for JazzmobIle.
Discharged from the Army in '68, Billy got his break by making aEuropean tour with Horace
Silver. From there it was on to studio work and eventually the formation of the fusion et
Dreams. Recordings with Mlles Davis earned Cobham further notoriety, and in early '71, he
joined up with the Mahavishnu Orchestra. When that stint ended in '73, Billy formed his own
band. Spectrum, a group that eventually mutated into the now-dissolved Billy Cobham/George Duke Band.
In the midst of all this activity, Cobham has emerged as acharismatic figure, walking off with
the db Readers Poll for four consecutive years. Currently in search of anew label. Billy wants
to produce as well as record.
This was Cobham's first Blindfold test. He was given no information about the records
played and declined to render star ratings.

1. NARADA MICHAEL WALDEN. Saint And
The Rascal (from Garden Of Love Light, Atlantic). Walden, drums. David Sancious,
keyboards; Jeff Beck, guitar: Will Lee, bass.
Yeah, that was David Sancious on keyboards. I
liked the line. Ithought it was really nice It got a
little boring after awhile, somewhere in the middle
of me solo section. That's primarily production
and involuntary lack of knowledge of how to properly project the sound. That's not to say I'm any
major authority. but Ifeel that ssomething plaguing alot of artists of my generation .. But David's
afine up and coming player who has alot of potential
Hohman: But this wasn't Sancious session. Do
you nave an idea who the guitarist is?
Cobham: Now that's really interesting because
it sounded like David's session, in fact, it even
sounded like him doubling on guitar.
Hohman: The guitarist was Jell Beck. But it isn't
his session either. It's the drummers*.
Cobham: You're joking! Wait a minute.... its
not Michael Walden? Far out!
2. STUFF. Happy Farms (from Stuff. Warner
Bros.). Cornell Dupree and Eric Gale,
guitars; Richard Tee, keyboards; Gordon
Edwards, bass; Steve Gadd and Chris Parker, drums.
That's Stuff, my favorite band. You see, Gordon
and Richard Tee, all these cats go back with me to
when Stuff was called the Encyclopedias Of Soul,
ana we used to play weddings. That was 1964. I
lust love those cats. Gordon's band used to play
around town and I
played with them whenever they
needed me. Richard Teo and Iwent to high school
together, along with Eddie Gomez and Jimmy

Owens and Jeremy Steig and God knows who
else. Richard Tee, he's my favorite church player,
and Gordon's one of my favorite bass players.
See. I'm prejudiced in favor of this band. It's hard
for me to say anything at all, because the problem
is in the grooves. Ithink the recording is shitty: it's
lust not very well produced. But you can't deny the
feeling and that's what's happening here. If your
body doesn't move outside, then your bones are
busy shaking inside. It's that kind of feeling.
3. EDWARD VESALA. Nan Madol (from Nan
Madol, ECM). Vesala, drums, percussion,
flutes; Kaj Back lund, trumpet; Juhani
Aaltonen, soprano sax; Sakari Kukko, flute:
Juhani Poutanen, violin and alto violin; Teppo Havta-Aho, double bass.
Well, whatever it is, it won't be heard on Cousin
Brucie's AM show. But Ithink there's aplace for
this too. It's just that if I
have to listen to this tfind it
gets a bit boring after a while. It just doesn't go
anyplace.
The closest Ican come to it in terms of concept,
not necessarily in performance, is Weather Report, or Miles from In A Silent Way. also, possibly
Chuck Manion°, with the pedal and all.... Ifigure
there must be aplace for it, but it's not in my home.
4. THE NEW TONY WILLIAMS LIFETIME.
You Did It To Me (from Million Dollar Legs,
Columbia). Wit hams, drums; Allan Holdsworth, guitar: Tony Newton, bass and vocals: Alan Pasqua, keyboards.
II he would only get off his ass and do something
for hImSell. Idon't know, man. I
suspect he's trying,
running up against some dead ends, some hard
walls. Ithink he's one of the finest percussionists

to ever come along, he's just made the wrong turns
at what he thought was the right time. If he could
just get his timing right and get somebody behind
him, if he doesn't have them already.
The last time Iheard him, he played opposite me
in New York. And again Icouldn't actually hear him
for the ten thousand decibels around him. The
whole configuration that they're dealing with, in
terms of sound level and projection, is not conducive to Tony Williams, the artist. The best I've
heard him recorded, outside of what he did with
Miles, was on Stanley Claiice's first album. But
that's about it, you know. It's all there but somebody just has to figure out ... how to project it.

5. OREGON/ELVIN JONES. Driven Omens
(from Together, Vanguard). Collin Walcott.
tabla; Jones, drums.
That's Elvin. I'm trying to figure out who the tabla
player was. ...Elvin is another percussionist
who's never been recorded properly, outside of
the situation with Trane.... Ilike those recordings
alot. There are afew recordings, man, most of the
stuff done at Rudy's in Englewood for Blue Note,
the stuff that was done by Trane for Impulse, the
stuff that was done with Miles at CBS. Those three
stand out to me as being the epitome of the jazz
production sound, the most refined to date.
On this particular record, Ifelt like Elvin's drums
were muted or masked. Ireally couldn't get the
tone.... It's areal challenge for an engineer or a
producer to combine two radically different instruments and get the overall sound to project.
6. STEELY DAN. Don't Take Me Alive (from
The Royal Scam, ABC). Don Fagen, vocal;
Fagan, Walter Becker. writers.
Ilike that very much. Ithought it had alot of content and continuity and that it said something from
beginning to end. It was asolid piece productionwise. Musically, it made astatement to me, lyrically it was very simple and to the point.... Idon't
know who was playing, what the caliber of the musicianship is, nor do Ifeel it makes any difference
because they got their point across. And that's
what music is about.
7. BUDDY RICH AND THE BIG BAND MACHINE. Storm At Sunup (from Speak No Evil.
RCA). Rich, drums. Solos: Wayne Andre,
trombone; Steve Marcus, tenor sax; Jon
Faddis, trumpet. Arranged by Richard Davis.
Is that Louie Beeson? Possibly Ed Shaughnessy.
... No. huh? Then you got me. 1don't want to say
Buddy Rich because ... is that Buddy Rich?
Yeah? Wow, I've never heard his drums sound that
way before. They sounded very dead and thuddy
and it's just very strange. Inever thought that he
would go that road ... but Ihaven't really listened
to him lately.... The last thing he did that t
enjoyed
was West Side Story. which Ithought was really a
masterpiece. Here again, it sounds like production
problems. For what he was doing or where he was
going, the bass drum and the bass really bugged
the shit out of me. They just thudded away constantly. It sounded very dated to me. tjust didn't
dig it.
8. JACK DE JOHNETTE'S DIRECTIONS.
Malibu Reggae (from Untitled. ECM). John
Abercrombie, guitar; Alex Foster, sax; Mike
Richmond, bass; Warren Bernhardt, keyboards; DeJohnette. drums.
All Ican do is laugh. Igot nothin' to say. all Ican
do is laugh. . .Nobody sounded familiar, it
sounded like the whole group was completely
gone when they did that.... Who would be crazy
enough to do something like that and have them
Put it out? Let's see
wait aminute .., could it
be Jack DeJohnette? Oh. yeah, okay, if that's the
case, uh huh. ...
Jack has always been into exactly
how he feels at the time not avant garde for avant
garde's sake. It's like spontaneity too It he felt
like getting up from the drums and going to the
bathroom
and flushing the toilet while the tape
was on, he'd do it and it would be music.
db
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ART LANDE
by bob ness

NEW YORK NOTES
A Journal of Jazz in the Seventies
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THE LEGACY OF THE BLUES
Art and Lives of Twelve
Great Bluesmen
Samuel Charters
Charters has rereeed
contact with the greatness
of the blues
iecacy—from the
haunting lyric songs
cf Lightnin' Hopkins
to the joyous shouts
of Mighty Joe Young.
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192 pp.
64.95 paper

$15.00 hardcover

THE ART CF RAGTIME
William J. Schafer and
Johannes Riedel
with assistance from
Michael Poled and
Richard Thompson
".
everything there
is to kr,r,ii abOut rag-

is a superb
book."
— The New York Times Book Review
270 pp, 13 illus.
$5.95 paper
time. ThiS

Available at your local bookstore or
directly from the Publisher.
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rt Lande is a piano player with two albums on
ECM: Red Uinta (a duo album recorded in 1973
with Jan Garbarek: the title is an anagram of Art's
name) and Rubisa Patrol, recorded in 1976 with
members of his quartet (Mark 'sham. trumpet and
soprano sax:

Bill

Douglass,

bass:

and

Glenn

Cronkhite. drums, since replaced by Kurt Wortman). While both of these albums are very good

and have that glamorous sound that Manfred Eicher is famous for, they only capture a corner of
Lande and the group's music.
"I don't have atremendous affinity for recording," says Art. "t intend to do more of it, but it's not
the center of my musical activity at this point. So
far it seems that the two recordings I've made
have not captured the spontaneity that occurs in a
hive performance. Its hard to get that in the studio
because you're playing for a fictitious audience—
actually you're playing for Manfred Eicher.
"Manfred is totally into sound, the resonation of
the instruments. and the purity of tone. When he's
the Only Person there, his considerations become
ours and Ifeel that we were alittle bit more careful
and restrained, although some of the duets that
Billy and Idid on Rubisa Patrol are freer. In concert
were not that tight a band and at times there are
loose pieces of spaghetti lying around and entrances and exits may be alittle confused."
Lande was born in New York City in 1947 and
lived on Long Island until he was 18. He went to
Williams College for four years and moved to the
San Francisco Bay Area aweek after he graduated. He now lives in Berkeley with his second
wife and new son.
Arts classical piano training began at the age of
five. His father played jazz piano and was friends
with Teddy Wilson. Lande remembers his father
taking him to see people like Dizzy Gillespie, Oscar Peterson and Sarah Vaughan when he was very
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down beat

young.
"But Ididn't have any heroes in the sense of

thinking that one thing was the greatest and the
rest worthless. Iliked it all and this served to
broaden my musical perspectives such that now In
my own playing there are all kinds of nooks and
crannies including the classical. Jazz wasn't like a
replacement of the classical in any way. Ill play

whatever comes to me and Idon't worry about
what influenced It or caused it to be. I never
thought about my style or cared what It was like."
Although he would get together with people and
play informally in high school, he played mostly by
himself until he moved to California In 1969. "The
fact that Iconcentrated on my own playing for so
long was important because when I
did start playing with others Iwas very clear on what Iwanted
to do. Ifelt whole playing alone. Ididn't (and don't)
feel that Ineeded to depend on other Instruments
to keep track of things like the roots of chords or
the time."
The band Lande was in during the early '70's,
just previous to Rubisa Patrol, was aquintet composed of Glenn Cronkhite, drums; Mel Martin,
reeds; Steve Swallow and Eliot Zigmund, who la
now with Bill Evans. Everyone in the band was a
strong player and the music was often very intense
and high energy. Lande played mostly electric plano at this time "and the more tdid that, the more
surfacy it felt to me. Ifelt like it was just notes, like
it was something with the soul taken out of it.
"Touch to a pianist is like the tone in a saxophone. The real personality of the player comes
through more in the touch than in the notes. It's like
how someone says something rather than what
they say, because you can say anything. That's the
way Ifelt with the electric piano—as if it wasn't my
voice speaking, but some ghost somewhere. I
never felt as one with the electric piano."
Lande met Manfred Eicher through a Swiss jazz
critic at the Montreux Festival in 1973 and sent
him a tape of a solo acoustic concert he did in
Switzerland. On the basis of that tape and the
meeting, Eicher wanted to record him and the Red
Lenta date was set up. The studio (Ame Bendiksen's in Oslo) and the piano (a rare Steinway)

were the same as used by Keith Jarrett on Facing
You, and Paul Bley on Open, To Love. The tunes
Lande chose to play were ones he usually played
with a flute, and Eicher suggested Jan Garbarek.
When he returned to California from that first trip
to Europe (which lasted six months), various people came over to his house because that was
where the piano was. The members of the old
group had gone their separate ways by then, and
selection of the new band, Rubisa Patrol, came
about naturally. "All the bands that I've formed
have just happened in living rooms by having people over and having lam sessions or by being invited over to someone's place and having it feel
good and repeating that process until we
eventually realize that we have a band.

"I wanted everyone to participate equally in all
aspects of the band and Ihad to learn to do less
and even to let things fall apart so that others
would jump in and do it. Everyone in the band Is
contributing music and we do alot of free improvisation which anyone can initiate at any time. We
take nothing for granted. When someone brings a
tune in, we don't talk about it much and it's realized
that from then on it's the band's tune. The composition is not sacred in the least way. We just try to
gel into the music and go through aprocess of discovery each time we play it without trying to reproduce something that happened before."
In concert there is agreat deal of freshness and
fun about Rubisa Patrol. There is a galavanting
"happy as asissy" feeling that keeps reoccurring
in Landes playing. At times his legs and feet look
like he's navigating aWorld War lplane and trying
desperately to stay on an even keel. There is
sometimes oven a sense of just plain screwing
around and an Interaction with the audience which
often provokes a shared laughter. If the listener
has only heard Lande on record and comes expecting that recital hall quality, the real Ille Lande
is quite a surprise.
"A lot of the things that have come about in the
music have resulted from an openness to situa-

tions that develop around me. Ihaven't that much

desire for things to happen as much as Ilike the
process of doing things. I'm not a very goal-orlanted person. When Someone Says to me,
coming to see your show tonight,' Inever feel that
it's a show or something carefully planned. We
moro like having a party and we lust happen to be
there doing the music. One of the important things
for me about playing out in the weriq is to encourage other people to lot loose. Rather than inspiring awe and having people say, 'I could never do
that,' I'd rather have them say, 't can do that too,'
and go home and create In their own way—muslc,
drawing, cooking.
"I want to stimulate energy beyond the concert
and to get people going on their own. I'm not interested in being an artist who sets his thing up as being a standard. Music is Just one aspect of my life
and tdon't go around thinking of myself as 'a musician* or of the listeners as 'the public.' Idon't want
to be a 'name' to anyone. I'm not at all into the media and Iwant that part minimized in my life. Idon't
want to be a 'personality' or to be interviewed all
the time.
"My playing is a lot like the silly pictures that t
like to draw [they look like small children's drawings' in that IJust let my physical energy out and
then Ilisten to it and see what I've made rather
than having a definite thing in mind that twant to
make. When I'm playing I'm making shapes with my
hands that feel good, and as Ihear it, Ithink how I
might arrange the real of the space. People sometimes say that I'm aleprechaun and that thave alot
ol impish energy. Ilike getting in there and mixing
it up with people and that's in the music too and
why Ilike the audience to participate."

SADAO
WATANABE
by leonard feather

D

uring a visit to Tokyo in mid-January, it was a
pleasant surprise to run into an old acquaintance,
familiar through the years he spent in the U.S.. but
now an established leader at home and afrequent
world traveler. 11 Sadao Watanabe looked a little
older than he had the last time we met, he also appeared more relaxed and clearly reflected the
success that has brought him. In recent years, to a
rare plateau of economic security coupled with
artistic achievement.
The occasion of our meeting was the tenth annual party staged by Swing Journal to celebrate its
lazz poll awards. Perhaps more than any other musician, Watanabe was at home in this setting, for he
won the magazine's readers' poll the first year it
was held (1960) and has never stopped winning as
the number one alto saxophonist. Since then the
awards have been establishing .him as the most
honored Japanese musician in the domestic segment of the magazine's poll. The high spot came in
1968, when he placed lirst in six categories: Musician of the Year, Best Record, Best Combo, Best
Alto Saxophonist, Best instrumentalist and Best
Composer/Arranger.
Watanabe's accomplishments as a composer
andana master of several instruments—principally alto sax, sopranino and flute--would seem to
quality him for the step that has seemed logical to
so many Japanese musicians—immigration to the
U S. In recent years, the U.S.-Japanese cultural
exchange has become a two-way street. Toshiko
Akiyoshi was the harbinger ol a trend: in the past
two or three years Japanese musicians have infiltrated the ranks of Gil Evans, Art Blakey, Sonny
Rollins, Elvin Jones and Norman Connors. But Watanabe IS not tempted to look on the Apple as Mecca He has found the good 1110 on home grounds.
"Today," ho says. "I'm happier than thave over
been. Ican do what Ilike. can choose my own lobs:
Ihave a regular radio program every Saturday
evening—not records, but a live show specially
taped by my quartet. Iurn Japanese, and living in
Japan suits me fine.
At one llme II seemed much easier to get

"Don't hype
this old
guitar picker
with technical talk.
Just give me some
strings that sound good!'
Jerry Reed

When you're hot, you're hot. But. Jerry Reed
knows that hit records require alot more than a
streak of luck. They require the best sound. And while
Jerry may not be an expert at what makes astring
sound good. he is an expert on which strings sound
best—Gibson.
We know pickers from Nashville to New York City.
and we know what they want: Strong, long lasting
strings. Rich harmonics. Balanced sound from note
to note, string to string. Perfect intonation. And
whether it's hard rock or country "chicken pickin',"
it's got to pack apunch.
That's all easier said than done, but Gibson does
it all. With complex combinations of the finest alloys
known, precision windings, flawless consistency,
sophisticated engineering, and astrict code of standards—the standards of the industry.
Technical talk aside, it boils down to good music
and gold records. And Jerry Reed knows what sounds
like amillion—Gibson strings.
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good rhythm section in the United States. There
was a subtle difference in the boat—most
Japanese musicians seemed to play asort of light
and slow rhyllvw. But things have been changing
Steadily for the better. I'm very proud of the group I
halve now."'
This does not mean that he has lost interest ri
,,siting the country where, from 1962 to 1965, he
gened perhaps the most valuable part of his musical education as astudent at Berklee in Boston. He
has been back several times, playing at Newport in
1968 and again in 1970 (the latter appearance
was recorded for release in Japan as an album). As
has been the case with so many non-American musicians, he was attracted to jazz by sheer chance.
Born February 1. 1933 in Utsunomiya City, To Chigi Prefecture, he began his musical studies with
his father, who taught him to play the biwa, an old
Japanese instrument. But during his high school
years. amovie. The Birth of the Blues, piqued his
interest in jazz and led to his taking up clarinet in
1948. A year later Sadao formed his first amateur
group. and in 1951 he made the big move to
Tokyo.
"A few friends joined me in forming our own
band. and we began playing in some of the small
U S. Armed Forces clubs in Yokohama. It was during that time that twas discovered by Toshiko Akiyoshi and Shotaro Moriyasu, both of whom at that
time were established jazz pianists. It was Muriasu
who introduced me to the music of Charlie Parker,
arid soon Bird became my inspiration:'
In the fall of 1953 Sadao joined aquartet led by
roshiko. On her departure to the U.S. to study at
Berklee. he took over as leader, and afew months
later in late 1956 he recorded the first of what
would become along series of LPs, now numbering welt over 50. During the years between that
first album and his hegira to Berklee, he became
solidly established at home, racking up such credits as a role in the Charlie Parker Story on NW
(Radio Japan).
The years in Boston expanded his horizons immeasurably: "t took lessons in theory from Herb
Pomeroy, studied saxophone with Joseph Viola."
By 1965, after playing with the Berklee School orchestra and in jam sessions, he had gained enough
respect to enter the New York jazz scene, working
with Gary McFarland. who became his second
source of inspiration, and with Chico Hamilton.
During his stay in Berklee, the school's Jazz in
the Classroom series was launched. Sadao took
part, as instrumentalist and/or composer. in
Volumes 1-10. There were other American recordings during that time: The In Sound with McFarland. El Chico with Hamilton. and Gypsy '66 with
Gabor Szabo.
In December of 1965 he returned to Japan,
picked up the threads of his career there. and a
couple of months later started a jazz school for
young musicians. Drawing from the pool of talent
that studied at his school, he formed a permanent
quartet in September.
While maintaining agroup of his own. Sadao has
been involved in a variety of collaborations with
musicians from other countries. He held a joint
concert with Laurindo Almeida in 1967, and toured
Brazil the following year. Starting in 1969 he began a regular radio series, and during the same
year took part in the Swing Journal Workshop Salute to Charlie Parker concert.
The past seven years have seen Watanabe in a
still greater diversity of settings. During 1970 he
not only made his first concert tour of the U.S. and
Europe with his own group, but was signed with
CBS-Sony and made an album in New York with
Chick Corea—Round Trip. He was at Montreux for
the festival that same year. and again in 1973 and
1975. He made two trips to Africa in '72 and '74;
during the latter visit he composed the musical
score for an African film. The Ujama.
The crowning achievement of his career was the
Grand Prix. Award Concert, at Art Festival 1976.
SPonsOred by the Japanese government's cultural
agency, the concert took place last October at
YukeinOsokin Hall in Tokyo and was recorded live
for an album on the East Wind label. This marked
the first time, in the 25 years the award had been in
existence, that it had been presented to ajazz mu-

sician.
"It used to be thought here," Sadao observes,
"that jazz was just anoisy music. Today more and
more people, including the cultural agency, seem
to be satisfied that it is indeed serious music for
concert goers."
Would he be interested in returning to America,
at least for atour or avisit? "Yes; in fact. Ihope to
be there by April or May. Iwent over last year and
made a record session with Hank Jones, Ron
Carter and Tony Williams. This time Iwould like to
do a live recording Ill be going over without my
group. Ipersonally am still amember of the union
in the States—Local 9 in Boston—but it's hard to
arrange work with aentirely imported group."
The audiences who hear Watanabe on his next
visit will be impressed by an artist who has continued to evolve from aParker-inspired bebopper
into athoroughly rounded contemporary performer and composer of considerable gifts. His flute
playing in particular has made notable strides (he
studied the instrument for about seven years with
Ririko Hiyashi). That his name is not yet as familiar
in the U.S. as it should be can be attributed in part
to the fact that so many of his recordings, even the
East Wind sessions recorded in the Slates, are not
available for release here There is aweird irony in
the fact that East Wind at this writing has recorded
some 40 albums in the States, all of them released
in Japan, while a contract for American issuance
still has not been arranged.
With the establishment of Watanabe, not to mention such younger talents such as the drummer/
composer Masahiko Togashi and the extraordinary 23-year-old guitarist Kazumi Watanabe (no
relation), it would seem that the time is past due
for Japanese musicians to gain acknowledgement
over here commensurate with their very considerable talents.

BOBBY PAUNETTO
by michael rozek

B

obby Paunetto firmly believes in himself and
his music. So, he continues trying to capture the
public ear without compromising his work.
The 32-year-old Berklee-schooled vibraharpist
writes ana arranges striking melodies, and he reasons simply. "If a person can sing amelody back
to you. it's commercial." Unfortunately for Paunetto. most record companieS don't seem to agree.
To get his Latin jazz compositions recorded, he's
had to start Pathfinder, his own label. (His LP
Paunetto's Point. a Grammy award nominee, was
released on Pathfinder in 1975, and Bobby is now
at work on afollowup, Commit To Memory. whenever he takes abreak from promoting Point.)
Born In Manhattan. Paunetto grow up In the
Bronx. "Music was always a part of me," he remembers. "though Ididn't start playing until Iwas
18. My mother is asinger by avocation, and when
I was about three she turned down an offer
for us to be a song-and-dance team on the Boxy
circuit. Then, when Iwas about six. Ilived across
the Street from Tito Puente, so Iheard his re-

hematite." Though Peunetto's neighborhood was
an ethnic mix, he always remained closest to such
Latin roots, since both lila Italian-extracted parents wore born in Puerto Rico. "It was natural for
me," he explains, "to enter the Now York Latin
scene. Yet all along, Latin disc jockeys and promoters have said to me, your last name is very
strange. Have you over thought about changing
it? They said the same thing to Eddie Palmieri.
Eedle gave in for awhile, but his father made him
change it back.
"When Iwas 12 and 131 started listening to alot
of au, though Iwasn't playing yet. Then, in 1961,
when twas 17, (baritonist) Pat Patrick, a good
friend, was working with Cal Tjader at the Village
Gate. Ikept coming down to hear Pat, and eventually wound up on Cal's guest list. Iwas hanging
around so much that Mongo Santamaria, who was
with Cal then, began urging me to start playing.
And within six months Idid, and because of Cal I
took up the vibes. I'll never forget how beautiful
Cal. John Ray his timbales player, and everyone
was to me ... during his glg. Cal told me, 'Bob,
write your name out clearly on this piece of paper.
going to make you famous.' It turned out he
wanted to dedicate atune to me on his first Verve
album ... he called the chart Paunetto's Point. I
was freaked out!"
At age 20. after a year studying with Lyn Oliver
in Manhattan, and afew years' experience playing
Latin Jazz around the city, Paunetto signed with
Seeco, then the oldest Latin label extant. A
single—two of his original charts in the atypical
direction he had already chosen to follow—was
released. Then. in 1965, before an album could be
completed, he was drafted. "When Igot out of the
Army two years later," he recalls, "Seeco had
gone out of business. And my chops were pretty
rusty But one day itook avocal tape over to Roulette for Freddie Travalena, a comedian whom I'd
met in the Army. When Igot over there, Tito Puente
remembered the Seeco stuff, and eventually. Roulette signed me." Although an album (The Modern
Sound Of Bobby Paunetto, on subsidiary Mardi
Gras) was released soon alter, poor promotion
and DJ resistance killed any meaningful sales.
Paunetto continued to play the local Latin circuit in

obscurity.
"But one day in 1969 Irealized," Says Paunetto," that Ihad to do away with certain things that
were holding me back. So Iwent to Berk lee on the
G.I. Bill. Everyone there was great to me ... I
studied with Alan Dawson my first two years, than
Gary Burton the next year, and finally Dave Samuels. As far as the vibes went, tstarted over from
scratch."
At Berklee, Paunetto also met the young
chargers who eventually joined him on the highly
regarded Paunetto's Point LP; trombonist Ed
Byrne, tenorist Todd Anderson, drummer Tom
Sala, and reedman Bill Drewes.
Later, Paunetto hooked up with two of the finest
musicians In New York, trumpeter Tom Harrell and
baritonist Ronnie Cuber, On Point, together with
the cream of New York fierce/percussionists, these
jazz men interrelate post-bop melodic lines and
traditional Cuban rhythms in an organic fusion. And
Paunetto hopes his next LP will cover even more
ground. "My grandfather is from Spain, and Iwrote
a piece for him called El Catalan. Then there's a
chart ico-wrote in tribute to my father's Mediterranean roots ... there's tipical roots in some tunes,
jazz waltz tempos in others."
This eclecticism has hindered airplay of Paunetto's records: "Jazz disc jockeys have always understood what I've tried to do, but Latin DJs have
never wanted to play my music, because it wasn't
tipical enough—there's no core, and it has aheavy
jazz influence. Some even said the vibes is a
'strange' Instrument. But Ican't avoid my roots; i
love Cuban music, but talso grew up listening to
Gil Evans. And Ifigure if Ijust keep expressing
what's part of me, It's just amatter of time before
people start coming together and getting into it."
For now, Paunetto is hustling to keep his label
afloat, and his Investors—iaborers of love—from
losing their shirts. He wants his band members to
Share in any profits, to eventually record their
work on Pathfinder, and to expand aSouth American production deal to Europe and Japan. And you
should have seen his eyes sparkle when he said
enthusiastically, "I've gotten airplay in Youngstown, Ohio and New Castle, Pennsylvania If people hear my music, they seem to dig it."
db
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Jackson: Youthful Vigor.
Cyrille: Potent Athletics...

MILT JACKSON
Hopper's
New York City

Personnel: Jackson, vibes; Harold Mabern. piano;
Paul West, bass; Al Foster, drums.
Milt Jackson, best known for his 21-year
tenure with the Modern Jazz Quartet, has piloted a variety of groups since the MJG's
breakup in 1974. His current quartet featuring
the keyboard wizardry of Harold Mabern is
ime of the most successful of these.
Jackson has throughout his career demonstrated a kind of yin and yang split personality With the MR), his playing was often re.
Mote, detached and icily serene. With his own
groups, his playing was more vigorous and assertive. The validity of this often-made getteralliation win again upheld by the set tcaught
at Hopper's. With tlic dynamic support of
Messrs. Mabern, West and Foster, Jackson
leaned into his repertory with aswinging ebullience that completely captured his colleagues
and audience.

Leading off with Benny Golson's Whisper

Nor, Jackson cut into the relaxed groove with
tough, intense hard-edged lines that indicated
that he had conte to really play. Next up was
Morris Albert's Feelings. Gliding in and out of
the melodic arc, Jackson proceeded to demonstrate his complete mastery of the single.
line style of playing. Whirlwind cascades
alternating with poignantly placed individual
notes melded together in vinuosic liquid
pirrases that were effectively contrasted by
subtle shifts in dynamics and texture. Mabern,
a sonic architect of the first rank, followed
with a series of constantly building thematic
developments. Jackson then called out Lee
hlorgan's Speed/mil. The straightahcad no-

Designed by Chet for Gretsch, this
great new axe gives you all the modular sound effects you'll ever need with
built-in interchangeable components.
The phaser module produces the
greatest sound variations you'll ever
hear. The compressor, with sustain
control, squeezes the tone and feeds
it out for an Infinite tonal response
and sustain. Absolutely beautiful. No
pedals. No more groping around for
the right sound. Just flip a switch.
The Atkins Super Axe brings
Gretsch super quality to the rock field.
Like Chet himself says: "In all modesty
Ithink my new Super Axe is the ultimate guitar for the rock musician."
Catch this great new Gretsch at your
nearest Gretsch dealer,

nonsense blues launched a set of nasty, clean
lean lines from Jackson and a fiery foray
based on agutsy riff from Mabern. Exchanges
of fours and full 12-bar choruses between
Jackson and Foster led the group hack to aretracing of the head.
The lush You Don't know
Lore Is,
with West's resonant bass and Foster's sensitive brush work, was the perfect vehicle for
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by the vibist's classic, Bags' Gniove. scheduled
as the last tune of the set.
The erow Xs warm embrace of Jackson and
company was such that the vibist quickly added
an encore. Harold Mabern's Rakin"n*
s.-rapin. The gritty frame shifted the group
into an earthy funkiness that set lingers snapping and toes tapping. With another burst of
applause. Jackson steered the quartet into an
energetic reading of The Theme. With that, the
set at last concluded.
Throughout the evening Jackson's cool
nonchalant mask periodically broke to reveal
his total involvement and enjoyment. And no
wonder. Backed by the superb trio of Alabern.
West and Foster. Jackson was playing with the
kind of youthful vigor that characterized his
boppish approach in the late '40s and early
.
50s when he worked with Dizzy Gillespie,
Tadd Dameron. Thelonious Monk and
Wood Herman. For those unable to catch
this giant of the vibraphone. Ici mc recommend his most recent album, Feelings (Pablo
2310-774).
—chuck berg
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New Foxhole Cafe
Philadelphia, Pa.
Personnel: Andrew Cyrille, drums: Joe Rigby, barncre, alto, tenor and soprano saxophones, sogratino, flute; Ted Daniel. trumpet; Mantwilla
Nyerne, electric guitar.
Watching Andrew Cyrille set up, I was
struck by his demeanor he was quiet, direct,
and moved simply and surely. Rigby had already set out his array of reeds like a fence
along the front of the stage, and he was stalk.

ing back and forth warming up aimlessly on
each one. Not Cyrille—he merely did what
was necessary and wasted no energy. The precise power and furious physicality of Cyrille's
drumming must demand this sort of composure, like that of an expert in one of the
martial arts. Indeed. Cyrille drums as if it
were amartial art.
And, like a martial artist, his clothing is
perfectly suited to his demands. If the "uniforms" of the Art Ensemble of Chicago are
political and theatrical. Cyrille's outfit is athletic and physical. While setting up, he was
dressed in astyle that uscd to be called collegiate, centered on awhite crewneck sweater.
But when he re-emerged from backstage for
the shattering cymbal blast that commenced
the concert, he wore a light, loose-fitting,
bold patterned top, opened to the sides, with a
matching headband. He was obviously prepared to sweat. Inormally don't pay much attention to this sort of thing; in so many jazz
concerts, the musicians dress just as they do
on the street. Their casualness has the wonderful implication that their music is with
them constantly, and that aconcert is just providing us with the privilege of tapping into
their ongoing private musical thoughts.
Cyrille's personal presentation is necessary, as
if his music is not of the daily world.
The first piece, entitled Short Short, began
with Cyrille apparently exploding a stick of
dynamite beneath his crash cymbal. The air
cleared quickly and was filled with piercing
strums from Nyomo's guitar, and so many
notes in so many registers front Daniel and .
Rigby that they seemed like 15 men. Ihave
trouble relating to this sort of instant turbu
lanee, and it often seems to me that this
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mouthpiece or ligature bearing my name will ever
reach you without my supervision. tmake this kind of
personal commitment to you and jour
And give you my best.

"free"-sounding music has become merely the
obligatory concert-opener for an avant garde
group, like a twelve-bar blues for the mainstream. Cyrille never did settle down for the
whole piece. His drumming was a physical
display, a potent athletic event, with no letup, no matter what the other musicians were
doing. It all seemed like undifferentiated
white noise. Alone, Cyrille was astonishing;
with the group, mystifying. His solo refused to
get into any patterns, constantly keeping the
expectations of the audience on edge. He favors aclipped, flat sound, and dearly loves his
crash cymbal. He also likes an insistent bottom, maintaining a steady bass drum roar.
Rests seem to be an annoyance. He is adifficult drummer: difficult to love, impossible not
to admire.

Surprisingly, the second number was aballad. John Stubblefield's Baby Man. With no
bass, and with Cyrille studiously avoiding
brushes, this was amost eccentric ballad pertormance and the high point of the set.
Nyomo's solo was meandering—indeed, all
night Ifelt as if lwere missing the point as far
as he was concerned. But Rigby's angular
solos on soprano and flute contrasted nicely
'mill a Daniel solo that was open, direct and
almost sweet. Daniel, along with Cyrille, is
the group's most interesting soloist. He likes to
play in rhythmic counterpoint to the rest of
the group; in this piece, for example, he
jumped and darted over Cyrille's insistent bottom Cyrille played as bluntly as possible on
this piece: much of his accompaniment consisted only of unison snare and crash cymbal
shots, exactly on the beat. Not your typical
ballad.
The finale went unnamed, and it was the
long and apparently obligatory "exotic" number—filled with gongs, cowbells and crashes.
The theme, Japanese in sound, contrasted a
march in fifths with a slithering chromatic
line in adifferent tempo. Cyrille's drumming
ssas very flowing, and he was at his loosest.
But the group did very little with the piece,
and it ended up sounding like along introducnon. The ending was most effective, in which
Cyrille dropped the drums out and started a
gong and cowbell duet with Rigby's busy sopranino—an eerie combination. This led to
the return of the march and the conclusion of
aconcert which, despite its moments of excellence, never quite jelled. —david hollenberg
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tell the producer what to tell es cry one else. If
this is going to work, the artist has to hase
working knowledge of arrangement and
studio needs. He also has to recognize his own
strengths and weaknesses.
l'se produced albums which are basically
good but have one critical flaw. The artist is
like Othello: He is a person "who has eve r
known himself but little. - The tragedy of
Othello is that he is a grand, commanding
public figure and general. but there's an area
of his experience that he's totally blocking
out.
Lyons: What qualities should a good new
jazz album hase'?
Gleeson: The album has to be accessible—it
can't be "freedom" razz—and it really has to
break new ground. On that second issue. I's e
worked on albums where, as soon as we get to
that crucial point, the artist says. "Yeah, man.
I'll take care of that later. Right now. Iuant
Lyons: Dasid Rubinson seems to be sers'
controsersial out here, set he's had a lot of
success with Herbie Hancock and the Pointer
Sisters. Are >ou willing to comment on his
work?
Gleeson: Yes. I cart comment. Ithink his
contribution to Herbie's career was
straightening out the rhythm section. Incidentally. now that it's straightened out. I'd like to
see him get back into the kind of thing he did
on Crossings. Dasid is an aware producer.
He's a dru—cr and great with rhythm, like
the way he used soices as rhythmic fills with
the Pointers was really tine. He can also be a
difficult perscr.--eutecratic, short-tempered

and not overly grateful. That sets him up for
the hostility you hear about him. Ithink he's
done ss ell s;iith everyone he's handled with the
evception of his forays into white music,
which he doesn't seem to bring anything to.
He's functioned very creatively in the areas of

think we really need another funky album?"
Lyons: Well, as you've said, their careers
demand an album, but they're not ready artis-

soul and jazz. Basically, he's gotten a reputation as abastard because he's doing his job. If

music'?
Gleeson: Right. But if it's done correctly,
the album can work. Listen to the last cut on
each side of the new Bennie Maupin album
and you'll hear boss' the contemporary values
of funk and accessible rhythm can be put
towards something of musically greater intent.
The process has to begin with good composition, and the two tunes Quasar and Water Tor-

somebody's playing a dnun solo all the way
through a riff, David will straighten hint out
or replace him. Then the drummer will split
and badmouth him. The MOR and Top 40
producer doesn't have this problem. He'll call
in somebody else on the following day and the
first drummer will never know it's happened.
But with jazz, particular people are flown in
from all over the country to do the date. The
artist wants to confine the producer to signing
contracts and handling some details, while the
artist makes the album. As a result, we're
hearing alot of albums that are not really produced. They just happen.
Musicians arc very conscious of each other
in jazz. Somebody will come out with agood
record and barn! You've got adozen more albums that sound just like it, whether or not it's
appropriate for the other artists. Chick Corea
came up with Return To Forever and a year
later half the new groups sound like they're
making typewriter music. Between Herbie and
Sly Stone, we've got records rolling out of every major company—mostly over the producers' dead bodies—each one funkier than
the last. Ironically, the producers are blamed
for this, but it's the musician who decided before the date to cut the funkiest album ever
made. Every artist seems to want to play funkier and badder than the last cat. The producer
never gets the chance to say, "Hey, do you
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tically. What could the producer accomplish
if the artist just doesn't have the musical potential to put together 40 minutes of good

ture arc great. The tunes were discussed
among the artist, producer and arranger
months before. The concept was there. Speaking of concepts, Lenny White is trying to put together aconceptual album which would neither
bejazz nor rock, but sort of an ultra-progressive
Pink Floyd. If he succeeds, it will be one way out
of the progressive funk doldrums, and it should
be recognized that the success will be due to the
conceptualizing process and not the particular
concept he used.
This is what's lacking in alot of contemporary dates. You've got a rhythm idea, you get
into the studio, you hit. The album is just a
bunch of rhythm ideas and it sounds too busy.
What can you do as a producer at that point
except take out the busy parts so at least you
can hear the rhythm? Then the record doesn't
sell. The musicians say, "Yeah, it would have
been agreat date but the producer cleaned all
the heavy shit out and poured the Listerine on
Hey, Ijust realized something. This sounds
very negative and Idon't want to give the article anegative cast because that's not basically
how Ifeel. There are a lot of things right with
the industry. For one thing, there's money and
equipment available which allows us to produce things that never were possible before.
Lyons: For example 9
Gleeson: Joel Dorn has filled that role.
Dave Grusin did that with Jon Luden. The album they did together was a conceptual
masterpiece perfectly realized. Weather Report has done albums of incredible clarity
from Mysterious Traveler on. With today's budgets, you can take sophisticated music, which
means music that's hard to hear, and realize it
with clarity, which makes it accessible. Let's
say you're doing 5/4 and 4/4 in the same
metrical space, two different feelings in the
same bar. There's no way you could have energetic solos going on over that, a live rhythm
section, and then come out with acommercial
(accessible) track. It couldn't happen. Now
you go in to record a rhythm track which the
guy can take home with him. He practices a
solo with this complicated rhythm until he
gets it down. A new sense of orchestration is
being developed. It's studio oriented, 1admit,
but it's also changing the players. A lot of cats
are going to be able to play this stuff live on
stage before.long because they'll have worked
their chops up to it. The record companies
are, in effect, subsidizing the players' development of new skills. We're already seeing players with a rhythmic consistency no one had
five years ago. Jaco Pastorius is as fast as anyone has ever been, but he has the consistency
of a rock/funk player. There arc things that
are right with jazz. New players are listening
to records produced with a lot of care,
They've got to learn to play that way. It's become the given.
db

The hotter the better.
Viper.
Asolid body guitar is only as good as its pickups.
That's why alot of professional guitarists have started to
customize their instruments with hotter,
specially wound pickups.
Now there's asolid body guitar with factory-installed
pickups that are hotter than custom units and engineered
for afuller sound. The Viper by Ovation.
Astronger signal, with more bite"
The Viper uses two single coil pickups. In each pickup,
Ovation sets six alnico magnets in the bobbin
and wraps the coil with 30% more windings
for astronger signal. Then, the entire assembly

For sharper, cleaner treble response, the

surrounded with vibration-dampening
magnets on the Viper bridge pickup have been
material. And because it is shielded by a angled from the bass to treble strings.
patented split casing, the Viper pickup
reproduces less line noise and more highs than conventional single coil designs.
is

The Viper pickup is 6db hotter than other single coil pickups. Play in the upper
register and you can hear the notes snap with aclear, razor-sharp tone.
Play in the bass or middle registers and the response is clean and full.
Other standard Viper features: arock maple neck and fingerboard with
afull two-octave range, a25 1
2 "
/
scale length for added high harmonics,
six individually adjustable solid brass saddles for perfect intonation, master volume and tone controls.
The Viper. It's the only professional quality solid
body guitar engineered to have hotter pickups.

Ovation
A Kaman Company

For more informatfie, s
iee your Ovation Dealer or write to
Ovation Instruments ,Inc., Dept. DB, New Hartford, CT 06M 7.
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who Imould use. It depends on the material.
Berg: Vhen you do go into the studio, do
you make the decisions about mho the supponing cast will be?
Lassa: At first Imake suggestions. For all the
records Idid for CTI Iwanted Ron. Then Bob
James and Jack DeJohnette. If Ididn't know
who Iwanted, Creed asked how Ifelt about
different players. One suggestion was made
when we did the San Francisco Symphony
concert about abass player named Gary King
ss ho Ihad never heard before. Itold Creed no
because the concert was going to be recorded
and Ididn't know the guy's playing. So Creed
said that 1could arrange for wh .
oeyer Iwanted
from the West Coast. Then, If Ididn't like
King Icould use my own man. But as it turned
out. Gary King was phenomenal. In fact, he
was on my record for Columbia. Romeo Aml
Julia. So it was worked out with no lighting.
Other artists Iknow hase had some prob.
lems. Freddie Hubbard. for example, told me
that he wanted to use the guys that worked on
the road with him but that he had had aprob.
lem with that. I've never had that problem because Idon't has -easteady group with stable
personnel. My groups change around depending on circumstances because Idon't play on
the road that much. And when you don't you
can't expect to keep agroup together.
Berg: Earlier you mentioned an arranging
course that you're taking with Don Sebesky.
What aspirations do you have as awriter/arranger?
Laws: I really don't aspire to be an arranger. Ijust wanted to be more aware of how
Don thinks. He's the best orchestrator that I
know of. There are guys who write beautifully
but Idon't know of anyone who orchestrates
as well as Don. Because of that Idecided I
wanted to study with him to learn how he
thinks in terms of orchestration and arranging. So Itook the course, not because I
want to be an arranger, but because Iwanted
to know some of the techniques involved in
pairing instruments and getting different colors. It's turning out to be more than just alesson in orchestration. I'm learning alot of musical things that Iwas unaware of before. It's
just agood learning experience.
Berg: John Lewis had the idea of wedding
classical music and jazz in Orchestra U.S.A. It
seems that there is a similar impulse in your
own music. Is the bringing together of classical and jazz idioms aparticular goal of yours?
Laws: Not really. Not intentionally. I'm intrigued by music no matter what category.
Recently Iwent to Mikell's to catch Dave
Sanborn. Iloved what Iheard. When Iwas visiting Ron Caner, he put un Samuel Barber%
Adagio For Strings and Iloval that. So, its all
just musical experience. Idon't try to differentiate the idioms.
With my own material. 1do what Ienjoy
musically. That's what happened with R
And Juliet. Ijust happened to be listening to
the symphonic version at home. Ireally liked
it. so Isat down and tried to do an arrangement. On the record you hear an abbreviated
version. The extended arrangement for a
small group hasn't really been played yet.
Item The range of your material is most impressive. You cover everything f
Bach and
Stravinsky to jail. blues and pop. In aword.
pnir music is eclectic. In view of this, I
wanted to ask you about the various labels and
tategories used to describe music. Are you, for

example. ajazz player, acrossover player, a
classical player, or all
the above?
Laws: Itry to he atotally functional musician able to play various kinds of music. It
adds to my personal interest and Ithink it
adds to the interest of those who listen. If I
were to go and play an all-Bach recital, I
think it would tend to get monotonous. Some
people do that. which is line. I'm not knocking it. But Itry to vary my material as much as
possible.
Berg: In ternis of flute technique, you are at
the top. Your command over tonguing techniques, double tonguing, triple tonguing, the
pitch bends, arpeggiated figures and scale patterns are all executed with consummate skill.
Lim: Wow. I'm glad you think so. Istill
feel I've got along way to go. I'll tell you who
really influences me a lot. It's people like
Freddie Hubbard, McCoy Tyner and Chick
Corea. Those people arc phenomenal. In fact,
those people are amuch stronger influence on
nie than people who play flute. It's mainly the
musical thought that I'm interested in rather
than the instrument, which is just ameans to
express it. Whatever technique Ihave comes
largely from hearing these guys doing it on
their instruments. I say, "Wow. Man, if I
could ever do that. ..." These people really
arc astrong inspiration to me.
Icontinue to practice scales. Double tonguing, triple tonguing and all of the other things
cante while Iwas studying at Juilliard. Those
were the basics of the instrument. Actually. I
learned to double tongue very early when Ibegan to play flute. Maybe there arc physical
characteristics that could contribute to being
able to do something better than someone
else. Iwas told once when Itook aphysical
examination for entering college that Ihave
an unusually large throat. Now Iknow with
flute to play what's called open throat is very
important. It affects the sound of the flute. So
inherited physical traits could have something
to do with why my sound is different than other flute players.
Berg: Aside from music, what personal
goals do you have?
Laws: I'd like to he abetter tennis player.
Now. however, my main aspiration is to become involved with awoman. Iwas once married but now I'm divorced. Ithink it's very
important to establish agood relationship on
aone to one basis with another person. Ilook
forward to that. Ithink that will help stabilize
and give more direction to my life. I've been
sort of going here and there, doing various
things, being with different people. Ithink it
would be much more important to establish a
good relationship with alady. Also. Ifeel that
having children-1 don't have any—is something I'd like to do. It's not just because 1
haven't done it, but because Isee the value in
it.
Berg: Let me ask you about thc future. In a
hundred years, how would you like to be
remembered? What son of niche on the musical landscape of the 20th century would you
like future generations to recognize?
Laws: It's interesting that you should ask
that question because Iwas just looking at a
big placard advertising a concert of Bach's
music. Isaid to myself, "There's a man who
lived hundreds of years ago and here he is on a
placard right here and now." So it seems that
anything that has to do with writing will give
you a better chance at being remembered. I
suppose that ill'm remembered at all it will
probably be as aflute player.
db
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somethin' like John Coltrane or Miles. Or if
it's a bass player, he might say Herbie Hancock. It's an cgo thing whcrc they won't
acknowledge who they've been listening to, but
if you are ayoung drummer and you're not inIluenced by Elvin, you're not listening. . ."
Elvin Jones is 49. In the years he has been
fronting Isis own bands, since leaving Coltrane,
he has established a consistency, a dependability in his music that has at its inspirational
center the legacy of John Coltrane. But it has
evolved, growing like the circle of ripples
spreading out from a pebble tossed into a
pond. There arc no dramatic changes in what
he does, no bank of speakers suddenly materializing behind him. When you go to see Elvin
you know what his music is going to be.
According to LaBarbara, "A lot of groups
today feel that right away they have to go out
and change the course of musical history, and
right away the young player wants to instantly
become a star. We're going to have the new
sound. Nobody wants to settle in and just play
and let the music evolve naturally, they try to
force adirection. You can't do that, you just
have to settle down and play and the music
will evolve the way it's supposed to."
"I ans convinced that the direction my
music has taken is the right direction," says
Elvin, "and Iam going to continue along that
line. I'd call it straightahead, creative modern
Jazz. That covers it. Oh yes, charged with energy. And it's always funky."
Elvin absorbs musical influences like sand
takes in the rain. He is especially drawn
toward African rhythms. On his second album
for Vanguard there is atrack titled Warriors
Repnring Returning From The Hunt. "I was
strongly influenced by central African pygmy
music (from a United Nations recording that
Herbie Hancock also used for Headhunters).
This music fascinated me so much Ipicked
one of their ritual songs for the album. This
music is powerful, it's strong....
One thing is for sure. Iam not about to
make any concessions to the profit world; I'm
not about to start playing rock and roll; Iam
not going to add on tons of electronics for my
group. Ians going to stay acoustic and solid
with the music as in the past."
Elvin Jones has little patience with musicians who have changed their music to suit
record companies and still say they're playing
)azz. He knows what he wants to play and refuses to be directed away from his concepts by
the corporation. As aresult, record companies
(United Artists and now Vanguard) have been
inclined to pay scant attention to promoting
Elvin Jones and his albums. Elvin doesn't like
it. and he will be leaving Vanguard as soon as
his contract expires. He feels that they were
subtly trying to change him.
"Those sons of bitches, they're so busy taking care of pop acts they don't even know I'm
there.
"Ern not knocking anything, Iam happy to
see cats doing things like those big production
albums—just as Iam happy to hear ajad tune
played by arock group. It means that the mentality was not as low as Ihad thought it was.
Aaaaals ha.
"But these arc just reflections—tomorrow is tst
another experience. ... When we go into the
club, even when we play the same tunes, we
want to do them in away that they have anew
awareness, anew meaning. That's what keeps e
it alive. Igrew up with that kind of attitude,
that kind of approach to all things—to do 8
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by Dr. William L. Fowler

T

raditional scale study, aimed as it is toward single-handed efficiency. concentrates on such
technical niceties as hand position. wrist motion, finger crossovers and thumb crossundcrs.
Each hand learns separate fingerings whereby smooth speed might be achieved in running
along the notes of the twe Iv emajor scales and ¡heir corresponding minors. In such training, the
fingers, rather than the cyc, tend to do the memorizing. Consequently, scale construction appears as asuccession of inters ais instead of asingle visual pattern.
ithout denying the effectiveness of traditional scale fingerings in performance. this article
proposes what might be amore effective way for the eve to visualize simultaneously the holes
of any scale. In ke)board improvisation. ss7here instant decisions about leaps and complex
ligures abound, such visualization. however acquired. remains essential.
This method differs from tradition in that lingers (no thumbs) press down all scale notes at
the same time. while the eye visualizes the reMa.jer Stionl
mien. secnii
suiting pattern of depressed keys as aunit.
(1)
The major, minor, and modal scales consist
of consecutive letter names spaced by minor
Ill
II
Ill
!IL
second tI21, major second (1). or augmented
• <toe,
second tI1.2). Counting their repeated tonic
• • • •I 1
o.• a 01
letter names an octave apart, they all contain
•ft.itre_ the•ds
ett.e.chards
eight notes and therefore divide into two
C. Major SC&lc,
E. Latris, reed.
tetrachord tfour-notet segments, the upper
separated from the lower by either amajor or
aminor second.
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Each of the six distinct tetrachord types appearing in major, minor, and modal scales has its
ow nname, its own intervallic structure, and its own finger pattern. Since the thumb is not used,
both hands exhibit the sanie finger pattern for each tetrachord type.
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When either hand can instantly and accurately strike any of these six tetrachord
t)pcs on any key the eye chimes, the combining of both hands into eight-notes scales
and modes may begin. The first such combination to practice is the major scale—two major tctrachords separated by amajor second:
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This scale, as well as all the following
scales, is to bc visualized on all twelve black
and white keys.
The next scale to practice is the Dorian
ritrAc —tw(i minor tetrachords separated by a
major second:
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Then comes the Phrygian mode—two
Phrygian torachords separated by a major
second:
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As soon as all of the above tetrachord names, intervallic structures, and finger patterns have
been mastered on C. as shown in the example, they should be practiced on all the black and
hitc keys of the chromatic scale. As an example of how changes of position on the keyboard
alter the look of any tetrachord, here are several locations for the Hungarian minor type:
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Next to be practiced and visualized arc combinations of different-type tetrachords separated by major seconds:
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The music of the Blackbyrds now evadable In stage band arrangements and
method books.
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Next arc combinations separated by minor seconds:
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EX. XI
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From the Moyle
"CORNBREAD, EARL AND ME"
Cornbread
4. Riot
The One-Eye Two 5. Soulful Source
Step
6. At the Carnival
Mother/Son Theme
From the Album THE BLACKBYRDS
Do II. Fluid
4. The Runaway
Gut Level
5. Summer Love
Rowena
6. A Hot Day Today
7. Funky Junkie
From the Album
THE BLACKBYRDS FLYING START
INeed You
5. Walking in Rhythm
The Baby
6. Future Children,
Love is Love
Future Hopes
Blackbyrds' Theme 7. April Showers
8. Spaced Out
From the Album
THE BLACKBYRD'S CITY UFE
Rock Creek Park
4. All IAsk
"
Thankful 'bout
5. Happy Music
Yourself
6. Love So Fine
City Life
7. Flying High
Seed fer couplets catalog and leferraaticie.
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The common eight-note scales and modes
no, have been illustrated. But there arc
ws end more scale types sufficiently important to be included in any keyboard improvisor's iisuali/ations.
Various pentatonic scales can be visualized
!it, leaving out two notes in the major scale
pattern
Ino conjoined (both index fingers on the
same note) whole tone tctrachords form the
is hole tone scale:
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1,0 minor tetrachords separated by a
minor second form the diminished (whole
step-half step) scale:
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Although the above scale types should satisfy most melodic requirements keyboardists ordiarily will encounter, players might want to explore other possibilities. To find those possibilities, the explorer should combine all the tetrachord types, similar and dissimilar, first conpima ly, then separated by minor second, then by major second. Many of the scales thus erected will not as yet have been given usantes. What names, for example. fit the following?

Donald Byrd, Chairman
Institute of Jazz Studies, Music Dept.
North Carolina Central University
Durham, NC 27707
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much of the record business is print—lead
sheets, bins, press kits, liner notes, album covers, and so on.
Lyons: Why don't you have any top billing
of artists on your covers?
Bley: It stems from musical reasons. The
players may or may not have worked together
IAI—Paul Bley's
in the past but they have expressed adesire to
Bold Experiment
work with each other. If aplayer's going to be
on one of our records, he's important enough
on his instrument to be given afull rating on
by len lyons
the cover. It's not no-top-billings, it's all top
billings.
Lyons: What are your standards for marnadian pianist Paul Bley has always asketability?
sociated himself with originality. His most reSky: It's helpful if the artist has been
cent project. undertaken conjointly with visthrough the distributing pipeline sometime
ual-media artist Carol Goss, has been the
within the last 24 months. It's also helpful if
founding of a unique record label. The label
the artist has asufficient backlog of albums so
bears the auspicious trademark 1AI (for Imthat his work is already assessed. At this point,
pnning Artists Inc.). Though the company
we only introduce artists in asession of artists
has existed on paper since '74. its tape vaults
who are already established.
sucre not opened publicly until January I.
Lyons: What if there arc some unknown
1976 s% ith the release of three albums. The
geniuses out there, reading this, and they want
catalog has since expanded and now features
to record for IAI? Is it possible?
an impressive roster of artists in addition to
Bley: If he or she sent me the work and I
the label's omner: Gary Peacock and Barry
found it attractive, we know labels who are
Altschul (v.ho currently make up the Paul
economically equipped to introduce new talBley Trio). Jimmy Giuffre. Bill Connors. Sam
ent. We'd send the material along to them—
Rivers, Dave Holland. John Gilmore, Paul
and in some cases, with a personal recomMotian, Ran Blake and Jaco Pastorius.
mendation. For us, it's too soon. Ran Blake
Bley has been known for an adventurous
(areal:rim IAl 373842) is a new artist in a
spirit. He established himself as ajazz player
sense, because he's been out of the pipeline for
in she groups of Charles Mingus, Omette
seven or eight years. Wc can introduce an artColeman and Sonny Rollins. He was also one
ist who's been away for a while, but we
of thc principal organizers of the Jazz Comcouldn't do justice to abrand new artist.
posers Guild (in 1965). which was designed to
Lyons: Is IA1 succeeding financially?
enhance the status and working conditions of
Bley: If the lady still answcrs the phone, it's
jazz musicians in this country. When electronworking out.
ic instruments became more portable. Bley
Lyons: Is dealing with the marketplace
presented an ARP "Synthesizer Show" at New
draining your musical energy?
York's Philharmonic Hall in '69, which, he
Sky: That question has come up from time
claims. "marked the first time that akeyboard
to time. The longer Ican control the release
synthesizer had ever been played before alive
of the records and their coordination with live
audience."
performances, and making things comfortable
With the emergence of IAI, Bley's reperfor the players—so long as I'm in charge, that
toire has significantly expanded. Now that
is—it's worth the extra effort. For example,
he's signing "the other dotted line," and sitwe like to play concerts instead of clubs,
ting on the technical side of the recording
which seems to be a luxury in this country,
booth, it is time to take account of his new
and the company makes that possible. Of
perspective.
course, we work 14 hour days, but with areguLyons: What was the idea behind 1AI?
lar office staff we can almost run the company
Bier To guarantee to the artists the quality
by remote control with ahalf-hour phone call
of the pressings, the studio's excellence, and,
aday.
most important, the consistency of the quality.
The percentage of music, as opposed to busHaving recorded for alot of different labels, I iness time, has actually been increasing from a
experienced good results—and less-good reyear or two prior to starting the label. This is
because jazz has become more widely listened
sults. 1AI was away of stabilizing the sound.
to. Also, producing dates for friends whosc
quality.
music I've known for 20 years has been an inLyons: Didn't you have any visions of putcredibly useful musical exercise.
ting the profits in the artists' pockets?
Lyons: You said in your last db interview
Bley: Well, that too, but the artist—if you
that "... virtuoso acoustic instrumental music
mean me—has to work alot harder to earn it.
is finished...." Yet, IA1 is recording acoustic
Running alabel is the hard way to get paid.
instrumental music almost exclusively. How
Lyons: Are you handling artists or records
do you explain this apparent incompatibility
any differently than the other labels?
of outlooks?
Bley: We're coordinating the release of
Bley: Generally, you're correct about the
records with tours, which is very helpful. Othlabel, although the new Jaco Pastorius album
er labels try to do that, but they don't give it
is done entirely on electric piano. What Iwas
continuous care. They found it was more profreferring to in that statement was the younger
itable to make more records rather than proplayers, those just beginning to become immote the ones they had already produced.
provisors. Most of the places in the acoustic
Lyons: What arc Carol Goss's qualificafield had already been filled by people who
tirdis for co-directing arecording company?
came on the scene during the time the music
Bley: Her father is a Chicago tenor saxowas growing up. They had a rightful place,
phonist (Chet Gross) and she's interested in
having contributed to its growth. But for
graphics, so that's her expertise. It's alogical
somebody I
It years old at the tinte the quote
unirin for us on the label, because one of the
was made (almost three years ago), it was only
surprises on this side of the desk is that so
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the area of electric music and sound treatment
in which alot remained to be done as an improvisor. If you were there at the time of Coleman Hawkins, then there's no reason why you
shouldn't continue to play Body And Soul; but
for new players, you have to arrive at material
that hasn't been overworked.
There scents to have been adichotomy between bands that recorded acoustic but not
electric, or electric but not acoustic. It's always been my musical fantasy to have asituation where you could play from an acoustic
level of dynamics to the extreme electric level
of dynamics within the same piece and that a
multi-keyboard-and multi-choice of instruments tor all the players-would be available.
Lyons: Why doesn't 1AI attempt to realize
that fantasy?
Bler We're going to give it another 12
months-or 12 albums-acoustically, before
we introduce more electronic music into the
line This may or may not involve new artists.
Sant Rivers has played synthesizer at the Village L'angtlard. I've played some duets with
hint using a large ARP. Bill Connors is very
much interested in electronics again. So even
our artists may be going in that direction be:muse the calendar is on the side of it.
Lyons: Music has to proceed in an electronic direction to progress?
Bley: The history of music leads me to belies... so. Electric follows acoustic, as it's donc
in folk and classical music. The precedents
are already there.
Lyons: Do you think there are any groups
effectively exploring that terrain now? Or the
synthesis of acoustic-electric you spoke of?
Bley: You know, all the electric groups
have expressed a desire to integrate acoustic
music after they've played electric music for
some tinte. Some of them do it with separate
songs or sets and some of them within the
same piece. I'd like to form a band-and I
-appose I'll have to do it myself-where the
dichotomy didn't exist at all.
Lyons: What's your evaluation of "cross ser" music?
Bley: It's an early option, because we're at
primitive stage. It's certainly better than
icasing electricity in the hands of English
'sands which duplicate the 1940s Chicago
'slues hands. There arc some jazz musicians in
the movement. If improvising hasn't been
their main preoccupation to date, it will be.
Lyons: Has IA1 made any artistic compromises?
Bley: The catalog will have asound of its
.issn and, eventually, it will have aunique personality. Whether the jazz audience responds
to that personality is something one has to
(lope for. 1 think we're speaking more of
mivery titan compromise. "Compromise" is a
'tord Idon't understand.
Lyons: Well, are you willing to follow your
.irtistic ideals completely?
Bley: One follows the same set of guidelines one follows as amusician. You do your
hest work at all tintes and hope there will be
someone out there to receive it.
Lyons: What's your definition of commercialism? Is it increasing?
'Bey: Front a European perspective, many
Mille dates that conte out of here that are considered commercial sound very much like jazz
dates with sweetening tracks: strings, horns &.
and so on. They're meant for easy-listening
FM play. Because they're not ambitious musi-1
catty. they do fulfill a musical function asg
background-something to enjoy while you S
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ANEW APPROACH to JAll IMPROVISATION PIANO PLAYERS-six

books of Piano Solos &
Songs by FOUR all time Jazz greats.
by Jamey Aebersold. $8.95 per volume (LP 1. Reside
Aseries of books &LP stereo records which allow Most all solos & songs are written for Two Hands with
you to learn to improvise at your own pace. Can chord symbols lust as the masters play them.
also be used for classroom teaching. Each volume 0 CHICK COREA: 16 tunes including Spain, 500 Miles High
& La Fiesta
$6.05
contains astereo record and accompanying book- 0
BILL EVANS •1: 6 transcribed songs
$2.95
let Booklet includes parts FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS: 0 BILL EVANS 52:5 transcribed solos &One song $3.95
treble& bass clef, Bb &Eb parts in each book. Spe- 0 BILL EVANS •3: 5transcribed solos & 15 songs off rec.
$3.95
cial stereo separation for rhythm section players: ords
67.50
Left channel has Bass &Drums, right channel has 0 HUME HANCOCK: Over 45 greatest hits
Piano d Drums. The back-up rhythm section on 0 HORACE SILVER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as recorded including Sister Sadie. Nice's Dream. Nutvi Ile & Silrecords is outstanding! Makes you want to play. vers Serenade .
$6.05
The most widely used Imprathabon method on the O JA2VROCK VOICINGS FOR THE CONTEMPORARY KEYmarket.

0 VOLUME 1"A NEW APPROACH"- Beg/Int. level. Contains
Dorian minor tracks. Blues in Fd Ob. 24 measure song. Ca.
dences, Cycle ol Dom. ilk's & one IIN7 track. Scales are
written in measures and chord tones are notated. Chapters
on Melody, Blues scale, Time, Modes, Exercises. Chords,
etc.
0 VOLUME 2"MIMIC BtiT BLUES" -Beg /Int. level. II dol.
Terent Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume is tru.
ly fun to play with. Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales
and chord tones are written.

BOARD PLAYER by Dan Haerle. An important, intermediate
method includes voicings, principles of chord function,
substitutions, melody harmonization. etc.
$4.95

COMBO ARRANGEMENTS by NM., Aebersald $4.00 ea. Trot..
tenor, alto, bone & rhythm section.
o keimolal-litodal Bet
0 Mee We-Mee tone 110
0 gnu Am De tau
O Ikatilde-Latin• Rodi
0 Sarin-Do lair, Rick
O 161 Siot-Exty Reek
0 DAN HAERLE JAIL-ROCK COMBO SERIES-12 combo ar•
rangements scored for Trpt. Ten. Alto. Bone. & rhythm section.
Write for catalog. Each arr. $4.00

0 VOLUME 3"THE 10/7/1 PROGRESSION"-Int. level. Prob.
ably the most important musical sequence in modern tazz.
A must tor all lazo players! Supplement includes 11 pages
of IIN711 eaercises to be applied with LP. 8tracks to improvise with and practice in all keys.

O JOHN COLTRANE (combo arrangements) transcribed from
original Blue Note recording (Blue Wale (Blue Train, MOmanta Notice. Locomotion, Lazy Bud.) Complete parts for
trumpetItenorlbonerrhythm.
All 4 only $8.50
0 HORACE SILVER (combo arrangements/. Complete Paris
for trumpetitencuirhythm.
All 4 only $5.00

0 VOLUME 4 "MOVIIF ON"-Int./Adv. level A Challenging
collection of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Book contains
melodies ana needed scales/chords for all instruments.

•
0 ARRANGING & COMPOSING for The Small Ensemble:
jazz/rib/rock by David Baker. 184 PP.
$15.00
0 JAZZ IMPROVISATOR by David Baker
$15.00
0 ADVANCED IMPROVISATION (with 90' cassette) by David
Baker. Spiral bound 256 PP
$25.00
Cl lam Styles & Analysis: TROMBONE by D. Baker. History of
Jazz 'Bone via 157 solos.
$15.00
O Jazz Styles & Analysis: ALTO SAXOPHONE by Harry
Miederna. edited by David Baker: 125 transcribed and annotated solos by 103 famous alto saxophonists.
$1230
CI Jazz Improvisation Method STRINGS: Vol I, %tin and Viola
by David Baker. 160 pages
$1230
Jazz Improvisation Method STRINGS: Vol 2 Cello and BUZ
Viol by David Baker. 152 pages
S12.50
0 CONTEMPORARY lICHNIQUES for the TROMBONE by Da.
vid Baker
$25.00

Only for the

brave!

0 VOLUME 5"TIME TO PUY MUSIC"-Int. level. Similar to
Vol. 4 except the songs are much easier. Modal Voyage,
Killer Pets. &gouda. etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. Ior 3.
lotS of variety.
Cl VOLUME G "ALL BIRD"-Adv. level. 10 songs written by
Lharlie Parker. Hon tarter, bass: Kenny Barron. piano ;Ben
Riley on drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way
to learn these famous tunes: NowS MO Time, YardDircl
Suite. Donna Les. Confirmation. etc.

FOUR EXCITING ADDITIONS ...

Rhythm section on records is outstanding.
1: .111
I:: 3
VOLUME 7- MILES

CI
..
DAWS" Eight Classics written by Miles Davis. Int/Adv
level. Unique way to learn 8
of the most popular songs of
the Fifties... Foe. Tune Up.
Vierd Blues, The Theme,
Solar, Dig. Milestones (old
Milestones), Serpent's
Tooth.

•
▪ "BIRD LIVES" by Ross Russell. Hardbound book of
O
Charlie
"JAZZ Parker's
TRUMPET
life.
TECHNIQUES"
Outstanding by
book
John McNeil. S
$ Pria5I
book designed to help solve certain problem areas of iazz
trumpet playing. A much needed b00k. (1St printing) $2.95
0
O PATTERNS
SCALES FOR
FOR
IAIIIMPROV.
JAM by Jerry
by D.
Coker
Haerle
et al. Excelle$
nt6.f
9o
5
r

E3

cc

0 VOLUME 9-"SONNY ROLUNS" Nine classic jazz origi•
vals written by Sonny Rollins. InUAdv level. Contains
8 of Rollins' most femme
tunes, in their original keys
... Dozy, Sr. Thomas Bahr,.
then swing), Blue Seven,
Valse Hot (one of the first ib
jazz tunes), Tenor Madness,
Solid, Pent Up House,
Airegin. Oleo.

.../bErbiabboe

daily practice
:I! IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker (paperback) ..,$124.. 0
90
5
0 THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker (PaPerbackl
$2.45
O LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by George Russell $28
21
50
5
0 'THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. SPIRAL BOUND.
0
ForEVOLVING
Electric and
UPWARD-BASS
Upright
BOOK
how to approach and execute

by Rufus Reid. Shows

is-thumb

positron for acous-

t
O
ic JAIICUNICIANS
bass
QUARTET Play for You-featuring Ja
$130
mey
Aebersold. alto & tenor; Dan Hattie piano: Rufus Reid.
bass: Charlie Craig. drums. Can also be used as play-a-lend
record for guitarist, bassist and pianist. Chord Worms'
sons for each tune. STEREO LP 3transcribed solos $5.95
C CHASM' THE TUNE by J. C. Thomas. The music & mysof John Coltrane (hardbound)
CtiqTHE
ue PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER COMPOSER by R$
us1s
.9
e5
ll
Garcia. Standard test for big band writing
0 VOLUME (I-"WOODY
C CHARLIE PARKER-30 tunes in concert key
SHAW' Eight jazz originals
0 PENTATONIC SCALES FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by R$Sa
27:99
mon
55
written by Woody Shaw. Intl.
Ricker. Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz 6 tranAdo level. Rhythm section is
scribed solos by e. Corea, H. Hancock, K. Jarrett, J. Hendercurrently with Woody Shaw
son. J. Farrell, and W. Shorter. 40 pages of licks and eserand their familiarity with the
.
songs makes it easier for
cises
C
HUGE
Spiral
JAZZbound
FAXE BOOK, 1.002 songs in concert key$1.91t5h
you to play. Includes Lela
chord symbols and v.ords. 70 songs by H. Silver. 20 by S.
Red's Fantasy, Katrina Bal...arruemexe
Rollins. 20 by M. Davis. 32 by Duke. & more
lerina, BIM lor Wood,
SEVEN SUPER SAX COMBO CHARTS taken olf re:$0
1r
9
2 5
5
Moontrane, ln Case You
)& 3 rhy write tor list
sax, trpt, 'bone (op t
Haven't Hoard Tomorrow S
0 TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT IN FOURTHS by
Destiny. Beyond All Limits (Bossa Nova, slow), Beyond AllRicke
by Ray
players. Loads of exercises
Limits (Swing. up tebb>0)•
1.] EAR TRAINING BOOK w!2 cassettes by David Baker. 0
05
:
JAll pl y
151 yaces.
ellent!!
0 VOLUME 10-"DAVID BAK0 THE e sof MUSICCAP;ÎNG by Clinton Roeme$r
2
.0Th
.00
e
ER" Eight beautiful originals
music copyist Bible ... for composer, arranger, student,
by David Baker. IntrAdv
teacher. Paperback
level. One ol the most pro.
0 STANDARDIZED CHORO SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer.
huy composers In jazz toA uniform system for the music profession.
$3.95
day. Tunes otter awide vanely of styles and tempos. InSend cheek or M.O. Free postage in the USA for 3
cludes Auld, Le Roi. Kenor
more
items;
add
SOe
postage
for
1
or
2
items.
tucky Oysters, Passion.
Blank Thursday, Besse
Canada add $1.75 per record; 50e for books. CanBella, Soled d' Altamira. Le
ada sud U.S. funds only. Foreign add $2.00 for
Mira» Noir.

one book & LP set: 60e each additional set.

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
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things for the moment. It's the sum total ot
things you'ac learned up to that moment, i
t
has to he channeled with all the sincerity.
meaning and integrity that brought about sour
deselopment.
'•One thing is toi sure. you're always going
to base fun. When we get up .,n the handstand,
it's going t.. he ahappy time Idon't tell an>.
body anything Ilet them sound the way the%
are, and it happens beautifully. Like this is Pat
LaBarbara playing.
."
remember when Erb in first called me up
j„,, the job. - rc:alls LaBarhara "He told me 'I
,
unt 5" t" ,;..otte
`•;,:s%
or and he in the
hand. hut Iwant >ou to feel you can pla y the
was
want to
and not tcel likc you
have t.. play in any direction •Of course. - said
the sasophonist. "th,: ohs ious influence was
there
Hasid
IL

:Hums

ch. UM',

•••

-Jimmy
tGarrison) told
let f• Is in scare you, he'll tr%
•_ --Make sure sou .ni•

•

h... •
•
II;

•

-

•..

- •

I

so many tuning
-the hand has got
that make my
itncere and you
it
had to p.i>
7 a guy. Icouldn't

•

a dal. hc!• 7„;

..oncert ,
about it.
the c•

continued Immune SI

d.. other things. The intent of the people inwised is another aspect of commercialism. It'
the attempt is modest. the result will he no
better than the attempt. So long as they're satisfied with what they've done and the produccrs arc satisfkd, there's nothing wrong
with it. A modest attempt may get abetter resiew .in fact.
It's another story when people come into a
hall for an hour and ahalf to sit down and listen. Then we're talking about substance. In
Europe, that's the florin. In this eountry,
there's more than one way of making and selling records. I'm encouraged because the last
three sears hase seen the advent of several
new labds which has ebuilt asubstantial catalog based on somehotiv's sincere desire to record a period of jazz music in an authentic
manner—without sweetening. These labels
hase managed well. They're thriving. There
seems to he an international market, as well as
a domestic one, for—shall we say—pure music.
Lyons: Your recent IA1 solo album, Alone
Again, was criticized on the grounds that there
was no variety of mood between tracks. How
do you react to that!
Bile): We're dealing with a%cry specialized
album in which the purpose was to have asim-

plays tree at
•••• •.--ethsng
77 2:

-

forme:. = •
I in t'
•7-Prison r:r• 7
to the

PERSPECTIVE

,

•trone-

,
_
.
_I.-

•

_
r

:rnrartant
me to acity
'.,ce the prison
, how he tees
'and gladly play

'and on the road
L.,13.irhara and Ro
Ka ,
and sax ,iphonist
Chao.
_
gr,up still be
working
—,-. 7, 7; n:::, 'ut ot the
sear—in th,
S...ath America.
One',? th: :
working is
their pen:::
1
_::>ing out
there and at
_ •
is El% in's
wile Keik..
7.n ,ate constantl>
hooking.
-..: •
hen the hand
is on the n•a„:.
.
- ,sent--taking
care of equipment....., ,r.•.:.:_7
cians. keepmg the flake •
•••• -2
in', needs.
his mood. S...
• •• - perhaps frail, hut
the energy
licfore John Giltrane died. he told Keilco
watch oser El% in and take care
ham. She
has. She wants El% in Jones to hate to worry
about nothing hut his music.
Keiko. who also contributes music to El.
sin's groups. is VillletlITICS less tolerant of an
American system that has trampled the black
jazz culture Surviving and keeping the art
pure is "lien exhausting for her.
In the midst of talk about record companies
not opening their wallets to promote musicians with Eltin's sensibilities, she observed:
-I am sure if Elvin Jones was a white drummer
he would he number one in the world."
Elvin's smile grew into a rusty chuckle.
- There's no danger of that happening. Everybody is safe from that. Iam not u white drumdb
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NEW YORK
Village Vanguard: Slide Hampton Trombone
Cho, ithru 5/81: Dexter Gordon (5/10-15); Thad
Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra MAI
Office Bar (Nyack. N.Y.): Danny Stiles Big Band
(Wed.).
StoryvIlle: Jazz Interactions presents Ernie
Wilkins (5/8): Al Nibbler (5/15).
Gutliver's (West Paterson. N.J.): Keith MacDonald (5/5 & 8).
Smucker, (Brooklyn): Blue Magic (5/8-10).
Skinflints (Brooklyn): Mike Mandel (Thurs. &
Sun.).
Westbury Musk Fair (Westbury. LI): Johnny
Cash (thru 5/8): Jerry Vale (5/9-5/15).
Larson's: Ellis Larkins w/ Billy Popp.
York River Club: John Bunch (Mon., Tues.); Frank
Owens (Wed.. Thurs.): David Daniels (Fri.. Sat.).
Folk City: Albert Dailey &friends (Sun. 4-8 PM).
Surf Maid: JoAnne Brackeen or Nina Sheldon.
Sweet Basil: Ted Dunbar Trio (thru 5/8); Kenny
Barron Ouartet (5/10-14): Jim Hall Trio (opens
5/17r.
Capitol Theatre (Passaic, NJ): Chick Corea d
Return To Forever (5/14).
Westchester Premier Theatre (Tarrytown, N.Y.):
Robert Goulet (thru 5/8); lotie Fields (5/10-15);
Frank Sinatra-Dean Martin (opens 5/17).
Town Hall Interludes: Mac Frampton Trio
15/11).
Three Sisters (West Paterson, N.J.): We Genfcola& Teddy Zaremba Quartet (Sum); Dave Tesar
Ouaricif (Mon.); Wild Fire (Tues.), Jazz Conformation (Wed.): North Jersey Jazz Co. (Thurs.): call
Club for weekend acts.
One Station Plaza (Bayside, Queens): Ted Pillrocker. Brian Toril.
Studio Wiz: Warren Smith's Composer's Workshop Err.ernble (Mon.).
Creative Music Studio (Woodstock. N.Y.):
spring te7.sion.
Village Corner: Lance Haywood or Jim Roberts:
Jim Roberto Septet (Sun. 2-5 PM).
Cookery: Joe Turner. vocals (thru 5/71.

ilarity of content from beginning to end. Recorded albums don't serve the sanie purpose
as alive performance. It gives you achance to
get into a piece of music in great depth or a
single emotional theme, because you have the
potential of 40 minutes on asingle piece. That
license isn't allowed in alive performance because the conditions aren't as comfortable as
they are at honte. The album is supposed to be
apiece from start to finish.
Lyons: Now that you're a producer. have
you discus ered any keys to good recording
technique?
Bley: Ilike to leave the tape running from
the tinte the musicians walk into the studio
until they leave, so you don't have the music
interrupted by call-backs between musicians
and the people behind the glass. It's a simple
device to keep things more relaxed, too. You
can also pros-ide a relaxed atmosphere by inviting the musicians' friends. It can be festive.
Sound-balances should be done hours prior to
the recording—record free of technical requirements. If you're recording the best improvising musicians on the globe, it's always
an occasion. And it should be treated as an
occasion, not as a work-period.
Lyons: What is the best album you made
for the label?
BIC): The next one. Always the next one.
Ob
Hopper's: Stan Getz (thru 5/7); Kenny Burrell
(Wens 5/8).
New York Jazz Museum: Junior Manco Trio (5/8
2 PM).
Princeton University: Chick Corea d Return To
Forever (5/8).
Barbara's: Bob January Big Band w/ Shahida
Sands (Sun. 3-7 PM).
All Baba East: Juanita Fleming.
All's Alley: Frank FOSter'S Loud Minority w/
Charlie Persip d Earl May (Mom).
Bar Nona: Dardanelle. piano.
Boomer's: Good Jazz all week.
Broady's: Top acts.
Changes: New talent.
Crawdaddy: Sammy Price d triendS.
Eddie Condon's: Balaban & Cats (Mon.-Sal.);
guest artist (Tues.): Jazz w/ lunch (Wed.); guest
group (Sun.).
Gaslight Club: Sam Ulano d the Speakeasy
Four.
Gregory's: Al Haig w/ Jamil Nasser d Chuck
Wayne (Mon. -Tues.): Brooks Kerr w/ Jo Jones,
Russell Procope & Alicia Sherman (Wed.-Sun.);
Gene Roland w/ Loumell Morgan, Morris Edwards
d Lynn Crane (Mon.-Sat. 4-8 PM): Warren Chias'
son, Earl May d Dardanelle (Sun. 5:30-9 PM).
Cleo's: Mabel Mercer's new home.
Jazzmanla Society: Mike Morgenstern Jazz'
mania Allstars (Wed.. Fri., Sat.).
Jimmy Ryan's: Roy Eldridge (Tues. -Sat.); Max
Kaminsky (Sun. & Mon.).
Ladies Fort: Lott jazz Sat. & Sun. (4-7 PM).
Well's: Always agood show.
Other End: Top rock acts.
P.S. 77: Bucky Pizzarelli (Mon.).
Rainbow Room: Sy Oliver.
Reno Sweeny's: Blossom Deane (Thurs.-Sat.
5:30-7 PM, Sun. 3PM).
Sonny's Place (Seaford, LI): Jazz seven nights
aweek.
Sttyker's: Dave Matthews Big Band (Mon.): Lee
Konitz (Wed. & Thurs.).
Village Gate: Top acts weekends; Willie Baba
(5/13-14).
West End Cale: Franc Williams Swing Four
(Mon.-Tues.); JO Jones & friends (Wed.); George
Kelly's Jazz Sultans (Thurs. 8Fri.); The Countsmen
(Sal. 8 Sun.).
Studio Illybea: Moro loft jazz. (Fri. & Sat.).
Jazz Vespers: St. Peter's (celebrating al Central
Synagogue): Sun, 5PM.

Bottom Line: Jesse Winchester (5/4-7); Gallagher & Lylo (5/8); Dolly Parton (6/12-14).

LOS ANGELES
Concerts By The Sea: Bill Evans: Art Farmer/Cedar Wallon Trio (5/3-8); Rahseen Roland Kirk
(510 -151. Eddie Harris (5/17-6/5); Esther Phillips
(6/7-1 2).
The Lighthouse: Jazz regularly; call 372-6911
tOr details.
U.C.L.A.: U.C.L.A. Jazz Festival featuring Herble
Hancock, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Thelonious Monk
(tent). Grover Washington, Jr.; Dexter Gordon,
Woody Shaw, Mel Lewis, etc. (5/27-29).
Hollywood Palladium: Billy Preston (5/24); salsa concert wr Ray Barrett o, Johnny Pacheco
(5/29)
Hop Singh's (Marina Del Rey): Top name Jazz,
POP ano blues.
Denies: Jazz all week w/ top studio musicians:
call 769-1 566 for details.
Santa Monica Civic: Gato Barbieri (5/22).
Rosy: Rock, Occasional jazz; Muddy Waters
15(1 0-11), call 878-2222 for schedule.
Parisian Room: Top name jazz artists all 'week;
details 936-06 78.

41)-muste-shopb
Rates: one insertion 51.40 per word ($21. minimum); three
nsertIonS $1.30 per word; seven insertions $1.25 Per
non: 13 insertions $1.20 per word, 22 times 51.10 per
.0,0 Payment must accompany Cepy except when placed
Dy accredited advertising agency. was count: count each
«am symbol or number in body copy and company name;
street address or post ollice box as one word; city, state,
hp code as two words First words set In bold caps at no
extfa cnarge No illustration or db box number permitted.
hi copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers
-lust Supply PubliSher with permanent address and tele
phone number Deadline fOr copy and payment: eight
wee., Prior to cover date, down beat/Classified, 222 W.
Arlams St Chicago IL 60606.

ARRANGEMENTS
8IC BAND CHARTS-The best of swing, ballads, vocals,
S,, aw Herman Basic. Others. Contact Southeastern
.Ca'
House, Po. Box 1175, Atlanta. GA 30301
BOOKS
CADENCE JAZZ MAGAZINE Sample $1. Route 1Box 1
3.1l,. Reowood. NY 13679
AGENTS NATIONAL DIRECTORY. 5.000
alphabetical.. cr State At music stores or send $4.9510 MS Publish
"i4 DO Mass Aye., Boston, MA 02115.
DRUMMERS: Subscribe to DRUMWORLD S3.50 for "4"
tiiy issues Send check or MO. to Sam Ulan°, P.O. Box
' 2f1 Radio City Station, NY. NY 10019 (Make check to
ano) 55 00 out of USA.
NYET•AMERICAN MUSICIAN ENCOUNTERS SOVIET
UNION--Thorn Gambino (Prentice-Hall hardcover) $6.95.
se Artist flea. Box 125. Maspeth NY 11378.

1002 JAll TUNES!
Now Fake Book. Giant collection of best Jazz
I ever assembled. Play the finest jazz written
e played by top stars-All Styles! 680 Pages- I
Spiral bound. 31
4
/
pounds of jartl Use on Jobs
or reading & improvising study. Try 7 days..
g Money Back Guarantee. 1,002 JAZZ TUNESS19.95.
Order Now: IMPERIAL CREATIONS
BOX 66-DB, New York, N.Y. 10022. me wi
ET CETERA
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Ellinelen, Coltrane,
SIIIto Holiday, Manglone, Lester Young. DOIPhY, Clifford
Brown. T. Monk, "Bebop LIves", Mlles Darts. Original deserts, salosfaction guaranteed. S-m-L-)a., $6.00. BIRD
LIVES. PO Box 4563, Boulder, CO 60302.
MUSICIANS! How to operate high-cash, little-known male
business. Information free: KERNS, 7249.1) Fairbrook,
Baltimore, MD 21207.
WEAR YOUR INSTRUMENT T-SHIRTS. Sax. Trumpet.
r.ure. Drums, Keyboard, Gulley S6 00, S.11.1.-XL MELODY
T-SHIRTS, 190 Grand St ,Mamaroneck. NY 10543.
FOR SALE
KEYBOARDS-New 7t -noto Polymoog•rovolutlenary dynamic keyboard. ARP. Oberhelm, Freemen. Orchoshon,
Rhodes HolpIn91111, Glavin« Chapman Stick, all al Gary
Gand Music. 172 Skokie, Valley Rd. Highland Park, ti.
60035, (3121031.3000.

Baked Potato: Lee Ritenour (Tues.); Don Rand!
(Wed-Set.); Pies Johnson (Sun.).
The Cellar: Les DeMerle and Transfusion plus
guests (Sun. and Mon.); clinics and Seminars
(Tues.).
Sand Dance (Long Beach): Jazz Thurs.-Sat; call
438-2028 for information.
The Improvisai (on: Jazz Mon.; call 651-2583 for
details.
Odyssey Theatre (West L.A.): Jazz Mon.;
George Cables, Rudolf Johnson, Henry Franklin
often; call 826-1628 for information.
Jazz Gallery: (Studio City): Jazz Wed.-Sat.; detolls 761-1101.
'
Eagle Rock High School: Jazz concerts 2nd
Sun. of month; artists Include Don Ellis, Blue
Mitchell, Shelly Manne. Roger Kellaway, Bobby
Bryant, Garnett Brown, Earl Palmer, Ray Pizzi,
Oscar Brashear, John Rinaldo, etc.
Century City Playhouse: New music concerts
on Sun. and Tues.; call 474-8685 or 475-8388 for
Information.
Redondo Lounge: Jan nightly;

Art Pepper

often; details 372-1420.
Emanuel United Church (85th and Holmes):
Horace Tapscott and Pan Afrikan Peoples Arkestra
(last. Sun. of month).

LIGHTING
LARGEST MUSICIAN'S HANDBOOK. Dimmers. Spots,
Color Synthesizers. Foot & minimanual controls. Stroboscopes, Fog Kaleidoscopes, ... Send $33.00 shipping: RocIronies, 22-DB Wendell, Cambridge, MA 02138.
INSTRU CTION
NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED. The Intermediate book for
Solo Guitar. A complete instruction book that leaches you
to play soto on any song. $4.50 postpaid. Send check or
money order to E. Hencey, Box 3911. 0.S. Spring field. MO
65807.

Hungry Joe's: (Huntington Beach); various artists (Tues -Sat.).
Studio Cale (Balboa): Jazz all week; details
714-675-7780.
Jimmy Smith's Supper Club: Jimmy Smith plus
special guests regularly: jam session (Mon.).

CHICAGO
Jan

Showcase: Kenny Burrell (5/4-8); Dexter
Gordon (5/18-22); Yusef Latee! (5/25-29): call
337-1000 for information.
Ivanhoe Theatre: Name jazz and contemporary
music regularly; call 348-4060 for Information.
Amazingrace: Name jazz and contemporary music regularly; call 328-2489 for information.
Orphans: Ears (Tues.): Jazz Roots (Wed.): call
929-2677 for information.
Wise Fools Pub: Rog Pemberton Big Band
(Mon.); John Lee Hooker (5/16-17); blues and occasional Jazz other nights; call 929-1510 for details.
Rick's Cafe Amerlealn: Jazz nightly; call
943-9200 for information.
The Bulls: John Bishop Quartet (Mon.); call
337-6204.
Quiet Knight: Contemporary music nightly; call

ALBUMS AND TAPES--All labels, all categories. No purchase obligatices, no membership lee. Discount Cenit, cafes. 100% guarantees. Free details. G. V. SOUNDS. P.O.
Box 1238 on. Manassas. VA 22110.
NEW UNE LP. 30s & 40s BIG BANDS. SWEET BANDS,
JAZZ VOCALS, ETC. Selections never bolsee released
Send lot catalog. P.O. Box 36673, Los Angeles, CA 90036.
JAPANESE JAZZ IMPORTS. Send tor free catalogue self.
addressed stamped envelope to Rob Records. 1540
Broadway. Suite 704, N.Y.C.. NY 10036.

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS

BRING BIG BANDS INTO YOUR HOME-Miller. Dorsey.
Basie, others, on tape. Contact Southeastern Clearing
House, P.O. Box 1175, Atlanta. GA 30301.

CUFFORD BROWN SOLOS-Twenty of Clifford's greatest
solos transcribed in spiral bound beaks. Only $10. Brownie
Publications. 4861 Mammoth Ave., Sherman Oaks. CA
91423.

JAZZ AND MOVIE SOUNDTRACK RECORD AUCTION.
Many hard to get and out of print L.P.'s Send for free list to
Tony Baron, 320 Ocean Pkwy. APt. 137, Brooklyn. NY
11218.

CLARK TERRY'S SYSTEM at Circular Breathing. S2.50.
JAZZ FLASH CARDS. Series I. Chords: Their Construction
and Alteration, $500; Series II, Modes: Their Melodic Use
in Jazz, 55.00. Creative Melodic TeChnique3 Used in Jazz
Impronsation, 515.50. Send check or money order.
Modern Music School. 101 Northfield Rd.. BedfOrd. OH
44146.

THE REAL BOOGIE WOOGIE IS ON JACKSON RECORDS.
JACKSON 1206 The Rarest Pete Johnson. Vol. 2;
JACKSON 1207 Pete Johnson d Joe Turner 1944-49:
JACKSON 1208 Meade Lux Lewis- -Selfportram". DM 20.
each postpaid ¡IMO only) from: JAZZ BAZAAR, PO. Box
1126, 5466 Neustadt. W. Germany

JAZZ PATTERNS (GAMBINO) $6.95: Chord Substitution
Manual (Minas') $3.25. Free Catalog-Sunrise Artistries.
Box 125, Masimelh NY 11378.
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
UP TO iok. DISCOUNT' Name Brand Instruments. Catalog.
Freeport Music. 114T, Mahan St.. W. Babylon. NY 11704.
THE FINEST GUITARS should have an adjustable truss rod.
Ours do. We would like to send you our new catalog. Adollar for mailing and handling would be appreciated. S.L.
Mr15Sm6.a n Co., Inc. Route 3, Strother Meld, Winlield. KS
7
MUSICIAN'. DISCOUNT CATALOG 77. Guitars, Drums.
Keyboards, Accessories. Super Savings) Rush SI.00. Signature Supply, P.O. Box 25208; Los Angeles. CA 90025.
•DRUMMER 5' •PERCUSSIONISTS' Write Terra Tu tor the
best prices on accessories, heads, sticks, pedals. etc.
Remo Evans, Promark, Tama, Senor. Gretsch and more.
TERRA TU Inc., 4420 Superior Ave.. CI aveland, OH 44103,
(2161 431.6482.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MUSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE. "Musicians looking for
musicians." Call 24 hours (2141 690.082t3; (8001
527-6180, loll-free.
*

******** ****** *
MUSICIANS!!
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS' REFERRAL
S-le•

,

•••

is the LARGEST national registry ol individual
musicians seekeg groups
and groups seeking
new members
CALL TODAY!

-a
4.

r

RATERS WANTED

1

NOTICE: RECORD
No experience required Each month ne snip I
cou NATIONAL LP sto rate •
Yea keep LP S
We pay postage In return for your minion you
can build your LP collection Asmall membership lee is required First come basis Send'
no money For application write Munn
dos 5/4. 13425 Waterton', Plank Road
Elm Grove. WI 53212

I
..1

‘VHERE TO STUDY
DRUM INSTRUCTION. Positive results within six weeks!
The musicians you play with will notice tire difference! Our
students Sr. tunong the most successful dnaryners in
Americo A revolutionary method taught in Manhattan or
through tape recorded home study. For inlormation Imcluding a 20 minute recording). Send SI.00 to the Stanley
Spector School et Drumming. 200 W. 513th St .Dept. 396.
New York, NY 10019. Phone. (2121 246-5661.
SCHOOL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC (Striving to build a
new waYl. Jazt-Classical-Rock. Full or pari -time study.
Monthly enrollment-professional diploma. APPROVED
FOR VETS. Jeffrey O Furst, Director, 2001 Beacon St,
Brookline, MA 02146. (6171 734.7174.
HOME STUDY courses in modem theory, arranging. and
composition for beginners and advanced. Personal faculty
attention. Applied Music School, 505 W. Hillsborough
Tampa, FL 33603.
PLAY CONGA! PLAY ROCK DRUPAS Pkrne-study courses
each you last! Details free. TIP Publishing Company. 1163
Anchor. Dept. DG. Phala. PA 19124

(6121 825-6848 or Toll Free (8001 328.8660

AZZ COMPOSITION: Acomplete correspondence course
ncomposing for Jazz ensembles Robert Doak. Box 15636,
St Petersburg. FL 33733
-

RECORDS & TAPES

STUDY WITH CHARLIE BANACOS
Used by professional and students worldwide Fast results and Inexpensive Mr. Banacos personally answers all questions and guides you in these home
study courses Send name, address and short resume
tor information
CHARLES BANACOS MUSIC CO.
Die 1, 33 Imam Rd. Dom. MA 018211 USA

FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service-loreign orders
welcome-send lot FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box
24504, Crave Coeur, MO 63141.
OLDER JAZZ, SvaNG LPs-lowest prices Monthly lists.
OC's, soundtracks. auctions! TURNTABLE, Box 11380.
Whittler, CA 90609.
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Great American Music Hall: Oregon (5/4-5):
lacb Derough j5.6 -7); George Duke (5/10-11);
George Sr,earing (5/13 -14); Carmen McRae
(5 2C -211: Buddy Rich (5 ,23).
Keystone Komar. Mary Lou Williams (5/1-8); Art
Fa -me, Cedar Walton Quartet wi Sam Jones
8.1 H.gens (
5/
17-22); Rahsaan Roland Kirk and
the V.8-anon Society (5/24 -29): Mel Ellison
(5 23).
Old Waldorf: Blues and jazz most nights; call
397-3884 for details_
The City: Liz Torres (5,1 -8): Mariana Shaw
(5'17-22): call 391-7920 for information.
Blue Dolphin: Experimental jazz most nights;
call 824-3822.
Bear's Lair: Dave Liebman/Pee Wee Ellis Band
.5121: Mght Flyte (519): Bill Bell (6/2); call
642-7477.
Gatsby's (Sausaido): Jazz and blues; call
332-4500 for details.
Inn Of The Beginning (Cotati): Jazz most Monday nights: call 795-3481 for information.
Oakland Coliseum: Pink Floyd (5/9-10).
Reunion: Jazz and salsa seven nights; call
346-3248 for schedule.
Sweetwater (Mill Valley): Jules Broussard
(Wed.-Sun.).
West Dakota (Berkeley): Rock, jazz, salsa most
nights: call 526-0950 for details.
Cesar's Latin Club: Cesar's Latin/Jazz All-Stars
(Thurs -Sun.).
Cat's Paw Palace (Berkeley): Classical and
electronic music. occasional jazz; call 841-6911
for details.
Catalyst (Santa Cruz): Rock. blues, occasional
jazz; call 841-6911 for details.
Boarding House: B. W. Stevenson. Steven Fromholz (5/10-14); Country Porn (5/17-22); call
441-4333 for complete schedule.
Green Earth Cafe: Blues, jazz and rock seven
nights: call 861-0060.
Keystone Palo Alto: Rock. folk, occasional jazz;
call 408-324-1402.
Keystone Berkeley: Rock. blues, occasional
jazZ; call 841-9903 for information.
Panagaea: Experimental music weekends; call
824-6131 for details.
The Scene: Tommy Smith's 3rd Act (Thurs.Sun.(.
KJAZ -FM Jazz Hotline: (415) 521-9336.

PHILADELPHIA
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348-7100
Ratio's: Jazz regularly; call 935-1505 for information
Ron's Pub: Jazz nightly; Tommy Ponce. Yikes.
Jeanne Lailt..erf often.
Enterprise Lounge: Yon Freeman (Mon.).
Grass Hut: Music weekends. Tennyson Stephens often: call 768-9546.
The Inn: Carl Wright Trio (Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.. Sun.
aft I.
Colette's: John Campbell Trio (Tues.).
Backroom: Jazz nightly; Eldee Young Trio often;
call 944 -2132 for information.
Lancers (Schaumburg): Stan Kenton (511).
Auditorium Theatre: Average White Band/Wild
Cherry (5'11).
Elsewhere: Blues nightly; call 929-8000 for Information.
Jazz Hotline: 421-6394.

.r.t•

Academy Of Music: Herbie Mann, Dexter Wansel, Jean Cam (5/1); call 893-1930 for information.
Big Play (Manayunk): Richard "Groove - Holmes
Mee j; jams (Mon.).
Bijou Cafe: Seawind (5/11-14); call 735 -4444
for information.
Borgia Tea Room: Bob Cohen Trio (Sat.); Donna
Joan Glasgow (Fri.).
Brando's: Jan twice aweek; call 545-9370 for
triformatiOn.
Cale Society: Tod &cake (weeknights): Tod
Croft Duo (weekends).

Calvary Church: Byard Lancaster (5/1); Jeanne
Wilson Trio (5/8); Equinox (5/15); Heath Allen and
kfakrokosmic Unit (5/22); Larry Davis (5/29); afternoon of electronic MUSIC (6/5).
Carrell's: Ace Tesone/John Bonnie Quartet
(Tues.. Wed., Fri.); Jimmy Johnson/Lox Humphries
Quartet (Mon.. Thurs.. Sat.); Jams Friday at 4 PM:
call 545-9301 for details.
Del Mar Lounge: Occasional jazz; Call
V14-3458 for Information.
Dino's Lounge: Big names and local acts; call
PE5-3456 for Information.
Foxhole Cafe: Big names; avant garde; call for
information.
The Spectrum: Return To Forever, Procol Harum
(5/13).
Grendel's Lair: Jazz Mondays; call WA3-5559
for information.
Latin Casino (Cherry Hill, N.J.): Dionne Warwick
and Lou Rawls (5/16-22).
Khyber Pass: John Benthal/Damon May guitar
duo (5/3, 5/10); Heath Allen/Steve Marcucci Duo
(5/13 -14; 5/20 -21); Jeanne Wilson (5/23; 5/30);
Jim Brent/Bruce Kosminsky Duo (Wed.).
Main Point: Occasional concerts; call
LAS-3375 for details.
Letters: Jazz Sundays at 9 PM; call 546-5099
for information.
The Painted Bride: Loving Kindness featuring
Byard Lancaster (5/2); Sumi Tonooka Trio (5/9);
Ray Bryant Duo (5/16); Larry Davis Sextet (5/23).
Royal Cafe: Hollis Floyd Combo (Thurs.-Fri.).

PHOENIX
Boojum Tree: Jimmy Witherspoon (4/24 -28);
Eddie Harris (5/8 -10); Cal Tjader (6/6 -11); Joel
Robin Trio (regulars); Mike Willman Trio (Sun.).
Celebrity Theatre: Harry Chapin (4/29); Jimmy
Buffett (5/12); Gary Wright (5/13); Jerry Riopelle
(5/20-21).
Varsity Inn: Grant Wolf's Night Band (5/2. 5/9).
Tucson Doubletree: Spoon (4/28-30); Les McCann (5/5 -6): Stanley Turrentine (5/10 -12): 8.8.
King (5/19-21).
Ramada East Phoenix: Keith Greko, solo piano
(Mon.-Fri., 4:30).
Mesa ConvnunIty College: Summer Jazz Workshop wi Bruce Fowler, Tom Fowler. Ladd McIntosh.
Lanny Morgan and others (6/11 -17).
Scottsdale Center: Bill Evans Trio (4/30).
Arizona State: Herb Johnson Scholarship Benefit (4/26).
Playboy Club: Margo Reed d Lee O'Donnell
(4/22-23).
Symphony Hall: Jazz in AZ presents Young
Sounds (5/22).
Valley Ho: Armand Boatman Duo (Tues. -Sat.).
Mabel Murphy's: Jazz (Sun. -Wed.).
Dooley's: Muddy Waters/Tom Rush (4/26); Les
McCann (5/3), jazz night (Sum).
Beachcomber Lounge: New Moon Quarrel (Fri.Sat.).
Encanto Park: Musicians Union Picnic (4/17).

PITTSBURGH
Heinz Hall: Les Brown and his Band Or Renown
(5/17).
Syria Mosque: Chick Corea and Return To Forever (5/9).
Civic Arena: Average White Band (5/6); Heart
(5/12); Natalie Cole (5/15).
Tender Trap: Don Aliquo/Ron Bickel Duo (Fri.
and Sat.).
Sonny Dayes' Stage Door Lounge: Spyder d
Co. featuring Eric Kloss regularly (Wed.-Sal.);
open jam session every Tues.
Christopher's: Frank CuniMOndo Trio (Wed.Sat.).
Crazy Quilt: Name jazz regularly; call 288-0333
for information.
Crawford Gall and Concert Hall: Jazz regularly;
call 471-1565 for detai(s.
Emle's Esquire Club: (McMurray): Al Dowo
Ouintot w/ featured vocalist Etta Cox (Thurs.Sat.).
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Buddy Rich
Billy Cobham
Louis Bellson
Max Roach
Lenny White

Billy Hart
Ginger Baker
Roy Haynes
Bob Moses
Alan Dawson

Danny Seraphine
Art Blakey
Bob Rosengarden
Alphonse Mouzon
Ed Shaughnessy

Kenny Clare
Butch Miles
Mickey Roker
Kenny Clarke
Bobby Colomby

Andrew Cyrille
Joe Corsello
Harold Jones
Peter Erskine
Roy McCurdy

Jake Hanna
Jo Jones
Larne Londin
Horacee Arnold
Steve Schaeffer

Harvey Mason Danny D'Imperio
Pete Magadini
Les DeMerle
John Guerin

Takes great pride in presenting the world's foremost drummers...
all players of AVEDIS ZILDJIAN cymbals exclusively.
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN CYMBALS are the ONLY cymbals made ANYWHERE IN
THE WORLD by Zildjians and their 350 year old family secret process.

